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FOREWORD
Race has become the handmaiden of politics in the mod­
ern world. The evil political genius finds in race an indis­
pensable tool. Hitler has amply demonstrated how effec­
tively, for political purposes, the flames of racial hatred 
may be fanned and exploited. The creation of a racial 
scapegoat provides for frustrated and insecure peoples an 
illusion of escape from their troubles.
No people in the world today is immune from the con­
tagion of racial stereotypes and race hatred. Even the most 
forlorn victims of race bias invent their own derogatory 
stereotypes for other groups. The scorned can also scorn; 
the hated, hate. Racial emotions are easily generated and 
race hatred is capable of devilish manipulation by the op­
portunist and the demagogue. But whom racial hatred 
would destroy it first perverts and then enslaves. Europe 
today reveals tragically how the concept of racial superi­
ority may be employed to enslave, and ultimately destroy, 
not Negro but “ Aryan”  peoples.
Because race has become an important determinant in 
contemporary affairs, Miss Wedlock was encouraged to 
undertake this study of racial attitudes between the two 
most important minority groups of the United States. It 
is common knowledge that many members of the Negro 
and Jewish communities of the country share mutual dis­
like, scorn and mistrust. Many Jews exhibit the same 
prejudiced, stereotyped attitudes toward Negroes that are 
characteristic of so many members of the dominant Gentile 
population. Likewise, many Negroes embrace enthusiasti­
cally the anti-Jewish concepts which have attained wide 
currency, and adapt them to their own devices. Clearly, 
Jewish Negrophobism and Negro anti-Semitism are ridicu­
lous examples of “ the pot calling the kettle black” . Both
Negroes and Jews are victims of the jaundiced racial opin­
ions of so large a part of the dominant white population.
In the home, the school, the church, and in Negro society 
at large, the Negro child is exposed to disparaging images 
of the Jew in quite the same manner that the southern 
white child has his mind early warped with his elders’^  
bemeaning conceptions of the Negro. Negro parents, 
teachers, professors, preachers, and business men, who 
would be the first to deny that there is any such thing as 
“ the Negro” , or that there are “ Negro traits” , generalize 
loosely about “ the Jew” , his disagreeable “ racial traits” , 
his “ sharp business practices” , his “ aggressiveness” , “ clan­
nishness” and his prejudice against Negroes. There is an 
undercurrent of apparent resentment among many Negroes 
that the Jew is better off economically, politically and so­
cially than the Negro; that the Jew is not so universally 
“ Jim-Crowed” as his black brother in misery. The Jew is 
not disliked by Negroes because he is “ white” , but because 
he is a “Jew” , as the Negro conceives the Jew.
The Negro, though, is not very original in his anti-Jewish 
stereotypes. He simply takes over, with slight refinement, 
the attitudes of white anti-Semites. This is not surprising, 
since many Negroes also adopt the white man’s concept of 
Negroes, and regard their black brothers with high scorn.
For the Negro, certainly, anti-Semitism is a dangerous 
luxury. The Negro has constantly and justifiably com­
plained of the faulty racial generalisations which the white 
man has employed as a means of indiscriminate damning of 
Negro people in general. It is with stupid judgment and 
poor taste, therefore, that the Negro commits the identical 
offense in his attitudes toward another long-suffering group. 
I have heard upper-class Negroes say “ Some of my best 
friends are Jews” with the same defensive, frequently un­
thinking rationalisation that the average genteel white
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person employs when he utters the apologetic “— but some 
of my best friends are Negroes” , or “ I never think of ‘X’ 
as a Negro” .
It perhaps gives the Negro some comfort to know that 
another group in this nation is also the victim of racial 
antipathy. It is possible that the Negro is thus made to 
feel less lonely on the bottom rung of the social ladder in 
the knowledge that another group is there with him, or, at 
best, on the rung just above. One can see otherwise in­
telligent Negroes beam with pleased agreement when a 
white Gentile acquaintance expounds his anti-Semitic feel­
ings. Being hated and scorned is not a pleasant diet, and 
the unthinking Negro is not displeased at seeing others 
forced to share it with him. I daresay that Miss Wedlock’s 
greatest difficulty in composing this revealing paper was 
to steer clear of the tendency to accept as accurate por­
trayals some of the false conceptions of the Jew in common 
circulation among Negroes.
There are economic conditions which relate vitally to the 
relations between Jews and Negroes. But the lowly economic 
status of the Negro as compared with the relatively high 
status of the Jew, the position of the Jew as landlord, re­
tailer and employer in the Negro neighborhoods, do not 
afford the full explanation of the prejudices harbored by 
Negroes against Jews. Negroes are an oppressed, frustrated 
people. Such a people hits always upon the simplest and 
most convenient explanations of its troubles. It pounces upon 
a scapegoat as a means of psychological escape. The Jew 
is handy. In Negro communities he has daily contact with 
Negroes in the conduct of his business. And it is safe to 
scorn the Jew. His powers of retaliation are less great 
than are those of the Gentile whites, for the Jew himself 
is a victim of race.
Miss Wedlock’s analysis of anti-Semitism in the Negro 
press does not profess to be a polished job. What has 
been attempted here is more in the nature of an explora­
tory prodding about in a subject that has wide ramifica­
tions. But insofar as the study reveals the extent and 
nature of this unfortunate social phenomenon, presents 
comprehensive documentation of the evil, and suggests 
something of its pattern, it must be considered as of definite 
social value.
It is to be hoped that both Negro and Jewish organisa­
tions, and their leaders will exert greater efforts to achieve 
more cordial and understanding relations between their 
two important groups. In large measure their problems—  
their grievances and their fears— are cut to a common 
pattern. Intelligent cooperation between the two peoples 
toward the solution of their common problems would be 
mutually beneficial.
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of race relations has become today one of 
the most important factors in the shaping of history. 
Racial attitudes, with all of their contradictions, are now, 
more than at any previous time, devices in the hands of 
political opportunists.
The perilous position of minority groups the world over 
has given impetus to this study, which is concerned with 
the attitudes of one American minority group toward an­
other. These attitudes are considered against a back­
ground of relationships, primarily economic, which exist 
between the two groups. They are also cast within a frame­
work of broad societal responsibility for their develop­
ment. In order to observe empirically the relationships 
which exist a personal investigation was recently made by 
the writer in several large cities of the East and mid-West 
with the aid of a Lucy E. Moten Fellowship from Howard 
University. This survey consisted largely of personal in­
quiry and of interviews with leaders of both Negro and 
Jewish groups who are aware of and concerned about the 
relationships existing between the two minorities. By 
means of the most accessible source materials available, 
that is, articles written by Negroes on German anti-Semit­
ism and on Jewish-Negro relationships in the United States, 
an attempt has been made to determine the general pat­
terns of Negro attitudes toward Jews.
Chapter I furnishes background material. It contains a 
brief statement of the conditions under which Negroes live 
in the United States and their reactions to these conditions; 
a picture of the spheres of inter-group relationships which 
were found to exist in the cities visited and a general state­
ment of the most usual reactions of Negroes to Jews. Chap­
ter II presents a survey of broad classifications of the ar­
ticles in Negro publications on German anti-Semitism. 
Chapter III is a more detailed discussion of the largest di­
vision, that is, the one in which the writers compare or 
contrast various phases of the American Negro situation 
with that of the Jews in Germany. Chapter IV presents a
description of the relationships existing between the two 
minorities which were found to be characteristic of the 
particular cities in which the survey was conducted, fol­
lowed by a study of the articles on the basis of geographi­
cal distribution in order to ascertain the trends in various 
sections of the country. Since it is a more specialized 
study, it presents more truly anti-Semitic statements. In 
Chapter V, the general fallacies which are found in the 
articles are pointed out, and an attempt is made to state 
briefly the true comparison between the American-Negro 
and German-Jewish situations.
The publications which have been utilized to the greatest 
extent are those which are published in New York, Phila­
delphia, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Washington, D. C., and 
Richmond. The selection of articles covers the period from 
the first part of 1933 to the first part of 1940. It is im­
possible and unnecessary to attempt to cite all of the articles 
which have appeared on the subject; only the general 
trends have been studied here. Unfortunately, although 
New York City is known to be a center for anti-Semitism, 
access to publications prior to 1938 could not be obtained. 
Some difficulty was also encountered in obtaining issues of 
publications in Pittsburgh. The generalizations which have 
been made, however, are given on the basis of all of the 
articles studied in addition to the background material 
which was gathered during the field investigation.
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C hapter  I
MINORITY GROUP ATTITUDES AND PREJUDICES
Contact between groups is a necessary prerequisite for 
the development of either conflict, accommodation, or as­
similation relationships. In this study consideration will 
be given only to the primary contacts which are present 
between two minority groups occupying the same terri­
tory.1 Incidental references will be made to Negro-white 
relationships in general or to in-group out-group relation­
ships only as a background for the study of the attitudes 
of one specific minority group toward another.
Minority groups, for the purpose of this paper, are so­
ciological minorities, which may be defined as groups which 
differ from the dominant group to the extent that social 
stratifications are set up which both the dominant and the 
submerged groups recognize, and which sense a feeling of 
similarity between the members of their group, and a feel­
ing of difference from members of other groups. Brown 
and Roucek 2 have indicated the fallacies in the assump­
tion that the conflict centers around numerical, legalistic 
or foreign-born minorities as such, although in a given case 
the submerged group generally fits into one or the other of 
these classifications. The American Negro and the Jew’ 
are both numerical minorities, but more important, they 
are also sociological minorities.
An attitude for the purpose of this study is defined as a 
tendency to act in a particular way (not always the same) 
to a given situation, which tendency is determined by pre­
vious conditioning and experiences. Bogardus has defined 
a racial attitude as “ an established (or acquired) tendency
1 Secondary contacts are found principally in the influences which 
the representatives of imperialist countries exert on the subject peoples, 
cf. Reuter, Edward B.: Race and Culture Contacts, pp. 2 and 3.
2 Brown, Francis J. and Roucek, Joseph S.: Our Racial and Na­
tional Minorities, pp. 4 and 5.
to act in a social situation involving persons of a race differ­
ent from one’s own.”  3
In this study, however, the attitudes will be considered 
as an outgrowth of the economic relationships existing be­
tween the two groups because they have to a large extent 
originated out of real or imagined exploitation. The opin­
ions which are expressed by Negroes on German anti- 
Semitism are largely based on attitudes toward American 
Jews with whom they have contacts. The society, which 
relegates Negroes to the lowest stratum, is also responsible 
for the development of these attitudes.
It is not necessary here to attempt a complete discussion 
of the Negro problem in America. A very brief analysis 
only will be given. The stress will be placed on the atti­
tudes which arise out of the situation; it is only because 
of this fact that any such statement at all will be included.
Status and Attitudes of the Negro Minority in the 
United States
Although the Negro situation is a definite part of the 
international problem of minority groups, it has no direct 
parallel anywhere in the world. That is because the Negro 
problem has arisen out of and is determined by the long 
period of slavery under which the group lived. The in­
stitution of slavery was one of the fundamental bases of 
southern economy. It, therefore, became an important 
factor in the conflicting interests of the growing industrial­
ism of the North and the agricultural economy of the 
South.4 This economic conflict resulted in war, followed 
by a period of maladjustment. The Emancipation Procla­
mation, an act of political and military strategy, had little 
immediate effect on Negro status. In addition to that, Re­
construction, with its carpetbag governments, served to 
catapult the former slaves into a situation for which they 
were unprepared. Negroes were buffeted about by North
14 HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN SOCIAL SCIENCES
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* There were, however, about 500,000 free Negroes in the South at 
the outbreak of the Civil War, cf. Spero, Sterling D. and Harris, Abram 
L.: The Black Worker, p. 3 and pp. 11 ff. For their occupations cf. 
Harris, Abram L.: The Negro as Capitalist, pp. 9 ff.
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and South, the victims of overt discrimination on the one 
hand and political chicanery on the other. This is a back­
ground unfamiliar to the American Jew.
The status of Negroes was improved by the fourteenth 
and fifteenth amendments.5 Nevertheless, the majority of 
Negroes in the South is now disfranchised again. Through 
fear and intimidation, restrictions, such as property owner­
ship, interpretation of the Constitution 6 and payment of a 
poll-tax, Negroes are kept from the polls as, indeed, are 
many whites. >
Most of the Negroes in the United States are tenant 
farmers or sharecroppers in the rural South. Although 
many of the “ poor whites” of the South live under the same 
conditions, competition and the traditional animosity be­
tween them and the Negro group has made joint organiza­
tion difficult.7 Hatred has also been engendered by land­
lords and overseers to prevent effective organization.
Negroes who are employed in industry are handicapped 
by competition with white workers and exclusion by the 
majority of labor unions.8 Most Negro workers are still 
forced by tradition, prejudice, discrimination, and lack of 
opportunities for training to occupy positions for which 
they are thought to be peculiarly fitted, that is, in unskilled 
and menial categories, but now white workers have invaded 
even these fields.9 The use of Negroes for strike-breaking
5 The fourteenth amendment conferred citizenship on persons born 
or naturalized in the United States, except, of course, children born to 
foreign diplomatic and other special categories. This amendment nulli­
fied the Dred Scott decision. The fifteenth amendment stated that no 
one shall be denied the right to vote because of race, color or previous 
condition of servitude.
6 Young, Donald: American Minority Peoples cites the story of a 
Negro graduate of Harvard Law School who was refused registration 
privileges because his interpretation of the Constitution “did not suit 
an illiterate registrar.” p. 208.
7 The Southern Tenant Farmers’ Union and the Share Croppers’ 
Union have, however, met with some degree of success in recent years.
a Many local unions of the American Federation of Labor still ex­
clude Negroes from membership. Some of the devices used to achieve 
this are: constitutional provisions, provisions in the ritual, apprentice­
ship provisions and tacit agreement.
9 Young, Donald: op. cit., p. 129.
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and their existence as a huge labor reserve help to maintain 
the breach between white and Negro workers.
Negro white-collar workers find few opportunities open 
to them except in Negro businesses, which are still at a 
minimum, and in the federal government, where they are 
relegated to the lowest positions, with few exceptions. At­
tempts which Negro organizations have made to persuade 
or force white businesses to hire Negroes in other than, 
menial capacities have met with little success in most places.
Negro businesses must, of necessity, cater to the Negro 
minority, with its low income and low consuming-power. 
The members of this minority, unless forced by a distinct 
show of discrimination, patronize business establishments 
which offer the best service. Negro professionals also find 
their clientele generally restricted to their own minority. 
In addition to that, they are not welcomed by organizations 
of professional men, and as a result have formed their own 
groups.
The provisions which have been made by the several 
states for Negro education vary greatly. In most northern 
cities, Negroes and whites attend the same schools; schools 
which employ white teachers, and possibly, one or two 
colored. In the border and southern states, separate schools 
are maintained on the basis of the legal principle of “ sep­
arate but equal accommodations” , which is, however, a 
notorious myth. Most of the large colleges and universities 
of the North and state colleges of the mid-West allow 
Negroes to matriculate; but southern colleges refuse them 
admission. In some of the border states, Negroes have met 
with some degree of success in legally forcing state colleges 
to make some disposition about them.
There are legal10 restrictions in the form of property 
covenants which segregate Negroes into separate residen­
tial districts. These covenants are agreements among 
property owners, by which they agree not to lease, sub­
lease or sell their property for a certain number of years 
to a colored person.
10 Property covenants have been upheld by the courts. Cf. Corri­
gan vs. Buckley. 271 U. S. 323.
In many of the border states and in the South, Negroes 
are openly segregated on public conveyances and in restau­
rants, public parks, theaters and other places of amuse­
ment. In the North, ingenious . devices are employed in 
order to prevent or discourage Negro patronage. As a re­
sult of this discrimination, Negroes have been forced to 
open their own restaurants and places of amusement, or to 
patronize those opened for them by white entrepreneurs.
Negroes have also been the victims of persecution and 
atrocities. The stereotype which is applied to them has 
caused many lynchings and other acts of violence which 
have been perpetrated on the persons of Negro citizens.11 
Intimidation is used by certain groups in the South with 
the aid, or at least the indifference, of local officials to force 
Negroes to refrain from certain activities, such as voting. 
These groups, as for example the Ku Klux Klan, flaunt 
their white “ Americanism” and postulate false racial 
theories.
Because of the caste system in America, which, with its 
horizontal stratifications, relegates all Negroes to the lower 
caste and all whites to the upper, the social intercourse 
which exists between the two groups, is usually secretive. 
Intermarriage is forbidden by state laws in most of the 
border and all of the southern states. It is permitted, but 
discouraged, in some of the northern states, and the amount 
is negligible.
There are many factors which enter into the discrimina­
tion, segregation and persecution of Negroes. One is the 
fact that the Negro is considered a potential competitor in 
the labor market. Therefore various means are found by 
which he can be excluded. This exclusion is easily accom­
plished because of the historical background of the Negro 
in America and his traditional role in society. Also the 
evident physiognomic differences of the Negro mark him 
off from the white group and make him an easily identi­
fiable target for discrimination. As a result of these differ­
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11 For details, cf. White, Walter: Rope and Faggot; and Raper, 
Arthur: The Tragedy of Lynching, passim.
ences, stereotypes of the Negro have been developed which 
receive wide acceptance and which are usually applied to 
all members of the group, despite individual differences. 
As Donald Young has stated:
“Few native-born white Americans accept any 
Negro as a social equal. Even the illiterate, Flor­
ida cracker knows that ‘niggers are niggers’, and 
he would rather be his poverty-stricken self than 
a Dumas.” 12
Racial theories also add to this attitude by “glorifying” all 
members of the white race and relegating all Negroes to a 
lower caste.
Acceptance of the American cultural scheme was forced 
upon Negroes, but discrimination and segregation have 
caused them to develop a separate group life. Negroes 
have thus achieved an imperfectly developed approxima­
tion of the culture of the dominant group and on the basis 
of this, have developed a psychology peculiarly their own. 
In addition to that, they have now become race-conscious, 
to a certain extent, which tends to maintain the separate 
life. Thus the forced segregation of Negroes and their 
subsequent self-segregation have widened the chasm be­
tween Negroes and whites.
The reactions of Negroes to their situation vary a great 
deal. In the first place, significant protests are made by 
middle-class Negroes, who form the membership of the 
various Negro organizations. Through these organizations 
and the periodicals which they publish, middle-class Ne­
groes are able to voice their opinions and protests. It is 
this group which has fostered race-consciousness in the 
group as a whole. This race-consciousness is often reflected 
in the tendency to consider the achievement of an individual 
Negro as an achievement of the entire racial group. It 
has also given rise to the attempt on the part of some Ne­
groes to build up an historical background which has its
18 HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN SOCIAL SCIENCES
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roots in Africa and to emphasize the role of the Negro in 
American history. On the other hand, Negroes who are 
in the lowest bracket of society, economically and other­
wise, often protest loudly and crudely, but their voices are 
not heard. Others, who are dependent upon whites for a 
livelihood acquiesce tactfully to their status and protest 
in various rather insignificant ways within their own group. 
Another type of Negro philosophy is expressed by the 
“Uncle Toms” , whose solution for the “ race problem” is 
at least a temporary acceptance of the present status. 
These “ conciliators”  advocate, in some cases, the church 
as the medium through which a better understanding will 
be built up between the racial groups; or, in other cases, 
interracial groups. They discourage agitation on the part 
of Negroes, and foster an adoption of the attitudes of the 
dominant white group and cooperation with it. There are 
also some extremely chauvinistic groups which are based 
on Marcus Garvey’s program of voluntary return to Africa.
Negroes, like many other minority groups, have a great 
faith in education as the solution for their problems. While 
many of them do not sanction formal, academic training, 
most of them do believe that some form of education will 
eventually force whites to accept them as equals.
The Negro Church, which has developed parallel to but 
separate from the white Church, is one of the most im­
portant factors in Negro life. It is extremely conservative 
and preaches acceptance of status. Likewise, Negro fra­
ternal organizations, which are patterned after similar 
white groups, are of importance because they afford the 
Negro a place in a social group, which compensates in part 
for political, economic and social discrimination against him 
in his relationships with the dominant white element. These 
bodies, like the church, are conservative in their tendencies 
and their formal pageantry offers a temporary means of 
escape.
Negro organizations are predominantly middle-class in 
philosophy; differences between them are found in meth­
ods of attack. The National Association for the Advance­
ment of Colored People is a militant civil libertarian organ­
ization. Through the courts, it seeks legal redress foi 
Negroes. It espouses the cause of any Negro who is the 
victim of prejudice and discrimination wherever a case can 
be made. The National Urban League is not so militant as 
the N. A. A. C. P., and its activities center in the fields of 
health, housing and employment. The usefulness and the 
achievements of these two leading organizations must not 
be underestimated. It must be stated, however, that they 
do not attack the basis of the Negro problem. They at­
tempt to change only the superstructure of laws and other 
overt manifestations of the situation, -while the main struc­
ture remains untouched.
The Negro press exerts a great influence on its Negro 
readers. The make-up of the newspapers is like that of 
white papers. Some national and international events are 
reported, particularly in the larger papers, but most of the 
articles carry news exclusively of Negro life. Achieve­
ments by Negroes are emphasized— whether these achieve­
ments be mediocre or outstanding. Racial chauvinism is 
usually rampant; international news items which affect the 
Negro or colored people anywhere are presented; often 
pages are devoted to discussions of the “ African heritage” 
of the American Negro; and, any event which can be 
turned into a violent tirade against Negro conditions in 
America is utilized.
There are evidences among Negroes of prejudice against 
other minority groups. Many factors are responsible, and 
it is extremely difficult to make a thorough analysis of the 
causes. One important factor, however, is that Negroes 
often absorb the attitudes of the dominant white group 
toward the particular minority. Indeed, Negroes often accept 
the uncomplimentary attitudes of whites toward Negroes. 
Another important element is the economic competition 
which generally exists between minority groups. Negroes 
often feel that they should be given preference, because 
they are native-born Americans, and that foreigners should 
not be allowed to enter the country.
The Negro, a scapegoat and a pawn for politicians, is apt 
to accept any solution which is offered him, if it seems,
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even at first glance, to promise alleviation for his condition. 
Very few Negroes have yet reached the stage at which they 
can view their problem rationally. Crude racial chauvin­
ism or abject indifference is much more wide-spread than 
is rational thinking. The reaction of Negroes to the con­
quest of Ethiopia took the form of protests against a “ white 
race” taking the territory of their “ brothers” . Beside these 
protests, those against Hitler’s annexation of Austria were 
but the pitiful utterances of a few “ intellectuals” . As yet, 
but few Negroes consider the problem of minority groups 
as international. In fact, the phrase, “ minority group 
problem” is to most of them synonymous with “Negro prob­
lem” . As a result, prejudice and group chauvinism con­
tinue to divide Negroes and Jews.'
Spheres of Jewish-Negro Relationships
Within this general picture of the situation of Negroes 
in the United States and their reactions to it, there are 
spheres in which more or less close relationships exist be­
tween Jews and Negroes. This is particularly true in the 
large cities of the East and mid-West, where there are large 
concentrations of Negroes and Jews. The relationships be­
tween these groups, which are primarily economic, may 
be divided into several categories which apply to all of the 
cities in which this investigation was carried out. They 
are: landlord-tenant relationships; merchant-consumer re­
lationships; domestic service; job opportunities; profes­
sional competition; competition between Jewish and Negro 
business men; and, cooperation between organizations. 
Each of these categories will be briefly discussed.
The general belief among Negroes is that a greater pro­
portion of property in Negro neighborhoods is owned by 
Jews than by any other racial group. In the cities visited 
it was found in many cases that areas of Negro concentra­
tion were formerly Jewish neighborhoods, usually just 
prior to the migration of Negroes into those neighborhoods 
in large numbers. The so-called “ black belts” of the large 
cities are almost invariably in close proximity to the down-
town business sections, and are slum areas. In some cases 
wave after wave of immigrants has swept over this section 
before the entrance of Negroes. Also it was sometimes 
found that Jews who resided in the areas prior to the in­
flux of Negroes retained ownership of the property and 
leased it. As a means of realizing more rent from the 
property, former private homes have often been divided 
into small apartments, flats or merely rooms, which often 
house large families.
Yet it is true to a large degree that this ownership was 
lost during the 1929 depression. Much of the property is 
now owned by banks and trust companies, or is part of 
large estates and is managed by real estate corporations.
It is difficult to ascertain the actual ownership in many 
cases, because it is necessary to judge the racial group of 
the owner by the name on the title. The popular concep­
tion, however, is that the property is owned by Jews who 
are ruthless in their exploitation of Negroes through the 
charging of high rents and through the maintenance of 
these rents despite the condition of the property. In the 
formation of racial attitudes the popular conception is 
more important than the actual fact.
Property in Negro neighborhoods is usually in need of 
improvement. That is because it is as a whole located in 
slum areas and because the value of the property depreci­
ate  ^ when Negroes move in. The buildings are over- , 
crowded, in need of repair and often unsanitary. On the 
other hand, it is generally true that Negroes pay compara­
tively higher rents than do whites. All of these considera­
tions are an important part of Jewish-Negro relationships 
because of the Negro belief that the property is Je wish- 
owned.
Another aspect of Jewish-Negro relationships is that 
composed of dealings between merchants and consumers. 
The great majority of small stores which are located in 
Negro neighborhoods are Jewish stores. They are usually 
marginal stores hiring members of their own families who 
live behind and above the stores. The quality of mer­
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chandise is poor and the prices are comparatively high. 
There is a reciprocal relationship existing between mer­
chant and consumer which is of importance to both of 
them. In the first place, the merchant, who often is just 
starting out in business, must settle among people whose 
income will suit the type of cheap purchases which can be 
made in that store. In the second place, he attunes his 
practices to the neighborhood. He will cash relief checks 
and extend credit freely, in the hope that when the relief 
check or pay check is received the debtor will not only pay 
his back bill but will also make a new one. The store­
keeper arranges his hours to suit those of the majority of 
his customers, opening for business early in the morning 
and closing late at night. Thus, employed Negroes who 
generally must work long hours, can find the corner store 
open. The Jewish merchant also sells Negro newspapers, 
joins the N. A. A. C. P. and the Urban League, hanging his 
membership card in a prominent place, and takes an ap­
parent interest in the affairs of his customers.
Another angle of this relationship, however, is that of 
absentee storekeepers. It is usually found that when the 
storekeeper becomes successful enough, he moves with his 
family out of the back of the store into a better neighbor­
hood. This is often regarded with resentment by the Ne­
groes in the community in which his store is located. This 
is characteristic, however, of most successful business men, 
regardless of the racial group to which they belong.
Some of the Negro patronage is transferred to the chain 
stores when they invade Negro communities. In some 
places, however, they have not been successful in forcing 
the Jewish small stores out of business because they fail to 
perform the unique services which the small stores perform.
In addition to food and clothing stores and pawn shops, 
Jewish entrepreneurs have invaded many other fields, as for 
example, personal service. Barber shops, shoe repair shops, 
places of amusement, tailoring establishments, cafeterias 
and restaurants, and even hair dressing parlors are found 
in many cases to be owned by Jews. In some cities, espe­
cially where there have been movements to patronize Negro
stores, these Jewish establishments maintain an all Negro 
labor force, including a Negro manager.
In connection with this there is the problem of job op­
portunities for Negroes. Most of these establishments have 
always hired Negroes in menial capacities. However, a 
few years ago, a movement was started in Chicago and 
spread to other large cities which had as its slogan and 
purpose, “ Don’t Spend Your Money Where You Can’t 
Work.” Because of the fact that the majority of the small 
stores in Negro neighborhoods are Jewish, this movement 
affected them. They then hired Negro clerks and some­
times Negro managers, in considerable numbers. It was 
found in many places that when the movement was directed 
against the chain stores first, some of the Jewish stores 
hired Negro workers immediately. Only in a few cases 
did they hold out against the movements. The campaigns, 
however, in some places took on a racial aspect as they 
were directed principally against the Jewish stores. 
Whether or not it became an attack on the Jews depended 
in large part upon the leadership of the movement.
Domestic service is a sphere in which conflict between 
the two groups has often been evidenced. It is a fact that 
in all of the cities studied there is a feeling among domestic 
workers that they do not want to work for Jewish house­
wives. The Bronx “Slave Market” , although much worse 
than the situation in other cities, is illustrative of the con­
ditions in domestic service. A great many Jewish families 
cannot really afford to hire domestic help. They are usually 
marginal families, which can afford to pay little or nothing.
Various practices have grown up as a result of this 
condition. Often such employers of domestics will not 
patronize employment agencies. That is because, in some 
cases at least, they can neither speak nor write English, and 
in others because they cannot afford to pay the charge of 
the agencies and the wages which are required. House­
wives of lesser means, frequently Jewish, often ask Negro 
women whom they see on the street to come and work for 
them, and the domestic worker, usually in need of a day’s
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work, will accept. The day’s work, in cases such as this, 
often consists of a thorough housecleaning and a large 
wash. At the end of the day, the worker may be presented 
with a dress in lieu of payment or may be charged for 
lunch which will reduce her day’s earnings to practically 
nothing. Also she may be given Jewish food, to which she 
is unaccustomed. Another practice often found is the 
hiring of a domestic worker from an agency by the week, 
since the weekly rate is lower, and then discharging her 
after the work for which she was actually hired is com­
pleted.
The problem is, then, one of two disadvantaged minori­
ties. One, however, is in a little better position than the 
other. Therefore, in attempting to hire workers, the mem­
bers of this minority choose members of the other. The 
employer cannot afford domestic help and those who are 
hired must often take any opportunity for work that is 
offered them.
Another field in which relationships exist between Jews 
and Negroes is the professional sphere. In some cities 
Jewish doctors invade Negro neighborhoods and sometimes 
succeed in taking the clientele of the Negro doctors. The 
Jewish doctors themselves are frequently forced to practice 
exclusively within their own group, and often there are 
too many physicians to serve the one group. Therefore, 
they come into a Negro community in order to build up 
their practice. Jewish lawyers also have large numbers 
of Negro clients.
Competition between Jewish and Negro business men is 
another important part of Jewish-Negro relationships. In 
many cases both are serving the same group, and despite 
the fact that the Negro business man is a member of the 
same racial group as his customers, it is often found that 
he does not perform the unique services for his customers 
which the Jewish business man performs. The Negro then 
blames the “ sharp practices”  of the Jew for his own failure.
In every city visited, there was found to be a great deal 
of cooperation between Jewish and Negro organizations. 
Many of these organizations are aware of the growing anti-
Semitism among Negroes but in practically every case their 
efforts are confined to the overt manifestations of the atti­
tude and are thus superficial. They hold interracial meet­
ings and attempt to discuss the problem, but little is done 
to actually change the causes. The Urban League takes an 
active part in this cooperation, because it has a large Jewish 
membership and because it receives a large number of 
Jewish contributions.
This is the general background of Jewish-Negro relation­
ships out of which some of the anti-Jewish feeling among 
Negroes develops. Details of the relationships between the 
two groups in the several cities in which the investigation 
was carried out will be discussed below.13
The reactions of Negroes toward Jews are reflected from 
two general bases. The first of these is the fact that eco­
nomic relationships exist to a large extent between the 
two groups. There is a necessity for this, because the Jew 
is often confined to his own group and to other minority 
groups, and because the Negro is in need of the services 
which the Jew performs for him. The second is the fact 
that both are minority groups subject to persecution and 
discrimination.
There is, of course, a difference between the feeling en­
gendered as a result of economic conditions and actual 
hatred of the entire racial group as such. The former may 
be characterized as anti-Jewish feeling while the latter is 
anti-Semitism. However, because of the facts that the 
former can very easily develop into the latter and that the 
effect of anti-Jewish feeling on someone who himself has 
had no actual relationships with Jews may be to develop 
anti-Semitism, there need be no differentiation made here.
As a result of the economic relationships, various atti­
tudes are developed by Negroes toward Jews. These atti­
tudes are seemingly in conflict with each other in many 
instances and while they cannot be said to apply to all 
Negroes nor to all Jews, they are representative of the most 
usual attitudes. Part of the discussion of these feelings
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will follow the economic relationships between Jews and 
Negroes.
In the case of Negroes renting or buying property from 
Jews, there are many complaints lodged against Jewish 
landlords. They are most usually that Jewish landlords 
charge higher rents than others, that they will not keep 
the property in good condition, that they want their rent 
on time and will seldom give extensions. Negroes often 
slip into the habit of thinking of all landlords in Negro 
neighborhoods as Jewish whether they are Jewish or not. 
That is because of the popular belief that Jews own most 
of the property in Negro neighborhoods: it is seldom real­
ized that most landlords, irrespective of the racial group 
to which they belong, are guilty of the same practices.
It was found in many cases that rent collectors and 
apartment house managers are Jewish, although the prop­
erty may be owned by a large Gentile firm. Yet, the resent­
ment against living conditions is directed against the Jewish 
collector or manager. Also the Jewish landlords who are 
present in the community, by their easy identification, tend 
to add to the belief that all or most of the property is 
Jewish-owned. It seems to be true in many cases that in 
a community in which there are no Negroes, Jews will sell 
to Negroes more quickly than will Gentile whites, thus 
allowing Negroes to invade a neighborhood which was 
previously barred to them.
In the case of Jewish merchants in Negro neighborhoods, 
Negroes often complain of the high prices charged and be­
cause so many of them are Jewish-owned. The visibility 
of the Jew is also in large measure responsible for this. 
On the other hand, it may be stated that Negroes seem 
to have a predilection for dealing with Jews. This is true 
simply because of the extra services which the Jewish 
storekeeper performs and because he often allows a per­
sonal element to enter into his dealings with his customers. 
Despite this there has been much resentment expressed 
against the Jewish storekeepers during the movements to 
force them to hire Negro clerks. These movements have 
sometimes taken on a racial aspect, and have involved at-
tacks against Jewish storekeepers who allegedly come into 
Negro neighborhoods for the sole purpose of exploiting 
them. While it is true that there is some exploitation of 
Negroes by some of the storekeepers, the trend among 
Negroes has been to attack all Jewish storekeepers as being 
guilty of these practices. Also it seems that although there 
are often storekeepers of other racial groups in Negro 
neighborhoods, most of the resentment which is expressed 
is directed against the Jews. Many Negroes answer this 
by saying that it is only the Jews who exploit them. This 
is untrue, but the easy identification of the Jews, and the 
fact that most of the small neighborhood stores are Jewish- 
owned, make them easy targets.
Though there are some Negroes who prefer working for 
Jews, the general attitude among Negroes in domestic 
service is one of dislike. The majority of Negro domestic 
workers state that they are exploited by Jewish housewives. 
It is only when they are employed by a Jewish family which 
is actually able to hire domestic help, that they are satis­
fied. It is more often, however, the poor Jewish families 
by whom Negro domestics are hired for a day’s work, be­
cause the members of the family are busy in the store and 
need the general cleaning done for little pay, which inspires 
complaint. The domestics who are hired in this manner 
are also usually untrained and therefore are not acceptable 
to richer Gentile families. In the Bronx “ Slave Market” 
situation the bargaining was not confined entirely to Jewish 
housewives, but since it was predominantly a Jewish neigh­
borhood, most of those involved were Jewish.
With respect to job opportunities in the Jewish stores 
in Negro neighborhoods, it is often felt that Jews are more 
disposed to hire Negro help than are members of any other 
group except Negroes themselves. There is resentment, 
however, against absentee storekeepers, especially if they 
had formerly lived behind or above the store and then 
moved to a better neighborhood. Sometimes there is a 
feeling expressed against those who hire an entire Negro 
labor force because Negroes feel that the Jew is attempt­
ing to deceive them into believing that the store is owned by
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Negroes. Yet, on the other hand, they are glad of the 
opportunities for work offered them.
Much resentment is expressed by Negro professionals 
against Jewish professionals in many cities. They feel that 
the Jewish professionals take clients and patients who 
rightfully belong to Negro lawyers and doctors. The ele­
ment of competition is strong here. The same is true of 
Negro business men, who blame their lack of success on 
Jewish competition, regardless of the actual reasons for 
their failure.
The cooperation which exists between Jewish and Negro 
organizations, while usually well-meaning, is often super­
ficial. In fact, some Negroes told the writer that it is neces­
sary to pay lip-service to cooperation between Jews and 
Negroes, but that neither they nor the Jewish leaders really 
mean to do any more about it than pay lip-service to it. 
It is often stated that one of the principal reasons for the 
rise in anti-Semitism among Negroes is the fact that Jews 
will not align themselves with any other minority group 
movement. Negroes express their belief that Jews should 
aid the Negro cause because Jews are themselves so perse­
cuted. In other words, they seem to expect more sympathy 
and help from Jews than from any other group, because of 
the German-Jewish situation. Another factor which enters 
into this equation is that Negroes have so many contacts 
with Jews.
In general Negroes subscribe to the white Gentile’s con­
cept of Jews, even to thinking of them in the light of the 
same stereotypes. Negro college students, according to a 
recent study, were found to believe that Jews are progres­
sive, shrewd, ambitious, grasping, industrious, very religi­
ous, intelligent, deceitful, brilliant, and loyal to family ties. 
The only difference between the adjectives supplied by 
Negroes and whites was the word “ deceitful” .14 This is 
indicative of the belief prevalent among Negroes that Jews 
will deceive them in order to make money from them.
14Bayton, James A.: “The Racial Stereotypes of Negro College 
Students” , The Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Vol. 36, 
No. 1, January, 1941. pp. 97-102.
There is some similarity between the frustration felt by 
well-trained middle-class Negroes and Jews. It may be 
described as the realization by these Jews and Negroes 
that th£ fact that they belong to a particular racial group 
will prevent them from obtaining the highest positions, 
which, according to their ability, they should have. Added 
to that is the fact that their social life is confined within 
the limits of their own group except in rare cases. The 
Negro in this position, often seeing that a Jew is able to 
advance a little further than he is, expresses his thwarted 
ambition in terms of anti-Semitism.
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C hapter  II
THE REPORTS OF NEGRO NEWSPAPERS CONCERNING 
THE ANTI-SEMITIC DRIVE IN GERMANY
The articles which have appeared in Negro publications 
on German anti-Semitism since 1933, have followed a 
definite pattern. Their number and intensity have been 
attuned to the periods of most vicious persecution of Jews 
in Germany. For example, in April and May of 1933, after 
the passage of the German Civil Service Law, there were 
numerous editorials in Negro papers, most of which, how­
ever, were written by commentators such as Kelly Miller, 
and Gordon B. Hancock. With the possible exceptions of 
the Afro-American and Philadelphia Tribune, the first pro­
tests were sounded by the “ intellectuals” . The Washington 
Tribune, unlike most of the other Negro papers, began in 
March of 1933 to quote statements from other papers to 
the effect that a Jewish massacre was soon to be expected 
in Germany.1 During the entire year, the first year of the 
Nazi regime, many articles were published on the German- 
Jewish situation.
The following year, the number of articles gradually 
diminished into an almost complete lapse during the latter 
part of 1934 and the first half of 1935. During August, 
1935, they increased, but again decreased after September. 
The indifference which was apparent during 1936, was sud­
denly broken in August, when Hitler refused to recognize 
Jesse Owens, Negro track star, who had won honors in the 
Olympics in Berlin. This was a definite experience in which 
a Negro was involved; the racial group as a whole con­
sidered the affront not only against Owens, but against 
every member of the group. The meaning of Nazism to 
the Negro became more clearly defined as a result of this 
event. The statements of Owens, upon his return and later,
1 The Washington Tribune, March 10, 1933, section 2, p. 7, col. 1, 
“Jewish Massacre Feared Soon in Germany” , quoted from a London 
paper.
in defense of Hitler, may have counteracted this effect to 
some extent.
During 1937, there was a definite scarcity of articles in 
Negro publications on the German persecution of Jews, and 
they were not resumed until 1938. At that time some edi­
torial writers began to consider what the plight of the 
Negro would be under Fascism, and anti-Semitic feelings 
among Negroes. The second Louis-Schmeling heavyweight 
championship bout elicited a number of comments. In 
1939, the Marian Anderson incident in Washington, D. C., 
brought forth many editorials, which labelled the Daugh­
ters of the American Revolution a Nazi organization in its 
tendencies and actions.
The Crisis and Opportunity have given more serious con­
sideration to the meaning of Fascism to the Negro and also 
to Negro anti-Semitism. Various well-known writers have 
issued warnings to Negroes on both phases, particularly
in the Crisis.
One generalization can be made concerning the articles 
in all Negro publications. That is that the German-Jewish 
situation has given many editorial writers an opportunity to 
attack various American practices and to compare the situa­
tion with that of the Negro in America.
Anti-Semitism among Negroes has been found to be cen­
tered principally in the larger cities of the East, in the 
Mid-West and to some extent, in California. For that rea­
son, the articles will be cited from papers published in those 
areas. There has been no attempt to utilize every Negro 
newspaper in the United States, because of the difficulty 
in obtaining them, and because many papers, particularly 
in the South, contain few, if any, articles on German-Jewish 
atrocities. Only enough articles will be cited to be repre­
sentative of the principal tendencies to be found in Negro 
publications. These articles on German anti-Semitism are 
of many varied types, but they can be roughly divided into 
ten classifications— some of which undoubtedly overlap. 
In many cases, different parts of the same article have been 
placed into more than one category.
I. The first group, which contains the vast majority of
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articles, is the group in which comparisons are drawn be­
tween the German-Jewish atrocities and the persecution of 
Negroes in the United States. However, since the next 
chapter will be devoted entirely to a discussion of compara­
tive articles, it will be necessary to include only two in 
this connection.
One comparative article discusses discrimination of Jews 
and Negroes in Germany and America respectively in 
schools, employment, public places, sports and other fields, 
after beginning in this manner:
“ Hitler has disfranchised the Jews. Negroes 
are disfranchised in practically all of the south­
ern states.” 2
Another editorial states that:
“ The persecution of the Jews in Germany by 
the Nazi Government is deplorable, stupid and 
outrageous.
“ The persecution of colored Americans by 
Americans is cruel, relentless and spirit break­
ing.” 3
II.'The second division of articles in Negro publications 
is that which contains attempts at “scientific”  or “ psy­
chological” explanations of German anti-Semitism. Such 
an article is one by Ralph Matthews, who reasons as 
follows:
“ Hitler added on the new appeal of kicking the 
Jews out, although the latter were, to all concepts, 
good and true Germans.
“The psychological appeal back of the aroused 
hatred was well worth its addition to the propa­
ganda program. It is much easier to hate some­
body close at hand whom you can cuff about when 
you please than it is to hate somebody many miles
2 The Crisis, April, 1938, p. 133, editorial, “Charity Begins At 
Home.”
3 The Philadelphia Tribune, July 5, 1934, p. 4, col. 2, section II, 
editorial 2, “Germany vs. America.”
away who, incidentally, is backed up with can­
non and shot. The Jews made excellent targets 
and had nobody except scattered sympathizers in 
other nations to come to their rescue.” 4
Thus far, his analysis of the use of the Jew as a scapegoat 
is correct, as is the following statement:
“ The Jew baiters also realized that being able 
to rush around the country and take a crack at 
Izzy with immunity would give the hoi poloi a 
certain amount of satisfaction that would take 
their minds from the bigger issues.”  5
The late Kelly Miller often used a psychological ex­
planation in his articles. For example, he stated in one 
that:
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“ Hitler embodies the spirit and temper of his 
race and nation. His appeal to race  hatred would 
meet with no response unless the German mind 
was already sensitized to the appeal. He merely 
applies the match to the magazine.”  6
Gordon B. Hancock, after pointing- out that the Jews 
have survived persecution as no other racial group has, 
states that Negroes can learn from Jews to “ believe in 
themselves” .7
A discussion of persecution of minority groups is fol­
lowed in one article by a statement that a “ God of right­
eousness . . . .  sitteth in the heavens as monitor over the 
conscience and conduct of men and nations.” The League 
of Nations, the writer adds, gives this “ spiritual concept 
political embodiment” . He concludes that human nature 
and the conscience of the world will assert themselves;8 *
4 The Afro-American, June 17, 1933, p. 10, col. 2, “Watching the Big 
Parade” by Ralph Matthews, “Hitlerism.”
5 Ibid., June 17, 1933, p. 10, col. 2.
• The Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 1, 1933, Section II, p. 6, 
cols. 4 and 5.
7 Ibid., April 8, 1933, p. 6, “Between th e  Lines” by Gordon B. 
Hancock.
8 The Washington Tribune, April 7, 1933, p. 4, Kelly Miller Says,
“No Nation Can Offend The Moral Sense of th e  World.”
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Another editorialist, while commenting on a speech by 
Hitler, points out that “ Africans were building pyramids 
and Jews temples” three thousand years ago, while Ger­
mans were still barbarians.9 Kelly Miller, in a discussion 
of the differences which he discovered between race prej­
udice in Georgia and in Germany, stated in detail the ways 
in which prejudice manifests itself in the two places.10 
S. A. Haynes concludes that the Negro problem is a more 
serious menace to world peace than the Jewish persecution. 
He shows statistically that there are many more Negroes 
in the world than Jews, and adds that the Negro problem 
is international because they are scattered all over the 
world.11
A column headlined “Hour of Reaction” contains an an­
alysis of the current “ swing to reaction” in every field. 
The article is completed with the statement that:
“This is plainly an hour of reaction, but to 
thinking minds, it is just as essential to human 
progress as the more rabid forms of radical­
ism.” 12
Kelly Miller compared the Negro with the Jew in his 
“ looking for a saviour” .13 An economic interpretation of 
the problem is given in one editorial in which the writer 
discusses the economic status of Germany and her depend­
ence on American cotton, much of which is grown and 
picked by Negro labor.14
In two articles, one columnist has discussed Fascism and 
the Negro. After showing how it would affect the Negro,
» The Afro-American, April 11, 1936, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 3, “ ‘Miss’ 
Hitler Talks.”
to The Washington Tribune, June 23, 1933, p. 4, col. 3, Kelly Miller 
Says, ‘‘Race Prejudice in Georgia and in Germany Based on Cross 
Pretenses.”
11 The Philadelphia Tribune, November 9, 1933, Section II, p. 5, 
"Negro Problem Perils World Peace; Greater Menace Than Persecution 
of Jewish Race” by S. A. Haynes.
12 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, June 3, 1933, Section II, p. 6, 
"Between the Lines” by Gordon B. Hancock, “Hour of Reaction.”
13 Ibid., June 3, 1933, Section II, p. 6, “Looking for a Saviour” by 
Kelly Miller.
14 The Philadelphia Tribune, May 17, 1934, Section II, p. 5, “Hitler 
Seeks To Wipe Out All Colored Races” by Henry Jandorf.
he points out ways of combatting its spread.15 “ The Ger­
mans Abandon the God of the Jew” is the title of an article 
which discusses the influence of Judaism in the world. It 
also states that Germany is now reverting to its old pagan 
cult.16
During 1935, Kelly Miller discussed the “ cultural kin­
ship of Negro and Jew,”  in which he compared their char­
acteristics and reactions.17 The same writer in another 
editorial made a detailed analysis of the Jewish and Negro 
problems.18 * Gordon B. Hancock takes into account the 
material and spiritual achievements of the Jews and ad­
vises that the Negro must have “ unquenchable faith.” 59 
Another editorial points out that:
“ . . . proscription and oppression are levelled at 
groups, not so much because of racial cleavage, 
but because of political weakness and economic 
impoverishment. To mitigate prejudice and hate 
the victims must found financial and economic in­
stitutions to make themselves independent of 
their oppressors.”  20
The writer adds by way of instruction to weak groups in 
fighting the philosophy of the strong:
“ International solidarity among the weak of 
the earth based upon ethical and spiritual ideal­
ism points the way out for those sentenced to the 
ghettos of the world.” 21
“ The Nazis Scream” is the title of an editorial which 
illustrates the damage which Germany is inflicting upon 
herself through her Jewish policy, which, it asserts, is
is Ibid., March 31, 1938, p. 4, “Fascism, Nazism Bad for Negro”; 
and April 7, 1938, p. 4, “Weapons to Win”  by Robert W. Bagnall.
16 The Washington Tribune, February 15, 1934, p. 4, col. 3, Kelly 
Miller Says, “The Germans Abandon the God of the Jew.”
17 Ibid., April 13, 1935, p. 4, col, 2, Kelly Miller Discusses “The Cul­
tural Kinship of Negro and Jew.”
18 Opportunity, April 1936, pp. 102-105, “Race Prejudice in Ger­
many and America” by Kelly Miller.
19 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, February 6, 1937, Section II. 
p. 8, “Between the Lines”  by Gordon B. Hancock.
20 Ibid., March 6, 1937, Section II, p. 8, “Ghettos for All.”
21 Ibid., March 6, 1937, Section II, p. 8.
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greater than the hurt which she has accorded the Jews.22 
Another editorial considers the plight of minorities all over 
the world, taking specific countries by way of illustra­
tion.23 The Versailles Treaty is attacked in an article for 
its effects upon the Germans.24 Kelly Miller in a discus­
sion of the hospitality which America has extended to all 
peoples, concluded that the country is now overcrowded.25
There are many more “ scientific” or “ psychological”  ar­
ticles, the majority appearing in the Norfolk Journal and 
(luidc, the Crisis, and Opportunity. Only a few have been 
mentioned here, because they will be discussed in other 
connections. Most of them were written by well known 
commentators, both Negro and white.
III. The third type of article found in most Negro pub­
lications is the type which consists of articles on race.
During 1933, Kelly Miller wrote an editorial on race 
prejudice in Georgia and Germany and stated in part:
“Georgia began as a penal colony— Anglo- 
Saxon in blood and Protestant in religion. The 
Anglo-Saxon is naturally exclusive and intolerant 
of other breeds of men. When the two races were 
brought in contact in this penal colony the situa­
tion furnished the needed raw material for race 
prejudice—easily observable bodily differences 
and wide apart social and cultural status.” 26 *28
He added:
“I do not believe that race prejudice is innate 
on the level with such instincts as hunger, thirst 
and sex passion. On the other hand, it is, in my 
judgment, an acquired animosity easily aroused 
and sustained by the presence of the material it
22 The Crisis, April, 1937, p. 113, editorial 3, “The Nazis Scream.”
23 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, February 26, 1938, Section II, 
p. 8, col. 3, “Minorities Adrift.”
24 Ibid., March 26, 1938, Section II, p. 8, editorial, “Fruits of
Oppression.”
23 Ibid., April 9, 1938, Section II, p. 9, “Is America the Asylum for
the Oppressed?” by Kelly Miller.
28 The Washington Tribune, June 23, 1933, p. 4, col. 3, Kelly Miller 
Says, “Race Prejudice in Georgia and in Germany based on Cross 
Pretenses.”
feeds on. The Teutonic race and its Anglo-Saxon 
derivative are more easily susceptible to the 
Protestant religion and to race prejudice than any 
other racial variety of the human family.” 27
Kelly Miller then stated that both the Jew and the German 
belong to the white race and that there are no outstanding 
differences in their cultural levels. The only difference, he 
pointed out, is one of spiritual cult. He also referred to 
the “ brutal frankness” of the Teuton and the “hypocrisy 
and guile” of the Anglo-Saxon.
The Afro-Am erican  editorializes on “ strong Jewish blood” 
when it states that:
“ Negro blood is the most potent in the world.
One drop of it in the veins of a white man changes 
him into a Negro.
“Less efficacious is the blood of a Jew, accord­
ing to Adolf Hitler and his German Nazis, who in 
recent bedeviling of Germany’s Jews, ruled that 
one Jewish grand-parent makes a Jew.” 28
The editorialist, after stating that Jewish blood has gotten 
so mixed up with that of all races for centuries that a Jew 
can scarcely be distinguished, adds:
“ Passing for white will be both simple and 
profitable hereafter in the Fatherland.” 27 89
Gordon B. Hancock discusses the Nordic supremacy 
theory. He states that it is not so important to attempt to 
explode the theory; that we do not live by groups, but by 
situations; that the domination of situations is more im­
portant than arguments about superiority; and, that Ne­
groes need performers rather than logicians.30 Another 
editorialist points out that the idea of a superior race is 
absolutely without foundation and that everybody claims
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27 Ibid., June 23, 1933, p. 4.
28 The Afro-American, April 22, 1933, p. 10, editorial I, “Strong 
Jewish Blood.”
29 Ibid., April 22, 1933, p. 10.
30 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, July 1, 1933, Section II, P- 
“Between the Lines” by Gordon B. Hancock, “This Nordic Age.”
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to be superior. One writer uses a phrase which is generally 
employed in speaking of Negroes, “ passing for white” . 
The situation which he is discussing, however, is that of 
German Jews, who, he states, will pass for “ Aryan” by 
using peroxide and other bleaches.
Henry Jandorf points out in a portion of his article on 
“Race Complexes" that Hitler’s reasoning powers are “ so 
obstructed with the race superiority complex that he is 
obtuse” .31 He adds that although the Negro and colored 
races “form such a small portion” of the population of 
Germany, they “ sow the seeds of hatred toward these peo­
ples because the color of their skin differs from that of 
the white ‘Aryan’.” A short editorial belittles the “ Aryan” 
theory when it states that:
“A Jewish merchant kisses his Aryan salesgirl 
and is sentenced to thirty days— nature knows no 
religious or color line.” 32
After presenting a brief statement about the Nazi racial 
theory, one article quotes a statement by Malendra Pratap, 
an Indian exile, on intermarriage. The editorial ends with 
the remark that Pratap could not have written his article 
in Germany because “ Hitler would hang him” .33
Willis N. Huggins wrote an article entitled, “ Jews, Ne­
groes and Aryanism,”  34 in which he summarized the re­
action of “ black folk to the new ‘Aryan Wave’.” He dis­
cussed Negroid peoples from as early as 2500 B. C.; Afri­
cans and Mediterranean culture; mulatto Egypt; the Afri­
can and the Semite; and, Ethiopians. A brief editorial is 
satirically entitled “ Aryan Superiority?”  It puts it in this 
manner:
“ Headlines Picked at Random from a Daily 
Newspaper: Levine Boy’s Body Found in Sea, 
Kidnap Victim, Head Missing, Washed Ashore.
31 The Philadelphia Tribune, May 19. 1934, Section II, p, 5, “Hitler
Seeks to Wipe Out All Colored Races” by Henry Jandorf.
33 Ibid., October 31, 1935, p. 4, editorial 8, “The Kiss of Death.”
33 Ibid., June 25, 1936, p. 4, editorial 6, “Hitler Would Hang Him.”
34 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, July 30, 1938, p. 8, “Jews, 
Negroes and ‘Aryanism’ ” by Willis N. Huggins, Ph.D.
. . . Former Diplomat Seized as ‘Brains’ of Dope 
Ring, Bullet Kills Society Matron; Revolver Still 
in Her Hand. ‘Aryan’ Superiority?” 35
Another editorialist belittles the racial theories of Ger­
many and Italy, and the “ principle of race” on which 
Czechoslovakia was dissected. He also speaks of the ab­
surdity of talking about racial purity, especially in America 
where there are “ 3,000,000 mulattoes” .36 Hancock states 
his belief that the Nordics, principally in the person of 
Hitler, are about to “ ruin the world they raised” .37
IV. There are also many articles about the Negroes who 
live in Germany and a few about the Nazi viewpoint to­
ward Negroes. Statements about the meeting of the Baptist 
World Congress in Germany will also be included.
An early example of this type of article was one in which 
the writer considered why Hitler should include the few 
Negroes in Germany in his ban. He presented the two 
following viewpoints:
“ One is that the order against ‘Negroes and 
Jews’ was intended as an added brand of insult 
to the Jews. Another is that colored people were 
included by the propaganda department in order 
to strike back at criticism coming from America, 
where, it is pointed out here, colored citizens are 
oppressed far more brutally than are Jews in Ger­
many.” 38
Another article in the same issue is headlined, “ Germany 
Feels France Too Free For Dark Races.”  39 One writer 
made the statement that Senegalese troops had “saved” 
Europe and America from the Hitler rule, because they 
held the line until the American troops arrived. In the
35 The Philadelphia Tribune, June 2, 1938, p. 4, editorial 3, “Aryan 
Superiority?”
36 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, November 12, 1938, p. 8, editorial 
3 “Racial Nonscnsc **
37 Ibid., December 17, 1938, p. 8, “Nordics About to Ruin World 
They Raised” by Gordon B. Hancock.
38 The Afro-American, December 30, 1933, p. 1, “Hitler Ban Hits 
300 Colored Families.”
39 Ibid., December 30, 1933, p. 2. col. 1, “Germany Feels France Too 
Free For Dark Races.”
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same article, the case of Mahmady, an African who married 
a German woman, is presented, and the desire is expressed 
to know how they are being treated.40 Still another article 
states that although the Nazis have shown their hatred of 
the Negro, they are now attempting to placate him be­
cause they see in him a means of further persecuting the 
Jews. It adds that the Germans are following the lead of 
the ex-Kaiser who protested against the French use of col­
ored troops,
“ . . . and made effective propaganda in this coun­
try charging the colored troops with atrocious as­
saults upon German girls and women and compul­
sory cohabitation with them.” 41
The proposed sterilization of the colored children in 
Germany who number about six hundred and live in the 
Rhineland and Ruhr districts is also discussed. They are 
the offspring of French Africans and German women. The 
editorial points out that the proposal which was made by 
Hein Shroeder, German eugenics authority, cannot be suc­
cessful.42 In this connection, an article which discusses the 
dependence of Germany on cotton produced in the United 
States mainly by Negro labor, may be mentioned. It also 
points out that the Nazi race-theory relegates the Negro 
to the lowest scale in human society, but that now they 
are trying to placate him in order to be able to use him 
as an additional weapon against Jews.43
In an article labelled, “ How to Wipe Out The American 
Negro,” 44 the Nazi attitude toward the Negro is definitely 
shown and the suggested method of wiping him out is given 
in three parts. First, ideas of racial equality must be given 
up; secondly, the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments
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40 The Philadelphia Tribune, October 19, 1933, Section 11, p. 2, 
“Gallant Negro Soldiers Saved Europe and America From Hitler Rule.”
41 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, May 19, 1934, p. 15, cols. 6 and 7, 
“Hitler, the Modern Simon Legree.”
42 The Afro-American, February 17, 1934, p. 11, col. 1, editorial 1, 
“Sterilization Program Proposed in Germany.”
43 The Philadelphia Tribune, May 17, 1934, p. 5, Section II, “Hitler 
Seeks to Wipe Out All Colored Races” by Henry Jandorf.
44 The Washington Tribune, August 11, 1936, p. 4, cols. 5 and 6, 
“How to Wipe Out the American Negro” by Heinrich Krieger.
must be removed from the Constitution; and thirdly, Lin­
coln’s plan for emigration should be developed and brought 
into action by degrees. After this has been accomplished, 
a fuehrer will emerge to solve the problems of America, 
A report of a letter written by Bernard Lelache, a 
Frenchman, who presented first-hand information on the 
treatment of Negroes in Germany, was given in an article 
during 1934.45 An editorial in Opportunity states that:
“ The hand of Hitler has fallen on Negroes in 
Germany as can be seen from the following let­
ter.” 46
There follows a letter on behalf of Mr. Joseph Bile, an 
African refugee from Germany and former entertainer, 
who was attempting to return to the Cameroons. He had 
been discharged and terrorized, and was trying to raise 
his passage. An editorial was also written concerning the 
suggestion by Haufstaeng, one of Hitler’s aides, to the 
effect that American Negroes be registered as Africans.4’ 
During 1937, the Nazis attacked the American Negro in 
the official Nazi newspaper. Quotations from this attack 
are contained in an article in the Norfolk Journal and 
Guide. The Nazis say that the Negro can never be “civ­
ilized”  even though he may have the title of doctor, may 
wear European clothes and may show other evidences of 
western culture.48 In the following year, an article was 
headlined, “ German Publication Raves About Franco-Jew- 
ish-Negro Styles Menace to Aryanism.”  This article at­
tempts to show the depths which the Nazis have reached 
when they state that even German-made clothes will 
strengthen the nation.49
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45 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, October 20, 1934, p. 5, col. 8, 
“Africans in Germany Living in Terror, French Report.”
46 Opportunity, March, 1935, p. 71, editorial 2, “The Hand of Hitler."
47 The Afro-American, August 22, 1936, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 3, 
“K.K.K. Haufstaeng.”
48 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, March 13, 1937, p. 1, cols. 7 and 
8, “Nazi Colorphobia Flares Anew; Newspaper Takes Rap at American 
Negroes.”
49 The Black Dispatch, August 6, 1938, p. 7, cols. 1 and 2, banner 
headline, “Negro Influence Tough Fight for Hitler in Homeland"; col­
umn headline, “German Publication Raves About Franco-Jewish-Negro 
Styles Menace to Aryanism.”
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Many Negro newspapers contained articles headlined, 
"German Peasant Has Negro Blood; Cannot Own Land.” 50 
During 1939, there appeared an article by Claude McKay 
in Opportunity, which was cited in many other publica­
tions, in which he stated that Hitler’s prejudice against 
black troops is responsible for his fight on the Jews.51
The reactions of Negroes to the meeting of the Baptist 
World Congress in Germany are interesting to note. One 
comment is found in a letter signed Z. J. Allen, D. D., which 
after describing the trip, states that the Germans were very 
nice and, ignoring the power of censorship in Germany, 
adds:
“We inquired about several rumors we had 
heard as to the attitude toward and treatment of 
Negroes in Germany. We were told that they 
were absolutely false, and that not one complaint 
had come to the attention of the American con­
sulate.”  52 *
During 1938, when it became known that the Congress 
was planning to meet in Atlanta, Georgia, the next year, 
there were many articles written against the selected city. 
For example, one stated that:
“No intelligent and thoughtful group would 
suggest Germany, Austria or Poland for a meet­
ing for any body in which the Jews comprised a 
part of its membership. Certainly there must be 
some place on the face of the earth where religion 
is sufficiently genuine and has sufficient influence 
in the community to allow Christians of all races 
to meet under the same roof, stay in the same ho­
tels and practice the doctrine of the brotherhood 
of man.” 55
50 The Houston Defender, August 20, 1938, p. 4, col. 5; and The 
Bqfton Chronicle, August 20, 1938, p. 4, col. 5, “German Peasant Has 
Negro Blood Cannot Own Land.”
81 Opportunity, November, 1938.
52 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, August 14, 1934, p. 4, “In the
Land of Hitler” by Z. J. Allen.
58 The Afro-American, June 4, 1938, p. 4, “Why Go to Atlanta?”
Another editorialist goes further and, after stating that 
Negroes were “ treated fine”  in Germany in 1934, 54 adds:
“ A common religion was the only inspiration 
which led the German people to treat their breth­
ren as themselves.
“ The 1939 conference in Atlanta shall be a test 
to white Christians in general and to white Bap­
tists in particular whether race discrimination and 
courtesy is more of an issue in the South than in 
Nazi Germany.” 55
V. There are also many articles in Negro publications 
about the Olympic games which took place in Germany in 
1936 and about the second Louis-Schmeling heavyweight 
championship bout. The fact that Jesse Owens won hon­
ors at the Olympics and that Hitler refused to recognize 
him furnished fertile material for Negro writers. The vic­
tory of Joe Louis over the German was also extensively 
used.
Prior to the Olympics, there were articles urging that 
the United States not participate, because of the Nazi racial 
theory. For example, one editorial was entitled, “ Boycott 
the Olympics.”  56 The Crisis also published an editorial, 
the essence of which was that America should stay out of 
the Olympics in 1936, although America could not very 
well protest because of its own discrimination against Ne­
gro athletes in many sports. The article concludes:
“Keep American athletes at home in 1936. In 
the meantime, if we just have to work up a lather 
over discrimination in sports, let us address our­
selves to the color line in our own backyard.” 57 *
After the Olympics, a flood of articles was found in Ne­
gro publications. For example, one stated:
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54 Boston Chronicle, August 20, 1938, p. 4, col. 5, “The Atlanta 
Baptist Conference.”
55 Ibid,., August 20, 1938, p. 4.
58 The Afro-American, December 15, 1934, editorial 1, “Boycott the 
Olympics.”
57 The Crisis, September, 1935, p. 273, editorial 3, “Stay Out of Nazi
Olympics.”
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“A German paper said that the American team 
would have been poor without the Negroes. And 
they realized they could snub the Negroes and 
get away with it. Therefore, we should call upon 
the State Department to protest against the snub 
against the American team.” 58
The “snub” inspired some writers to bring forth articles on 
the German attitude toward Negroes.59
The Philadelphia Tribune turned its attention back to 
America when it inquired:
“Newspapers are criticizing Hitler for not con­
gratulating Owens, yet when he finishes running 
and comes back here to live among Nordics, will 
he not meet the same thing from them?” 60
That editorial follows an account of the Olympics which 
was headlined, “Hitler’s Aryan Superman Myth is exploded 
as Colored Americans Stampede Olympics.” 61 Other re­
ports of the Jesse Owens victory are found in articles en­
titled “Jesse Owens Thrills Nazis” ,62 and “ Adolf ‘Snubs’ 
United States Lads.” 63
A cartoon graphically portrays the feeling that Jesse 
Owens had exploded the Nordic supremacy theory. It 
shows Negroes looking up to Owens who is breaking with 
his running feet a swastika marked “ Aryan-Nordic Myth” . 
The caption is, “ Attention, Aryans!” 64 Another such 
cartoon shows a Nazi with his tongue out, panting with *801234
58 The Washington Tribune, August 7, 1936, p. 4, “The Hitler Snub 
Deliberate.”
59 e. g. Ibid., August 11, 1936, p. 4, cols. 5 and 6, “How to Wipe Out 
the American Negro” by Heinrich Krieger. This article states that 
Hitler’s treatment of American Negro athletes makes it necessary to 
read this; The Norfolk Journal and Guide, March 13, 1937, p. 1, cols. 
7 and 8, “Nazi Colorphobia Flares Anew; Newspaper Takes Rap at 
American Negroes.”
80 The Philadelphia Tribune, August 13, 1936, p. 13, editorial 1, 
"Hitler and Owens.”
81 Ibid., August 8, 1936, p. 8, “Hitler’s Aryan Superman Myth is 
exploded as Colored Americans Stampede Olympics.”
82 The Afro-American, August 1, 1936, “Jesse Thrills Nazis.”
83 Ibid.., August 8, 1936, p. 1, cols. 1 and 2, “Adolf ‘Snubs’ United 
States Lads” ; “Hitler Won’t Shake Hands.”
84 The Washington Tribune, August 21, 1936, p. 4, cartoon captioned, 
"Attention, Aryans!”
fatigue. He carries a sign in his hand which reads, “We 
Aryans can lick anybody” . Jesse Owens is running away 
with the laurel wreath in his hands and “ Olympic Vic­
tories” printed over his head. The caption reads, “Twi- 
light of the Gods.”  65
An editorial on the subject states that:
“ Cynics are trying to say they never expected 
Germany’s Hitler to do anything except snub 
America’s track ace, Jesse Owens . . .  Most people 
— even those familiar with the Hitler creed on 
superior and inferior races— did not expect that 
the ruler of a great modern nation would so be­
little himself as to refuse a sportsmanlike hand­
shake and word of commendation to winning ath­
letes and guests of Germany, no matter what their 
color happened to be.”  66
After explaining what Hitler could have done and still 
maintained his “ Aryan” theory, this editorialist adds that 
Hitler is a “ small man” , capable only of “ small acts” . He 
then states that, as a result of that, Fascism now means 
something to the Negro.67
Another editorialist points out the fact that the Nazis 
considered the American Negro athletes as “ black auxili­
aries” , really Africans. He adds that Germany cannot 
understand why America wants to claim its Negro athletes 
while discriminating so much against them itself.68 A peri­
odical stated shortly after the Olympics that:
“ The great part of the 1936 Olympiad really 
happened in the United States. Here, where the 
solution of race is only a matter of mild degrees 
ahead of Germany, American newspapers were 
face to face with either condoning Hitler’s lack of 
sportsmanship or actually conceding that the color
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65 The Crisis, September, 1936, p. 272, cartoon captioned, “Twilight 
of the Gods.”
66 Ibid., p. 273, editorial 1, “Small Acts from a Small Man.”
67 Ibid., p. 273, editorial 2, “Fascism Now Means Something."
68 Ibid., p. 273, col. 2, editorial 4, “Black Auxiliaries.”
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of one’s skin has nothing to do with the wearer’s 
ability to stand up for his Nation.” 69
The article then stated that Americans do “turn home­
ward" whenever they are in a dilemma, but that it seems 
“deplorable” that American Negroes must either go to 
foreign shores to fight a war or win places in the Olympics 
before “they may freely wear the badge of American 
numhood” .
The Philadelphia Tribune has an article reporting a 
speech made by Jesse Owens at a Republican Party rally. 
He resented President Roosevelt’s evasion of the anti- 
lynching bill. Owens stated, “ I think Hitler’s a noble 
man." 70
Four articles will suffice to show the reaction of Negro 
publications to the second Louis-Schmeling fight. One is a 
c a r t o o n  captioned, “ Just a Lotta Air!” It shows Joe Louis 
sticking a pin in the “ Spirit-Like Aryan Superiority” . 
Hitler is in the background shivering and trying to re­
inflate it.71 Another cartoon shows Hitler as a witch on 
his knees wearing a cap marked with swastikas. He is 
chanting, “Hokus Pocus, Maxie-Maxie, You’re the best, 
You’re an Aryan, you can’t lose!” Schmeling is pictured 
very small. On the wall behind Hitler, a sign reads, “ 5 out 
of 8 boxing titles held by non-Aryans, Joe Louis, John 
Henry Lewis, Henry Armstrong, A1 Brown.” The caption 
is. "Look Behind Him, Max!”  72
An editorial on this subject states that:
“Schmeling tried his Negro psychology on 
Louis. Imagine a man who has been impregnated 
with the stuff that Hitler has ladeled out to some 
of the Germans breaking his back in an effort to 
hypnotize a pair of hands like that pair.” 73
«9 The Brown American, August, 1936, Ears to the Ground, p. 8, 
editorial 2, “Hitler’s Contribution.”
The Philadelphia Tribune, October 29, 1936, p. 2, “Hitler Praised 
Above Roosevelt by Jesse Owens at G.O.P. Rally.”
11 The Amsterdam News, July 2, 1938, p. 6, cartoon captioned, 
"Just a Lotta Air!” by Chase.
The Philadelphia Tribune, June 9, 1938, p. 4, cartoon captioned, 
"Look Behind Him, Max!”
73 The Dallas Express, August 6, 1938, p. 8, col. 1, editorial 2, 
"Negro Psychology So-Called.”
Still another cartoon, “ According to German Culture", 
shows Joe Louis crowned, with his arm raised in a blaze of 
glory. Schmeling is on the ground.74
VI. There are also articles on German anti-Semitism 
written by outstanding commentators in their columns, some 
of which are syndicated.
Kelly Miller’s columns appeared in the majority of Negro 
publications. One of his first editorials on German anti- 
Semitism was entitled, “ Hitler— The German Ku Klux.” 75 
In this editorial he first stated Hitler’s appeal to patriotism 
which is reenforced by the “ dynamics of hate” . Then he 
discussed the probable reasons for the Nazi hatred of the 
Negro, but added that it is different with Jews because, 
“ their deep seated racial animosity is more deeply rooted 
than loyalty, patriotism or culture” . Further, after stating 
that Russia, in contrast with Germany, has welcomed all 
races, he compared in detail the new Ku Klux Klan move­
ment in America with the Nazi program.
The following week another article by Kelly Miller ap­
peared,76 *in which, after discussing in particular Germany. 
Japan and the United States, he pointed out that “ it is not 
fair to the evil doer to receive and accept his evil deeds 
without murmur or . complaint. Such passivity would but 
justify and harden him in his wicked ways.” He then stated 
that there is a God of Righteousness who watches the deeds 
of nations, and that there is a moral principle by which 
they must abide. Then, after mentioning the Scottsboro 
Case, he concluded that human nature will revolt and the 
conscience of the world will assert itself, thereby making 
the German Jew and the American Negro the “benefici­
aries of this overruling moral principle” .
His next editorial on German anti-Semitism was one in 
which Kelly Miller compared the Jews and the Negro in
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The St. Louis Argus, July 8, 1938, p. 8, cartoon captioned, "Ac­
cording to German Culture.”
75 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 1, 1933, Section II, p. 6. 
cols. 4 and 5, “Hitler—The German Ku Klux” by  Kelly Miller.
76 This article was published in the Washington Tribune, April 7,
1933, p. 4. Kelly Miller says, “No Nation can Offend the Moral Sense 
of the World” ; and in the Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 8, 1933. 
Section II, p. 6, “The Power of Moral Protest” by Kelly Miller.
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-looking for a saviour” .?7 He showed how the “trans­
planted African” who had been brought here as a slave, 
found solace in the Old Testament, which was “ the Jewish 
>oul turned wrong side out” . Then, he stated, the Repub­
lican Party was looked upon as the saviour; then, the 
Catholic Church instead of the Protestant. He pointed out 
that in the nation’s capital, however, Catholic University 
had not yet admitted Negro students. The Negro, he added, 
has been the “tool of the struggle between labor who will 
not accept him and capital who uses him as a strike 
breaker” . Now the Communists seem to some to be offering 
a type of salvation. He concluded with the statement that:
“The Negro is now in the desperate stage of 
barter for salvation.” 78
Another article by Kelly Miller contained a comparison 
between race prejudice in Georgia and in Germany. After 
tracing briefly the history of Negroes and whites in Georgia 
and discussing Jews in Germany, he contrasted the two by 
stating that Georgia is afraid that the Negro will lower the 
level of civilization and Germany fears that the Jew will 
raise it too high. He also stated the characteristics of race 
prejudice and added that even the Negro is scarcely 
aroused at a lynching any more. He concluded that in 
Georgia hypocrisy is used while in Germany there is brutal 
frankness.79
During 1934, one of Kelly Miller’s editorials stated that:
“ If Christ should next Sunday morning come to 
America and seek to worship in any Nordic church 
which he died to ordain, in the guise of a Negro, 
he would be ushered to a back seat or invited to 
take the door.” 80
His main theme is concerned with the contributions of the
ii The Norfolk Journal and Guide, June 3, 1933, Section II, p. 6, 
"Ixx)king for a Saviour” by Kelly Miller.
n lbid., June 3, 1933, Section II, p. 6.
79 The Washington Tribune, June 23, 1933, p. 4, col. 3, Kelly Miller 
Says, "Race Prejudice in Georgia and in Germany Based on Cross 
Pretenses.”
80 Ibid., February 5, 1934, p. 4, col. 3, Kelly Miller Says, “The Ger­
mans Abandon the God of the Jews.”
Jews, mainly religious, and the fact that the Germans are 
now attempting to repudiate Christ and go back to their old 
tribal religion.
Kelly Miller began one comparative editorial81 with a 
long introduction about demagogues and race prejudice and 
the fact that revolutions usually bring about the emancipa- 
tion of a down-trodden group. Then he presented the 
“ striking analogy between the legal manifestations of race 
prejudice against the Negro in America and the Jew in 
Germany” . In this analogy he considered: prohibition's 
against intermarriage, separate schools, denial of citizen­
ship rights, jim-crow on public conveyances, denial of-civil 
rights, and residential segregation.
“ The cultural kinship of Negro and Jew” 82 is the title 
of another editorial by Kelly Miller. In this article, he 
pointed out meekness, humility, patience, long-suffering, 
loving kindness and non-resentfulness in both peoples which 
he stated “ shine to perfection” in their nature. Then he 
entered into a discussion of religion and its meaning to 
them.
During 1938, Kelly Miller inquired editorially, “Is Amer­
ica the Asylum for the Oppressed?” 83 He pointed out 
that America has always been an asylum for persecuted 
minorities, beginning with the Pilgrim Fathers. Now Presi­
dent Roosevelt and Secretary Hull have offered hospitality 
to Jewish refugees from Germany. He stated that there 
is moral inconsistency in this, because America has toler­
ated human slavery. The puritans of New England burned 
Quakers and banished Baptists in the name of the Lord; 
British Tories were not welcome; the Philippines were 
never assured peace when they rebelled against foreign 
aggression, and so on. This country, he continued, is now 
overcrowded, and its hospitality is never extended to Chi­
nese or Japanese, but to whites only. In another article,
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81 Opportunity, April, 1938, pp. 102-105, “Race Prejudice in Ger­
many and America” by Kelly Miller.
82 The Washington Tribune, April 23, 1935, p. 4, col. 2, “Kelly Mill® 
Discusses,” “The Cultural Kinship of Negro and Jew,”
83 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 9, 1938, p. 9, Section u 
“Is America the Asylum for the Oppressed?”  by Kelly Miller.
Kelly Miller again compared Germany a n d  America and 
concluded that America is “ just as bad” as Germany.84
One of his editorials, entitled, “ Race and. Religion” 85 
was published in many Negro papers throughout the coun­
try. The editorial states that we have b e e n  awakened
. . to the Christian objective of p rom otin g  not 
only the brotherhood of man but th e  fellowship 
of all who belong to the Christian h ou seh old  of 
faith.” 86
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Later he pointed out that:
“The Negro and the Jew constitute the only 
racial minorities that are persecuted toy  Christian 
nations on account of race.” 87
He then stated that there is now an e n fo rc e d  partnership 
between the Jew and the Negro and that t h e  Jew must be 
the leader.
In still another article, Kelly Miller s ta ted  that although 
Hitler and his cohorts can easily point o u t  similarities be­
tween the German and American persecutions, that does 
not justify their action toward the Jews.®8 During 1939, 
he wrote an article which was entitled, “ T h e  Plight of the 
Jewish Minority— Can It Happen Here?”  89 This editorial 
states that:
“America leads the chorus condem ning Ger­
many’s mistreatment of the Jew as i f  smugly ob­
M The Washington Tribune, April 23, 1938, p. 4 ,  co l. 4, “Kelly Miller 
Discusses.”
K The Norfolk Journal and Guide, October 2 2 , 1938, p. 8; The 
Atlanta Daily World, August 13, 1938, p. 4, cols. 1 and 2; The Black 
Dispatch, August 13, 1938, p. 4; The Carolina T im e s ,  August 13, 1938, 
p. 4; The Dallas Express, August 13, 1938, p. 8, c o l .  2; The Louisiana 
Weekly, August 20, 1938; The Shreveport Sun, A_-u.gust 20, 1938, p. 4; 
The Tampa Bulletin, August 20, 1938, p. 4; T h e  Boston Chronicle, 
August 13, 1938, p. 4,« Ibid.
,7The Norfolk Journal and Guide, November 5 , 1938, p. 8, ’“Negro 
and Jew, Partners in Distress” by Kelly Miller.
M Ibid., December 17, 1938, p. 8, “America S e t the Pace Nazis 
Answer” by Kelly Miller.
The Washington Tribune, January 14, 1939, p . 4, col. 7, .“Kelly 
Miller Discusses” ; The Norfolk Journal and G u id e , January 21, 1939, 
P- 6, “The Sad Plight of the Jews—Can It Happen H ere?”
livious of her own accusatory record in dealing 
with her own racial minorities—the Indian and 
the Negro. . . .  Of all men, the Negro must view 
the lamentable plight of the Jew with sober if 
not somber reflection, lest it forbode the day when 
he, too, will be battered with the shocks of 
doom.” 90
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The next columnist to be considered is Gordon B. Han­
cock, whose editorials have appeared principally in the 
Norfolk Journal and Guide.
In one of his first articles on German anti-Semitism, Han­
cock listed some of the contributions which Jews have made 
to the world and stated that Negroes must believe in them­
selves as much as Jews believe in themselves, and that 
Negroes should heed the history of the Jews.91 In another 
article he states that there is in process today a reaction in 
every field.92 During a discussion of the age of Nordicism. 
he suggests that “we need performers rather than logici­
ans” and that “ we live by situations rather than by 
groups” .93 Again he states that both Germany during the 
World War and Negroes in Alabama have been victims of 
a “ designing propaganda” .94
In another editorial, Hancock states that the “nobility 
of the Jew” is shown not only by his material achievements, 
but also by his spiritual triumph over his persecutors. He 
adds that the man with “ unquenchable faith is more than 
conqueror— of life— of the world” .95 * He also contributed 
to the protests against the treatment of Marian Anderson 
in Washington, D. C., and concluded that prejudice in 
Washington and in Berlin are both the same, one is no 
worse than the other.98
W Ibid.
91 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 8, 1933, Section II, p. 6. 
“Between the Lines” by Gordon B. Hancock.
92 Ibid., June 3, 1933, Section II, p. 6, “Hour of Reaction” by Gordon 
B. Hancock.
92 Ibid., July 1, 1933, Section II, p. 6, “This Nordic Age.”
94 Ibid., September 23, 1933, Section II, p. 6, “Between the Lines" 
by Gordon B. Hancock.
95 Ibid., February 6, 1937, Section II, p. 8.
9® Ibid., April 8, 1939, p. 8, “Prejudice in Washington and Berlin"
by Gordon B. Hancock.
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Another columnist of note in Negro publications is Rev. 
Adam C. Powell, Jr., whose articles appear principally in
the  Amsterdam News.
In February of 1938, Reverend Powell, in a discussion of 
Hitler and Mussolini and the menace of the Fascist Inter­
nationale to civilization in the present day, stated that Hit­
ler has “overshadowed the pomp and majesty of militarism 
under the Kaiser” and his persecution of minorities has 
broken “twentieth century records for fiendishness, blood­
shed and murder” .97 During the same month, he wrote 
an editorial the main theme of which is that no one can 
afford to be neutral today because all nations and all events 
are interrelated. He concludes:
“Apathy spells our own doom. Our only suc­
cess is to stop Fascism. As the enemies of world 
justice go to the pole of Fascism, it is imperative 
that we rally round the pole of anti-Fascism. We 
must aid China, Loyalist Spain, the Jew in Ger­
many, the Haitian, the Anti-Lynch Bill, the re­
maining Scottsboro victims and the plight of the 
jobless. In any land, wherever the cry goes up,
‘It is arms for freedom!’ we must answer!” 98
In another article, Powell attacks editorially the Catholic 
Church and the American Legion for not halting the Sen­
ate filibuster of the anti-lynch bill and the Legion for not 
demanding in its lobby “the extinction of Fritz Kuhn and 
his organization” . He adds:
". . .  Fascism is racial persecution and regardless 
of how phoney the trials in Moscow, the Soviet is 
only persecuting its so-called enemies.
“This doesn’t leave much of a choice for a per­
son who belongs to a minority group . . .
“And, brothers, the time is growing very short 
for us to do anything to stop Nazism.”  99
^ The Amsterdam News, February 26, 1938, p. 11, “Soap Box”  by 
Adam C. Powell.
"  Ibid., February 19, 1938, p. 11, Section II, “Soap Box” by Adam 
C. Powell.
99 Ibid., March 19, 1938, p. 13, “Soap Box” by Adam C. Powell.
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Powell also has an interesting article on the growing 
anti-Semitism among Negroes in Harlem.100 He compare! 
the reasoning of German Nazis with that of southern Amer­
icans, in that it makes the poorest and most degenerate 
German and southern white man feel that there is at lean 
one group on a still lower level. He adds that we cannot 
blame any one group exclusively for prejudice; and that 
our first step should be to rid our own group of prejudice.
Ralph Matthews is a popular columnist for the Afn- 
American and two of his editorials on German anti-Semit­
ism will suffice to illustrate his point of view.
In one editorial,101 Matthews speaks of the psychological 
appeal behind the Nazis’ use of the Jew as a scapegoat, 
and points out that the hatred and dissatisfaction of the 
masses with the “ bigger issues”  can be diverted into the 
channels of Jew-hatred. That is the method used not only 
by the Germans but also by southern Americans. His next 
remark^ are in the form of an attack on Negro leaders on 
the grounds that very few Negro organizations, except the 
Garvey movement, can “ advance three bona fide reasons 
for their continued existence” . Finally, this commentator 
speaks of the Jews in America whose methods, he states, 
are “not basically opposed to the Hitler principle.”
During 1938, Matthews warned that Negroes must watch 
the progress of Hitler,
“Because any individual who becomes a world 
menace on a doctrine of racial prejudice, bigotry, 
and oppression of minorities— and rises to power 
through threat of force—-is our concern.
“ Hitler is our concern not only because of his 
own actions, but also because of the dramatic 
example he sets for other demagogues, both at 
home and abroad, to follow in his sadistic foot­
steps.”  102
The articles of S. A. Haynes frequently appear in the
ioo ibid., April 16, 1938, p. 9, “Soap Box” by Adam C. Powell.
1#i The Afro-American, June 17, 1933, p. 10, col. 2, “Watching tb* 
Big Parade” , “Hitlerism” by Ralph Matthews.
102 Ibid., October 8, 1938, “Watching the Big Parade”, “Why Hitler b 
Our Business,”  by Ralph Matthews.
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Philadelphia Tribune. In one of his first editorials on 
German anti-Semitism, Haynes discussed the appeal of 
Jewish leaders to the League of Nations, stating that they 
have followed the example of Garvey.103 The following 
week, he concluded this article, stating that the persecution 
of Negroes is more serious than that of Jews because there 
are more Negroes than Jews in the world and because 
Negroes are a numerical minority only in the United States. 
He also declared that the Negro problem is international 
and that Negroes must remould public opinion.104 Another 
time Haynes portrayed the chasm which exists between 
Negroes and Jews; in fact he pointed out that all minority 
groups, unlike their oppressors, are divided by hatred. 
Then he centered his attack upon the Jews.105 In still an­
other article Haynes returned to his topic of the League of 
Nations faced with racial issues, in which he discussed 
Negroid nations.106
William Pickens is another writer who has contributed 
articles on German Jews to some publications. In one 
editorial he urges the Jews not to claim Hitler if he does 
have Jewish blood, because if he is “ passing for Aryan” , 
he will be even more ruthless than ever.101 * A letter which 
Pickens wrote to the editor of another paper 109 bears men­
tion. His main theme is in the fact that the Nazis forbid 
experimentation on animals, despite the fact that cures for 
many diseases have been discovered in that way. He then 
compares this humanitarianism toward animals in Germany 
with that in the southern part of the United States and 
states they both confine all experimentation to human be­
!03 The Philadelphia Tribune, November 2, 1933, Section II, p. 5, 
“Jewish Leaders Follow Garvey, Appeal to League of Nations” by S. A. 
Haynes.
104 Ibid., November 9, 1933, Section II, p. 5, “Negro Problem Perils 
World Peace; Greater Menace Than Persecution of Jewish Race” by 
S. A. Haynes.
i°5 Ibid., July 26, 1934, p. 5, col. 1, “Jews and Negroes” by S. A. 
Haynes.
io6 ibid., October 4, 1934, p. 5, “Racial Issues Challenge League of 
Nations”  by S. A. Haynes.
i°7 The Washington Tribune, July 27, 1933, p. 7, col. 2, “Hitler a
Jew!” by William Pickens.
i°8 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, September 16, 1933, Section II, 
p. 6, The Open Forum.
ings— in the United States, the Negro, in Germany, Jews, 
Negroes and Communists. He concludes that Germany will 
soon be as “ civilized”  as Mississippi. Even now, women 
who associate with men of other races are persecuted; but, 
he adds, one never hears of a man being punished for his 
relations with women of the so-called “ inferior”  racial 
groups.
Later Pickens spoke of “Nazi” Jews, by which he re­
ferred to those who helped Hitler in his rise to power. He 
also stated that:
“ Whatever gains are made in the forward 
struggle of any race will have to be made with­
out complete unity or perfect cooperation within 
its own ranks. . . .
“ The Jews outside of Germany will have to 
save the German Jew: those inside must conform 
or shut up— and some of them are too selfishly 
cunning to shut up.” 109
An interesting viewpoint is expressed by George S. 
Schuyler, whose articles have been published in the Pitts­
burgh Courier. In one editorial, after pointing out the 
importance of the possession of economic power to the 
Negro, he adds:
“ But mere possession of economic power is no 
safeguard by itself, as the plight of the Jews 
abroad illustrates so tragically.” 110
In another article, Schuyler states that the Nazis could 
easily reply to the hypocrisy of those who criticize them 
and, at the same time, persecute the colored people. He 
then discusses the imperialist powers, particularly the so- 
called democracies. One of the most enlightening parts 
of this editorial, however, is that in which he states that 
he would be able to protest more strongly against Jewish 
persecutions in Germany if American Jews treated Ne-
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109 The Washington Tribune, October 13, 1934, p. 4, William Pickens’ 
Observations, “Nazi Jews.”
no The Pittsburgh Courier, November 19, 1938, p. 22, “Views and 
Reviews” by George S. Schuyler.
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groes better. Then he enters into a discussion of Jews in 
business here and their discrimination against Negroes.111 
Still later, Schuyler points out that Negroes can profit by 
the situation of the German Jews. In .-this connection, he 
discusses the bad results of city life, the intellectuality of 
the Jew and other “ Jewish traits” , and the genesis of anti- 
Semitism everywhere. Then, he makes an analysis of cap­
italism.112
Another columnist who treats the Jews under Nazism 
is Robert W. Bagnall. In one of his editorials, he points 
out the superiority of the democracies over both Commu­
nism and Fascism for the Negro, and adds that “ the only 
hope of the Negro is to be integrated more fully into the 
full life of America in the same sense as all other peo­
ples.”  113 In a continuation of this article, Bagnall warns 
that Negroes should not become Jew-baiters.114 The same 
admonition dominates an editorial which he has titled, “ The 
Negro Must Wake Up and See.”  115 Both of these articles 
warrant more detailed discussion later. In connection with 
the Marian Anderson incident, Bagnall stated that it was 
one of the best things that could have happened to the 
Negro because it has awakened him to the Nazism in 
America.116
The late Willis N. Huggins contributed articles to the 
Norfolk Journal and Guide, especially during 1938. In one 
of these articles, he entered into a lengthy discussion of 
“ Aryanism” , making use of ancient history and anthropol­
ogy to illustrate his points.117 In another article, Huggins 
probed into the origin of the swastika, and found that:
111 Ibid., November 26, 1938, p. 22, “Views and Reviews” by George 
S. Schuyler.
Ibid., December 3, 1938, “Views and Reviews” by George S. 
Schuyler.
n3 The Philadelphia Tribune, March 31, 1938, p. 4, “Fascism, 
Nazism Bad for Negro” by Robert W. Bagnall.
u« Ibid., August 4, 1938, p. 5, “Taken in Stride” by Robert W. 
Bagnall.
us Ibid., September 8, 1938, p. 4, “Taken in Stride” by Robert W. 
Bagnall.
us Ibid., March 23, 1939, p. 4, col. 2, “Taken in Stride” by Robert 
W. Bagnall.
hi The Norfolk Journal and Guide, July 30, 1938, p. 8, “Jews, • 
Negroes and ‘Aryanism’ ” by Willis N. Huggins.
“ The swastika is an old African religious sym­
bol. Christianity and one of the earliest systems 
of philosophy came out of the mores of the black 
and oriental races.”  118
Some other writers who have treated German anti-Semit­
ism in their articles are: M. Beaunorus Tolson, who has 
discussed at various times the enslavement of Jew and Ne­
gro,119 the fact that the Fascists are “ out to get the Negro, 
the Jew, and the radical” ,120 and the Fascist spirit behind 
the Marian Anderson incident; 121 Frank M. Davis, who in 
1937 stated that Mayor LaGuardia’s attack on Hitler called 
for serious thought on the part of Negroes,122 and in 1936 
stated that if the Negro should ever have to choose between 
Fascism and Communism, he should choose the latter; 123 
and Floyd J. Calvin, who pointed out that the Jewish per­
secutions in Europe have affected Negroes in America be­
cause philanthropic funds formerly used for Negroes have 
now been turned to aid Jewish refugees,124 and who told 
Jewish leaders that they must change their policy toward 
Negroes, if they expect Negroes to protest to Germany.125
Other columnists have in most cases written only one 
article on German anti-Semitism. Articles by outstanding 
writers in the Crisis and Opportunity have in many cases 
contained discussions of the Negro under Fascism, and will 
be considered below.
VII. Articles on German anti-Semitism are also found in
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118 Ibid., August 20, 1938, p. 8, “From Whence Came The Swas­
tika?” by Willis N. Huggins.
119 The Washington Tribune, January 21, 1939, p. 4, cols. 2 and 3, 
“Caviar and Cabbage” by M. Beaunorus Tolson.
120 Ibid., March 11, 1939, p. 4, “Keep That Chin Up, My Jewish 
Brother!” by M. Beaunorus Tolson.
121 Ibid., July 1, 1939, “Caviar and Cabbage” by M. Beaunorus 
Tolson.
122 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 3, 1937, Section II, p. 9, 
“Writer Holds That Attack on Hitler by LaGuardia Demands Serious 
Thought by Our Group” by Frank M. Davis.
123 The Washington Tribune, August 14, 1936, p. 4, col. 7, “The 
World in Review” by Frank M. Davis.
124 The Philadelphia Tribune, December 22, 1938, p. 4, Calvin’s 
Digest.
125 The Charleston Messenger, July 30, 1938, p. 2, col. 1; The Buck­
eye Review, July 29, 1938, p. 2, col. 3.
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periodicals published by groups with philosophies different 
from the general trend.
The first to be discussed are articles in religious jour­
nals. There are many editorials in Catholic periodicals on 
German anti-Semitism. For example, one such article urges 
that Jews, Negroes and Catholics protest not only against 
the particular prejudice with which they are confronted, 
but against all types. And, it states, the Catholic Church 
must be the first to fight the current epidemic of preju­
dice.126 Later in the same year, a cartoon was published 
which showed a man labelled “the Church” throwing into 
the fire books and magazines marked “Propaganda regard­
ing ‘inferior’ and ‘superior’ races” . The caption read: “ The 
Best Place for It.”  127
Racism is a most usual topic discussed in Catholic jour­
nals. For example, in an article entitled, “Racism at 
Home,” the writer points out the inconsistency of American 
protests against German-Jewish atrocities when the same 
things are done to Negroes here.128 Again, an editorialist 
speaks of the menace of racism to world peace, and the 
evils of communism and fascism, both of which threaten 
religion.129 An editorial by John LaFarge considers Ger­
man racism in relation to its counterpart here in America. 
He points out that America has all of the materials for 
fascism and concludes with the warning that we must turn 
neither to right nor left, but to the Church to find social 
unity.130
The editors of one Catholic periodical contribute an edi­
torial in which they refer to the current epidemic of preju­
dice and show how counter-prejudice is formed. In addi­
tion they point out that in America the germs of prejudice 
are already implanted. Then they conclude that America
126 The Interracial Review, July, 1938, p. 98, col. 1, “Vatican Con­
demns Racism.”
127 ibid., October, 1938, cartoon, “The Best Place for It.”
128 The Colored Harvest, October-November, 1938, p. 2, editorial 3, 
“Racism at Home.”
12» The Interracial Review, November, 1938, p. 163, “The Menace 
of Racism.”
i3® Ibid., December, 1938, pp. 182-184, “Racism and Social Unity” 
by John LaFarge, S.J.
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must put its own house in order.131 Another editorialist, 
after considering anti-Semitism in the United States,, writes 
about the susceptibility of Americans to prejudice.132
The articles in Baptist journals take a slightly different 
viewpoint. In an editorial entitled, “ The Massacre of the 
Jewish People,” 133 Jewish persecutions in many countries 
are discussed. In January, 1939, four editorials were writ­
ten on the German^Jewish situation. The first one states, 
that; ■ ■'
“The persecution of the Jews is a subject of 
well-nigh universal protest. Beyond a doubt, this 
protest against persecution will'become so organ­
ized that other persecuted groups of the world 
will be benefitted from such an enraged public 
sentiment. In other words, persecution of the 
underlings of society is about to be outlawed.” 134
In the second editorial, the writer compares the separa­
tion of slave families with scenes when Jewish children 
were sent away from their parents to Vienna for protec­
tion.135 The third article states that Jewish money as­
sisted Germany in rising to its position of power.136 The 
writer of the fourth editorial states that in addition to the 
censored press of Germany, Greece is now censoring pub­
lication of news, of Nazi atrocities. He concludes with the 
question:
“ Is it possible that those wonderful and liberty : 
loving people are about to yield to the conquest 
of Nazism?” 137
131 Ibid., December, 1938, pp. 184-185, “Checking The Epidemic of 
Prejudice” by the Editors.
132 Ibid., July, 1939, pp. 99-100, editorial 1, “The American Pattern 
for Anti-Semitism.”
133 The Sunday School Informer, November, 1938, p. 3, editorial 3, 
“The Massacre of the Jewish People.”
13* Ibid., January, 1939, p. 3, editorial 3, “Outlawing Persecution.”
133 Ibid., January 24, 1939, p. 3, editorial 4, “Scenes Worse than the 
Selling of Negro Slaves.”
138 Ibid., January, 1931, p. 4, editorial 5, “German Ingratitude to the 
Jews.”
137 Ibid., January, 1939, p. 4, editorial 6, “Germany Ashamed of 
Her Atrocities.”
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There were three editorials on Nazism in the April, 1939, 
issue of the same magazine. The first was entitled, “ Anti- 
Semitism on the Increase.”  138 The writer first points out 
the atrocities which were practiced against the Jews of 
Qermany and Austria. Then he states that Poland, South 
America and the Arabs in Palestine are rebelling against 
being used as asylums for Jewish refugees. He adds that 
we should follow the example of Jesus and aid them. The 
essence of the second article is contained in the following 
paragraph:
“ . . . The unfortunate Jew, constituting several ? 
million of people, comes into the picture as an ob­
ject of hate, outrage, infamy and fear. He is not 
only a detached, unwanted and greatly abused 
tribe of man— wealthy vagabonds—-in the world, 
but his racial philosophy of separatism, which 
Jesus so greatly protested against is forcing him 
out from under the protective embrace of many 
nations’ flags to be exposed to the storms of a 
vile and an unsocial world.” 139
This article will be discussed more fully below, as will the 
last one in this issue, which is entitled, “ Anti-Semitism in 
Our World and its Basic Causes.”  140
Another type of publication is that representing ex­
tremely chauvinistic groups. An example of this is the 
Voice of Ethiopia. Most of the articles in this periodical 
are vigorously worded attacks on the imperialistic coun­
tries. In an editorial entitled, “The Big Menace,”  the 
writer speaks of Germany’s training of young men and 
women to go to Africa. He concludes with the statement, 
“They must not go to Africa!” 141 * The same idea is ex­
pressed in other articles. For example, one is labelled,
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138 jbid., April, 1938, pp. 3-4, editorial 4, “Anti-Semitism on the
Increase.”
1391  bid., pp. 4-5, editorial 6, “ The Value of Peace.”
i«> Ibid., April, 1939, pp. 6-8, editorial 9, “Anti-Semitism in Our 
World and! Its Basic Causes.”
hi The Voice of Ethiopia, January 28, 1931, p. 2, col. 1, “The Big 
Menace.”
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“Germany Plots for Africa” ; 142 another is entitled, “ Nazi’s 
Scheme to Grab Africa.”  148
Other articles of interest in this periodical are entitled: 
“ Ickes Brands Nazi Race Theory as ‘Neo-Barbarism’ ” ; 143 44 
and “ If Blacks were Substituted for Jews Would This 
Resolution Be Passed?”  (The resolution referred to was 
one passed by the Baptist State Convention.) The latter 
article states that;
“Perhaps the attention being given by the 
Christian people of America to the unhappy plight 
of the Jews may serve to focus a little more con­
sideration of the race prejudice that exists on their 
own doorsteps.” 145
Another article presents the speech of Rosenberg against 
democracies following the establishment of ghettos for 
Jews in Germany. It is headlined, “ Nazi Leader Assails 
Equality for Blacks.” 146 There is also an editorial on Rosen­
berg’s speech which interprets and comments on it.147 There 
is a great deal of European news in this paper and racial 
chauvinism is rampant throughout.
Journals of Negro college fraternities also have a place 
under this heading. Most of the articles in such periodicals 
are concerned with happenings in schools and colleges in 
America. For example, one editorial points out that some 
concessions have been made to Negroes in America, since 
the onslaughts of Hitler and Mussolini have shown race 
prejudice in a rather bad light. It then states that in 
New York, elementary and high school students are now 
compelled to attend two assemblies a month in racial toler­
143 Ibid., January 28, 1939, p. 7, cols. 1-2, “Looking Behind the 
News” by Matthew W. Gardner; “Germany Plots for Africa.”
143 Ibid., January 28, 1939, p. 3, cols. 1-2-3, “Nazi Scheme to Grab 
Africa.”
144 Ibid., May 6, 1939, p. 3, col. 1, “Ickes Brands Nazi Race Theory 
as ‘Neo-Barbarism’.”
145 Ibid., p. 3, cols. 4-5, News and Comments, “If Blacks were Sub­
stituted for Jews Would This Resolution Be Passed?”
148 Ibid., May 20, 1939, p. 3, col. 4, News and Comments, “Nazi 
Leader Assails Equality for Blacks.”
147 Ibid., May 20, 1939, p. 7, cols. 1-2, “Looking Behind the News”
by Matthew E. Gardner.
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ance.148 Another article discusses the segregation of Negro 
students in cafeterias at the University of Indiana, and adds 
that although Americans protest against German atrocities, 
they say little about Negro conditions in America.149 Fra­
ternal magazines joined other publications in protesting 
against the treatment accorded Marian Anderson in Wash­
ington, D. C., during 1939.150 152
VIII. The eighth group of articles found in Negro publica­
tions on the German-Jewish situation comprises reports of 
the situation without editorial comment. There are also a 
few letters to the editors of various papers included here.
One such letter is an appeal from a Jewish sympathizer 
asking that Negroes protest against the German-Jewish 
atrocities.161 One of the first articles on the situation was 
headlined, “ Jewish Massacre Feared Soon in Germany.” 162 
The sub-headline reads, “ 6,000,000 Are Living in Fear, 
With Action Imminent, London Paper Says.” Another 
article which shows lack of seriousness in such a vital prob­
lem is headlined, “ Hitler is a Dangerous Men; Even T^ack 
Johnson Says So.” 153
An article about the colored people in Germany reports 
the economic boycott by the Nazis.154 A citation of a reT 
mhrk by Clarence Darrow to the effect that he hopes they 
kill Hitler is also found in one paper.155 The Crisis publishes 
a letter to the editor by one T. A. Daley, who states that 
everything about Hitler terrorism has been overempha­
sized and that Negroes are much safer in Germany than in 
Florida or Alabama.156 During 1934, there appeared an
148 The Kappa Alpha Psi Journal, January-February, 1939, p. 106.
149Ibid., March, 1939, p. I l l ,  “ If Bloomington Were in Germany” 
by Hugh Henson.
is® Ibid., March, 1939, p. 109, Editorially Speaking, “So You Still 
Think It Can’t Happen Here!”  The Sphinx, Alpha Phi Alpha, August, 
1939, “Our Marian Sang,”  p. 18.
151 The Philadelphia Tribune, April 20, 1933, p. 16, Letters to the 
Editor.
152 The Washington Tribune, March 10, 1933, Section II, p. 7, col, 1, 
“Jewish Massacre Feared Soon in Germany.”
153 The Philadelphia Tribune, September 21, 1933, p. 3, col. 7, Sec­
tion II, “ Hitler is a Dangerous Man; Even Jack Johnson Says So.”
154 The Afro-American, December 30, 1933, p. 1, “Hitler Ban Hits 
300 Colored Families.”
155 Ibid., July 14, 1934, p. 10, “Hope They Kill Hitler.”
i*6 The Crisis, February, 1935, p. 60, Letters to the Editor.
article which cited a letter which William Pickens, wrote 
to General Hugh Johnson praising the latter for his attack 
on Hitler and Nazism.157 One writer of a letter to a paper 
states that:
“ When history is written a hundred years from 
now, Adolph Hitler of Germany will be given 
credit for showing the world the absurdity of race 
prejudice.” 158
The Philadelphia Tribune contains an article about the 
colony of Negro Jews in Harlem, which pledged funds for 
a world-wide Anti-Nazi drive.159 In another paper, there 
is an article about the “Black Hitler,” Sufi Abdul Hamid.160 
The same article and another in the same issue published 
news from Bernard Lelache stating that Africans in Ger­
many are living in terror.161 An article is quoted from a 
German paper, which allegedly shifted the blame for the 
“ evils of jazz” from Negroes to Jews.162
During 1938, a statement by Walter White was published 
to the effect that Negroes must align themselves with every 
democratic force to fight fascism and must condemn Nazi 
atrocities.163 Earlier in the same year, a publication re­
ported an altercation in New York between a Nazi and a 
Jew which was taken before a Negro judge, Myles A. 
Paige. The case of name-calling was decided in favor of 
the Jewish woman.164 The Amsterdam News has an article 
about the reaction of West Indian Negroes to a plan for
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157 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, July 28, 1934, Section II, p. 10, 
col. 5, “Pickens Praises General Johnson For Nazi Attack.”
155 Ibid., July 21, 1934, Section II, p. 10, col. 6,' “The Open Forum.”
159 The Philadelphia Tribune, February 1, 1934, Section I, p. 2, 
col. 4, “New York Negro Jews Aid Anti-Nazi Drive Abroad.”
iso The Norfolk Journal and Guide, October 20, 1934, p. 1, col. 3-4, 
“Black Hitler is Buffetted About, But Wins Freedom in New York on 
Jew-Baiting Charge.”
161 Ibid., October 20, 1934, p. 5, col. 8, “Africans in Germany Living 
in Terror, French Report.”
162 Ibid., December 21, 1935, Section II, p. 9, col. 4, “Nazis ‘Clear’ 
Us of Jazz; Blame Jews.”
163 The Crisis, September, 1938, p. 339, “Walter White Scores Per­
secution of Jews.”
164 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 9, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, “Nazis 
vs. Jew Issue Thrashed Out Before Judge Paige; Disciple of Dictator 
is Loser in Case.”
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Jewish refuge. The article reports that the West Indians 
are hostile to this plan, but say they would feel the same 
about any racial group being sent to their home.165
The statement by Jesse Owens praising Hitler above 
President Roosevelt at a G. O. P. rally may also be in­
cluded here.166 A report of the trial of the German-Ameri­
can Settlement League, Inc., which operated a Nazi camp 
at Yaphank, Long Island, is found in a Charleston news­
paper. The six incorporators of the league, according to 
this article, were found guilty of violating the State Civil 
Rights Law and were fined.167
Another article is headlined, “ Rabbis Deplore Anti- 
Semitic Propaganda Among Negroes.” 168 Still another 
headline reads, “Negroes Used as Bait to Fight Jews.”  169 *
In this article it is stated that Negroes are assisting in the 
anti-Semitic drive in America. Articles were also found in 
many Negro papers during 1938 about the anti-Semitic or­
ganization of Chicago Negroes; they will be discussed in 
another connection.
The articles cited in this section are illustrations of a 
type rarely found in Negro publications on the subject of 
racial prejudice. The majority by far contains some edi­
torial comment.
IX. Some of the most important articles which have ap­
peared in Negro publications on the German situation are 
those dealing with the threat of Fascism in the United 
States.
One of the first articles on this subject was written by 
Norman Thomas.110 He states that America can very defi­
nitely go fascist and points out some of the basic elements 
of fascism, including: state capitalism, religion of national­
165 The Amsterdam, News, April 30, 1938, p. 13, “West Indians Up 
In Arms On Jew Refugee Scheme.”
166 The Philadelphia Tribune, October 29, 1936, p. 2, “Hitler Praised 
Above Roosevelt by Jesse Owens at G.O.P. Rally.”
161 The Charleston Messenger, July 23, 1938, p. 1, col. 6, “Trial 
Bares Nazi Race Hatred; Defy Bill of Rights.”
168 The Boston 'Chronicle, July 16, 1938, p. 1, cols. 1-2, “Rabbis 
Deplore Anti-Semitic Propaganda Among Negroes.”
169 The Black Dispatch, August 20, 1938, p. 1, banner headline, 
“Negroes Used as Bait to Fight Jews.”
ii® The Crisis, January, 1934, p. 10, “Can America Go Fascist?” by 
Norman Thomas.
ism, totalitarianism, and party dictatorship. He sounds a 
warning to Negroes about the fascist threat in America,
William N. Jones, a writer in the Afro-American, states 
in an editorial that:
“ All are agreed that we could hope for nothing 
from Fascism, with its mudsills set deep in racial 
hatred. We cannot, therefore, pass lightly over 
the growing revival of the Ku Klux-like organiza­
tion going on in this country. It must be watched 
and watched closely.” 111
Perry Howard in a letter to a paper urges the ^arker 
races to “ combat Nazism,” which is spreading, because it 
means more oppression for them.17 72 A cartoon which is 
captioned, “ More To Worry About” 173 expresses pictorially 
the same idea. It shows a Negro dodging a whip flung by 
the shadow of a storm trooper. The whip is marked, “ Fas­
cist Threats in America.”
A report is made in one article 174 of a warning which 
was given by Harold Preece of the status of the Negro 
under fascism. Preece devotes the first part of his editorial 
to a discussion of the methods used by the Fascists to gain 
power, two of which are the racial superiority creed and 
the suppression of white workers by the use of that creed. 
He adds:
“ If fascism triumphs in this country, the Negro 
will become the national scapegoat. . . , The 
Negro, because of his different color and his dif­
ferent folkways developed through segregation, 
will be a more fitting object of fury for the Ameri­
can fascists than the white Jew. The press of the 
monopolists, for whom fascism is a thinly veiled 
disguise, will shriek with lurid tales of the Negro’s
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171 The Afro-American, June 2, 1934, p. 7, col. 2, “Day by Day” by 
William N. Jones.
172 The Washington Tribune, June 21, 1934, p. 4, cols. 4-5, Letters 
to the Editor.
173 The Afro-American, December 8, 1934, cartoon captioned, “More 
To Worry About.”
174 The Philadelphia Tribune, November 29, 1934, p. 3, col. 1, 
“Negro Will Be Victim of Rule of Thugs, If Fascism Gains Power, 
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alleged depravity. Lengthy articles by men of 
questionable scholarship will proclaim the unal­
terable doctrine of Aryan supremacy and claim 
that our troubles started when the first Negro 
landed here. Old pictures of bush-natives with 
rings in their noses will be resurrected and printed 
under such captions as ‘This is Who Will Rule 
America If the Negroes Are Not Crushed.’ One 
even suspects that some indefatigable patriot will 
unearth a gigantic Negro conspiracy to rule the 
earth. Finally, the professional Negro haters will 
be unleashed to rend and kill those unlucky 
enough to be born with black skins.” 175
Preece then illustrates ways in which the Negro will be 
persecuted under fascism. After that he discusses fascist 
organizations in the United States, including the new Ku 
Klux Klan, the White Legion and the Silver Shirts. He 
urges an alliance of labor and liberal groups with racial 
minorities, and concludes with the statement that:
*
“ Capitulation to fascism means racial downfall! 
Resistance to fascism means racial advance­
ment!”  176
An example of the reaction of some Negroes to thi3 
treatise on fascism may be gauged from a letter in the 
February issue stating that the article is “ absurd.”  177 An­
other writer, two months later, took issue with the writer 
of the letter.178 The former then pointed out the threat 
of fascism in the United States and added that the New 
Deal is empty, and that discrimination and segregation of 
Negroes in America today, which are constantly spreading 
over the North, are evidences of incipient fascism. Then 
he stated that:
175 The Crisis, December, 1934, p. 355, “Fascism and the Negro” by 
Harold Preece.
176 Ibid., December, 1934, p. 355.
177 Ibid., February, 1935, p. 60, Letters to the Editor.
178 Ibid., April, 1935, “Fascism and the Negro” by David H. Pierce.
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“His alternative is a slavery that will make the 
ante-bellum days of the last century appear like 
paradise.’.’ 179 .
Mrs. Schuyler, a writer in the Washington Tribune, adds 
her voice to the warnings against fascism. She states that: 
“Fascism, in fact, swaddled Southern Capital- 
ismat its birth. And there, as in present-day'Ger­
many, you find a medieval fear of knowledge and 
prohibition of free speech, and a consequent enor­
mous backwardness. Now, if Fascism came into 
control in the rest of America and Europe it would 
mean a long period of slavery and continuous 
bloodshed, the destruction of science and every 
freedom and joy that moderns prize. Soviet Rus­
sia, the Loyalists of Spain, the Leftists of France, 
the Labor Party of England and the New Deal 
here are the only instruments we have to save 
human society from a new Dark Age.”  180
In thesame issue, Frank M. Davis states that if the Negro 
should ever have to choose between fascism and communism, 
he should choose the latter, because fascism means his com­
plete degradation.181
An editorialist in Opportunity  strikes out at the new Ku 
Klux Ban, the Black Legion and other fascist organizations 
in the United States. At the same time, he exposes the 
lethargy of most Negroes toward such tendencies.182 A 
Crisis article183 states that the meaning of fascism has be­
come clearer to most Negroes since Hitler ignored Jesse 
Owens and that the masses of Negroes are now ready to 
listen to the few “voices in the wilderness” which have been 
attempting to warn them of the fascist menace.
Robert W. Bagnall in two articles points out the supe­
riority oi democracy to fascism for Negroes and urges that
179 Hid., April, 1935.
180 Tk Washington Tribune, August 14, 1936, p. 4, col. 3, Mrs. 
Schuyler says, “Minorities Beware of Fascism.”
181H., p. 4, col. 7, The World in Review by Frank M. Davis, 
“Fascisn vs. Communism.”
Opportunity, June, 1939, p. 165, editorial 5, “Fascism.”
183 Tie Crisis, September, 1936, p. 272, col. 1, editorial 2, “Fascism 
Now Means Something.”
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they combat fascism and attempt to win a place for them­
selves in democracy.184 . In another article Bagnall states 
that Negroes “ must wake up and see” that fascism: can 
come to America and that it would mean the further degra­
dation of. Negroes. He concludes that attainment of eco­
nomic power and increased intellectuality are good, but 
cannot be regarded as solutions for the Negro problem, be­
cause the Jew has attained both and is still very much per­
secuted.18®
Roy Wilkins states in his column that:
“ The best possible bulwark against this sort of 
thing happening in America. is to see that demo­
cratic government is maintained, that the rights; 
of the individual and of minority racial and re­
ligious groups are preserved.”  186
Adam Powell, another editorialist in the same publica­
tion, warns Negroes that “ the time is growing very short 
for us to do anything to stop Nazism.”  187 William N. Jones 
also discusses the fascist threat in America, and, after point­
ing out that we have here the materials from which fascism 
is made, states that:
“ The main thing is that we keep firmly in mind 
that the doctrine and practice of fascism is the 
greatest danger colored people in the world face 
today, and that it is one enemy we cannot afford 
to ignore.”  188
Ralph Matthews, a columnist for the Afro-American, states 
that any person who becomes a world menace on the doc­
trine of racial prejudice is the concern of Negroes. He 
adds that Hitler sets a “ dramatic example” for other dema-
184 The Philadelphia Tribune, March 31, 1938, p. 4, “Fascism, 
Nazism Bad for Negro;” and April 7, 1938, p. 4, “Weapons to Win Spot 
in Democracy” by Robert W. Bagnall.
185 Ibid., September 8, 1938, p. 4, “The Negro Must Wake Up and 
See” by Robert W. Bagnall.
i88 The Amsterdam News, February 5, 1938, “Watchtower” by Roy 
Wilkins.
187 Ibid., March 19, 1938, p. 13, “Soap Box” by Adam C. Powell, Jr.
788 The Afro-American, March 5, 1938, p. 4, Day by . Day with 
William N. Jones, ‘^Hitler in America.”
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gogues everywhere to follow in his “ sadistic footsteps."l* 
Another editorialist points out that should fascism comt 
to America, Negroes in particular would be used as scape­
goats. He urges that all minority groups band together 
for the security and betterment of all.190 William Pickeru 
puts it in this manner:
“ The Negro might as well take notice: This at­
tack on the Jew is an even more definite attack on 
him. The Jew may be the ‘beta mir* of the mo­
ment, but if they could put the Jew of America at 
the bottom, they would then put the Negro under 
the bottom. It is very shallow to expect anything 
else. Any fool crowd that can attack Americans 
like the Brandeises, the Rosenwalds and the 
Frankfurters, will certainly attack every person­
ality and every program which colored Americans 
can produce or propose. Fifteen million ‘Ameri­
can colored people’ should stand with unbroken 
ranks side by side with the four million or so 
‘American Jews.’ ”  191
The Detroit Tribune strikes out against the Pioneer League 
of Michigan which is both anti-Semitic and anti-Negro. The 
writer discusses “subversive forces” in America and, after 
stating that fascism will not come here “ unless the political 
form of our government is changed and some anti-Semitic. 
anti-Negro dictator comes into power,”  adds:
“ We do not anticipate any such national dis­
aster; nevertheless, Negroes, Jews and other mi­
nority groups of American citizens would do well 
to unite against the efforts of subversive organiza­
tions whose members are imbued with racial and 
religious hatred and intolerance.”  192
An editorialist for a Texas newspaper answers a letter writ-
189 ibid., October 8, 1938, p. 4, Watching the Big Parade by Ralph 
Matthews, “Why Hitler is Our Business.’’
190 The Amsterdam News, March 19, 1938, p. 14, editorial 3. “Fu- 
cism Spreads.”
191 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, March 11, 1939, p. 8, “Germia 
Fascists and Free Speech in America” by William Pickens.
192 The Detroit Tribune, August 13, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, editorial.
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ten by a white subscriber who pointed out that the paper 
carried so little news of foreign events that the Negro is 
unaware of what fascism means to him. The answer states 
that Negroes are not unconcerned, and that they have 
fought against fascist tendencies in the United States for 
generations. The writer concludes:
“ The real menace of fascism to the American 
Negro lies in the danger of destruction of Ameri­
can idealism. The Negro realizes this. His ap­
parent unconcern about the outcome of fascist 
Europe is due largely to his all but total absorp­
tion in his fight against fascist tendencies here in 
America.” 193
An editorialist for a Catholic periodical states that Nazi 
racism is coming to America, for the elements are all at 
hand. He adds that the material must be removed if the 
fire menace is to be avoided.194 Another article points out 
that:
“The Fascist menace is not confined to Europe,
Asia and Africa. . . . Those who underestimate the 
danger of Fascism to our liberties today are play­
ing into the hands of the Fascists inside our own 
country.”  195
The futility of “ physical force as a minority technique” 
is pointed out in an editorial which urges insistence on paci­
fism, and the use of action and protests instead of “ Uncle 
Tomism.” 196 * The quotation of a speech by Max Yergan 
was included in the Pittsburgh Courier.m Yergan outlined 
the danger of fascism in speaking before the National 
Negro Congress.
X. Another extremely important category into which
193 The Waco Messenger, August 19, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 2, 
“Fascism in Europe and Fascist Tendencies in America.”
194 The Interracial Review, December, 1938, pp. 182-184, “Racism 
and Social Unity” by John LaFarge..
195 The New South, January, 1939, p. 5, “The Fascist Menace.”
19® The Brown American, May, 1937, p. 12, “Can The Negro Have 
Peace?”
19? The Pittsburgh Courier, October 22, 1938, p. 23, “Danger of 
Fascism Outlined by Yergan.”
some of the articles from Negro publications fit may be la­
belled “Jewish-Negro relations.”
Into this classification go articles on the career of the 
“Black Hitler” because of the vicious anti-Semitism which 
he displayed. One such article was written just after Sufi 
Abdul Hamid was freed by a New York Court where he 
had been arraigned on a charge of disorderly conduct. The 
news item describes him as
“ A huge man, weighing well over two hundred 
pounds, attired in a robe, turban and boots, he has 
fearlessly pursued a policy of haranguing the 
masses from the street corners, urging them to de­
mand more jobs and denouncing the Jewish shop­
keepers.” 198
About the reaction of Jews, the article states that:
“ Hamid’s program has been so effective that the 
Jews have become aroused and conservative ele­
ments among the Negro population have feared 
that his firebrand utterances might result in some 
form of violence. The Jewish interests, through 
an organization known as the Minute Men of 
America, have kept an alert eye on Hamid and 
his organization, known as the Negro Industrial 
and Clerical Alliance. They became increasing­
ly fretful of his slogan, ‘Down With the Jews!’
. . . when Hamid promised that his organization 
would not discriminate against Jews, he was dis­
charged.” 199
The article then paints an appropriate picture by report­
ing that at the same time that “ Hamid raised the issue be­
tween Negroes and Jews in Harlem, an appeal comes from 
abroad, through the International League Against Anti- 
Semitism, in behalf of Negroes now marooned in Germany.” 
A statement by Bernard Lelache follows, to the effect that 
Negroes in Germany are in serious danger.
198 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, October 20, 1934, p. 1, cols. 
3-4, “ ‘Black Hitler’ is Buffeted About, But Wins Freedom in New York 
on Jew-Baiting Charges.”
199 Ibid., October 20, 1934, p. 1.
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In 1938, when the “ Black Hitler” was killed in an air­
plane crash, many newspapers reported the event, princi­
pally without editorial comment.200
Also included in this group are articles on the growth of 
prejudice in the world today. For example, an editorial 
was inspired by Hitler’s “tightening up” on Jews in Ger­
many as a result of the assassination of a Nazi leader in 
Geneva, Switzerland by a Jew. It states that:
“Astounding has been the rise and spread of 
manufactured race prejudice in Germany in two 
short years. No one foresaw it. No one was pre­
pared for this tidal wave of hatred, brutality and 
oppression which violates every human and legal 
right of German citizens and war veterans who 
happen to be of Jewish blood.
“And yet, isn’t it clear that as long as the world 
permits any race to be exploited and suppressed 
no minority group is safe?” 201
The Interracial Review, a Catholic journal, uses for the 
theme of many of its articles the growth of prejudice in all 
parts of the world today.202 An editorial by Floyd J. 
Calvin also takes up the growth of prejudice, particularly 
in Germany.203 In the same vein is an article which makes 
the following statement:
“ With Germany putting the pressure of race 
prejudice on the Jews; with Italy squeezing all 
the liberty out of Ethiopia; with America still 
chained to the race prejudice of the slavery day
200 c f . for example, The Union, August 11, 1938, p. 2, col. 4, “Black 
Hitler Smashed as Airplane Crashed;”  The Memphis World, August 5, 
1938, p. 1, cols. 2-3-4, “ ‘Black Hitler’ Dies in Plane Crash; Pilot Killed, 
Secretary Injured;” The Guardian, August 6, 1938, p. 1, “  ‘Black Hitler’ 
Dies in Plane Crash.”
201 The Afro-American, February 15, 1936, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 2, 
“Who’ll Be Glad When?”
202 The Interracial Review, July, 1938, pp. 99-101, “An Epidemic 
of Prejudice;” November, 1938, p. 163, “The Menace of Racism;” De­
cember, 1938, pp. 182-184, “Racism and Social Unity” by John LaFarge; 
pp. 184-185, “Checking the Epidemic of Prejudice” by the Editors.
203 The Charleston Messenger, July 30, 1938, p. 2, col. 1, “Prejudice 
Grows” by Floyd J. Calvin; The Buckeye Review, July 29, 1938, p. 2, 
col. 3, Calvin’s Digest: “Prejudice Grows.”
era, the question every colored man perforce asks 
is— “ Which way, colored man, which way?” 204
A cartoon, which is captioned, “ If Peace Were Their 
God,”  shows a sharecropper, a Ku Klux Klansman, Haile 
Selassie, Mussolini, a Spanish girl, Hitler, a Jewish girl, a 
Japanese and a Chinese, all hand in hand, facing a cross 
labelled “Peace.” 205
The last and most important part of this classification 
consists of articles concerning Negro anti-Semitism. These 
articles will serve to illustrate to some extent the knowl­
edge of and attitude toward prejudice among Negroes for 
another minority group. One of the earliest articles on 
this subject was written by Jacob J. Weinstein, a Jew, for 
the Crisis. He states in this article that:
“Although Jews still resent classification with 
the Negroes as a minority group, the most thought­
ful of them are taking a keener interest in the 
Negro problem out of the conviction that preju­
dice once defined toward one group is easily trans­
ferred to another. Negroes who have found it 
difficult to consider the Jews as an oppressed 
group now realize, in the light of the events in 
Germany, that a few outstanding bankers and a 
substantial professional and trading class do not 
necessarily guarantee the security of a minority 
group. A Negro who was in Germany during the 
height of the anti-Semitic campaign declared that 
for the first time he could watch a white group 
receiving treatment harsher than that accorded 
to a people in the South.
“ The interest of the Negro and the Jew in each 
other’s plight is a healthy omen. It may lead to 
a more effective resistance to the forces of preju­
dice, and may possibly prevent the permanent 
stratification of American folk into an Anglo- *208
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208 The Afro-American, December 24, 1938, p. 18, cartoon captioned, 
“ If Peace Were Their God.”
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Saxon Protestant in-group and a Negro-Jewish- 
Catholic-Oriental out-group.” 206
Weinstein then draws a comparison between the history 
of the two racial groups and their reactions to oppression.
Another article which discusses Negro-Jewish attitudes, 
considers first of all the lack of cooperation between mi­
nority groups while on the other hand their oppressors are 
organized against them. This article points out that:
“ One of the most striking examples of racial 
ineptitude and intolerance among oppressed 
groups and helpless minorities is tragically re­
vealed in the chasm between Jews and Negroes.
. . . Jews and Negroes the whole world over are 
catching hell together, are being slowly strangled 
in the grip of the same octopus. But the chasm 
between them continues to widen.” 207
An interesting discussion of a Negro meeting at which 
he found rampant anti-Semitism was given by a Jewish 
rabbi, Edward L. Israel.208 He relates how the audience 
applauded Hitlerism. Negroes asked the rabbi about the 
exclusion of Negroes from Jewish-owned department stores 
in Baltimore. He states that his remark to the effect that 
all of the discrimination is unfortunate but that most of it 
is practiced by white Gentiles was received with resent­
ment. When it was suggested that a telegram of protest 
be sent against holding the Olympic Games in Berlin in 
1936, the rabbi stated that there was much opposition, 
which was caused not by a love for Hitler but by an anti- 
Jewish sentiment. One Negro “ told how a prominent Ne­
gro athlete said he would go to Berlin because ‘the Jews 
don’t help us so why should we help them’.”  He adds that 
a minister also opposed the resolution, and only after a 
stirring appeal was it passed. A young woman who asked
206 The Crisis, June, 1934, pp. 178-179, “The Jew and the Negro” 
by Jacob J. Weinstein.
207 The Philadelphia Tribune, July 26, 1934, p. 5, col. 1, World 
Horizon by S. A. Haynes, “Jews and Negroes.”
208 The Crisis, February, 1936, p. 39, “Jew Hatred Among Negroes” 
by Edward L. Israel.
the rabbi why Jews do not help to better the condition of 
the Negro when they (the Jews) control most of the money 
in America, scarcely believed him when he replied that 
Jews, as a whole, are not wealthy. Rabbi Israel points 
out that Negro anti-Semites are victims of propaganda cen­
tered around the Jewish stereotype, and concludes as 
follows:
“ It is a trait of human nature for any oppressed 
people to try to rehabilitate its own self-respect 
by finding somebody else to look down on. Hitler 
bolstered up the humiliated German people by 
teaching them to look down on the Jews. There 
are some Jews who think that they improve their 
own self-respect in the midst of persecution by 
looking down on the Negro, or in some instances 
by adopting a superior attitude toward other mem­
bers of their own race. I have heard rumors that 
among the Negro race there are also some foolish 
individuals who think that they better their own 
position by scorning other sections of their own 
people. And now, many Negroes seem to feel 
that that they can soothe their own hurt feelings 
under persecution by climbing on the anti-Semitic 
band-wagon as it moves under Nazi impetus. Let 
them be disillusioned. The white anti-Semite is 
usually a bitter Negro-baiter as well. If any­
thing, he hates the Negro even more because in 
addition to the prejudice of race, there is the 
prejudice of color.” 209
Adam Powell contributes a word to the discussion of anti- 
Semitism among Negroes when he states that:
“There is a rising tide of anti-Jewish feeling in 
Harlem. Whether justified or not doesn't matter. 
What does matter is the fact that we can’t win 
any battle on the basis of hatred.” 210
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An article on the same topic states that there is no real 
basis for the suspicion that there are many Negro anti- 
Semites. But, it adds, Negroes have been “ puzzled and 
disturbed at times over the actions of some Jewish individ­
uals and groups.” It then points out amicable relation­
ships which have existed between Jews and Negroes in 
trade unions and political organizations, and Jewish phil­
anthropists. On the other hand, it adds, “the Jewish middle 
class (upper and lower), the storekeepers and merchants 
and the landlords, in many cases and in many localities, 
leave much to be desired.” 211
One writer, because of some evidence seen among Ne­
groes of sympathy for the Hitler regime, discusses, with 
Mein Eampf for a guide, Hitler’s attitude toward Negroes. 
He states that:
‘•Dynamite, a scurrilous anti-Semitic sheet pub­
lished in Chicago, stated this feeling in its crude 
form when it exclaimed: ‘What America needs is 
a Hitler, and what the Chicago Black Belt needs 
is a purge of the exploiting Jew’ !” 212 213
A report in one paper concerns a speech made by Dr. Louis 
T. Wright, noted surgeon, on the N.A.A.C.P. program, who 
urged minorities to wipe out their own prejudices first.218
Robert W. Bagnall warns that Negroes should avoid Jew- 
baiting, but he observes that anti-Semitism is rapidly in­
creasing among Negroes. He also illustrates the absurdity 
of some of the contentions frequently made against Jews, 
such as: the Jews are conspiring to rule the world and 
especially its economic life; Jews rule the Communist 
countries; and, Jews are an undesirable part of a nation. 
He adds:
“Negroes, especially, should guard against anti- 
Semitism, because race or class hatred once under
211 The Crisis, June, 1938, p. 177, editorial 1, “Anti-Semitism Among 
Negroes.”
212 Opportunity, April, 1939, p. 108, “What Hitler Says About the 
Negro” by L. D. Reddick.
213 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, December 17, 1938, p. 5, col. 1, 
“Minorities Told to Wipe Out Own Prejudice First.”
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way spreads like fire, and Jew-hatred will soon 
add to it Negro-hatred.”  214
A statement which was made by the Central Conference 
of American Rabbis to the effect that there is a growing 
anti-Semitism among Negroes elicited several responses 
from Negroes. Some papers just reported the confer­
ence ; 215 others, however, added editorial comment. The 
St. Louis Argus, for example, states that:
“ As to the authenticity of this statement, we 
would say it leaves a question in our minds. How­
ever, it is true that more and more, the Negroes 
are discussing the attitude of the Jews toward our 
race, it being pointed out that notwithstanding 
the fact that Jews are persecuted in other coun­
tries and discriminated against in America, yet 
they, themselves are not free from using the same 
tactics and methods to persecute and discriminate 
against the Negroes here.”  216
The writer adds that this situation has very little to do 
with the “ crystallizing of anti-Semitism,” and ends his 
article with the statement that Negroes have found a “ pro­
found friendship and deep sympathy with our cause” 
among Jews.
Anti-Jewish attacks by a group of Chicago Negroes came 
to the notice of Negro papers especially in August of 1938, 
when the Dies Committee probe was being made. An At­
lanta, Georgia paper had an article about this group en­
titled “ Playing With Dynamite.” This timely editorial 
pointed out that:
“ If these are facts, then this particular group 
of Negroes, in view of present day trends, is cer­
tainly playing with dynamite. Not only are they
214 The Philadelphia Tribune, August 4, 1938, p. 4, “Taken In 
Stride” by Robert W. Bagnall.
215 Cf. for example, The Boston Chronicle, July 16, 1938, p. 1, cols. 
1-2, “Rabbis Deplore Anti-Semitic Propaganda Among Negroes;” The 
Indianapolis Recorder, July 16, 1938, p. 16, “Declares Anti-Jewish 
Sentiment Growing.”
216 The St. Louis Argus, July 15, 1938, p. 8, col. 1, editorial 2, “Anti- 
Semitism Among Negroes.”
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making the same error of which they frequently 
complain bitterly— that is, holding a whole group 
responsible for the acts of certain individuals, but 
they seem to be entirely forgetful or disregardful 
of world trends as is expressed in the Fascist and 
Nazi movements in which an underprivileged 
group is made the ‘goat’ for those drunk with 
power.” 217 218
Another paper, after stating that Negroes should not sanc­
tion such a movement, adds:
“ It has been suggested that the movement 
against the Jews is backed by Hitler and Musso­
lini. Frankly we attach little or no significance 
to such an idea, but would rather think it is a 
hellish attempt on the part of some half-wit Ne­
groes in Chicago to be smart.”  2,8 
Other publications report the incident without editorial 
comment.219
One editorialist in discussing Jewish-Negro cooperation, 
states that:
“Leaders point out that because they are both 
minority groups with many common interests, 
Negroes and Jews should be united on a common 
front. The bund would find it difficult to combat 
a Semitic-Negro affiliation, whereas with the two 
minority groups split, it would be a simple prob­
lem for the bund to help one group ‘kill off’ the 
other, then marshall its entire forces against the 
survivors.”  220
217 The Atlanta Daily World, August 19, 1938, p. 6, col. 1, editorial 
1, “Playing With Dynamite.”
218 The Carolina Times, August 20, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 2, 
“The Wrong Attitude.”
219 Cf. for example, The Courier-Digest, August 20, 1938, p. 6, cols. 
4-5, “Danger Seen In Negro’s Anti-Jewish Attacks as Dies Probe Be­
gins;" The Memphis World, August 19, 1938, Section II, p. 1, cols. 7-8, 
“Danger Seen In Anti-Jewish Onset As Probe Is Begun;”  also The 
Savannah Tribune, August 18, 1938, p. 1, col. 5, “Danger Seen in 
Negro’s Anti-Jewish Attack.”
229 The Oklahoma Eagle, August 20, 1938, p. 8, cols. 1-2, page head­
line, “Chicago Editor In Anti-Jewish Campaign; Declared To Be On 
•Payroll of Fascist,” column headlines, “Danger Seen In Negro’s Anti- 
JeWish Attack; As Dies Probe Begins.”
George S. Schuyler reasons in one of his editorials that:
“ If anti-Semitism is increasing among Negroes 
(and it is) it is due more than anything else to 
the fact that Negroes have resented this Pontius 
Pilate attitude toward them by another more for­
tunate minority.” 221
The California Eagle quotes a statement from the Amsterdam 
News to the effect that:
“ Anti-Semitism is regrettable, but the Jew, 
himself, is its author insofar as it concerns the 
American Negro. To stop its spread, the Jew 
must go beyond written appeals to the Negro 
leadership and press and make a decided about 
face in his tactics toward the race.” 222
The Denunciation or Defense of German Anti-Semitism 
By Negro Publications
Practically all writers whose articles have appeared in 
Negro publications denounce German anti-Semitism to some 
extent. At least one condemning statement is found in 
most of the articles. Because of this, it is difficult to ascer­
tain to what extent the writers actually do denounce Ger­
man anti-Semitism. Scarcely any Negro writer would out­
wardly favor any phase of the Nazi regime. Yet there are 
many who, although overtly denouncing German anti- 
Semitism, reveal by a statement or possibly just by sentence 
structure or method of writing articles on the subject, that 
they have either some admiration for Hitler or at least some 
dislike or hatred for Jews. In many cases, the denuncia­
tions are in words only, and it is very evident that actually 
there is intended no real condemnation of Nazi atrocities 
against Jews.
In the first place, the majority of such writers devote 
very little space in their articles to a discussion of German- 
Jewish conditions and a great deal to protestations against
221 The Pittsburgh Courier, December 3, 1938, “Views and Reviews” 
by George S. Schuyler.
222 The California Eagle, September 1, 1938, p. 4B, “Sagacious Say­
ings.”
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the situation of the Negro in America. Most of them even 
state that while the Jewish situation is unfortunate, it does 
not approach the seriousness of the Negro situation. They 
give varied reasons for this assertion, among which is the 
statement that numerically the persecution of Negroes is a 
greater menace to world peace. Writers who reason in 
this manner cite statistics to illustrate the fact that there 
are many more Negroes than Jews in the world. Another 
statement which is made is that persecution of Negroes in 
America is more violent and cruel than is the anti-Semitic 
drive, in Germany. It is difficult to say on what grounds 
this assertion is made, because recognized authorities on 
the subject agree that the Nazi program since 1933 has 
no parallel in America. Others base their statement that 
the Negro situation is more serious on the allegation that 
the Negro has been the victim of discrimination and per­
secution ever since he was brought to America, while the 
German pogroms are new. In taking a long-time view of 
the situation, such writers either ignore or are unaware of 
the more than nine hundred-years of Jewish persecution in 
Germany. For those reasons, many writers conclude that 
the Negro situation is deserving of more space, time and 
thought than are the Jewish conditions.
Many writers also assure readers that much of what is 
heard and read about the Jewish situation in Germany is 
untrue. That is to be expected; there are exaggerations, 
and there is the spreading of propaganda. In addition to 
that the power of censorship in Germany has left but few 
sources of information open to the world. On the other 
hand, there are books, articles and statements which are 
accepted as being based on truth either because they are 
given out by eye-witnesses or by reliable sources. If one 
would disregard all of this, however, one has but to read 
books and statements by Nazis, beginning with MeinKampf, 
to comprehend the Nazi viewpoint on the Jewish 
question. There have been many writers who report 
that, during visits to Germany during the last seven 
years, they saw no evidence of a violent anti-Jewish 
program. The powerful censorship of every means 
of communication in Nazi Germany achieves that end.
Writers who assure readers that they must not believe all 
that is said and written on the Nazi program against Jews, 
although they may simply be warning their readers of the 
propaganda which is spread on both sides, are also to some 
measure championing the Nazi cause. Some even go so 
far as to state that since the Jews control the world press 
to a great extent, much of what is written is pro-Jewish 
propaganda. There they are giving credence to a Nazi 
allegation.
The isolationist theory is also adhered to by many Negro 
writers. The majority of them believe that Americans 
should expend their energies in attempting to alleviate 
Negro conditions here instead of concerning themselves 
with a situation thousands of miles away. They would 
thus isolate the Negro situation and place it in a category 
which must at all times be considered first and alone. Un­
fortunately such writers see little or no connection between 
the two situations, and they do not conceive of the per­
secution of minority groups as an international problem.
Into a different classification must be placed those 
writers who follow the line of reasoning that the position 
of the Jews in Germany is unfortunate and so is Negro 
anti-Semitism in America, but the Jews themselves are the 
cause of it. To “ prove” this assertion, they cite various 
actions which they ascribe to the racial group as a whole 
instead of to the individual Jews who are guilty of these 
deeds. They then proceed to attack Jews, principally as 
“ exploiters.”  One is inclined to the belief that these 
writers are not veritably anti-Nazi; in fact they may have 
some degree of admiration for Hitler and his cohorts. Of 
course, some of these attacks are the result of the economic 
conditions of Negroes in America for which they blame the 
Jew. In that case, they are not purely anti-Semitic; but it 
is hair-splitting to recognize a great difference. There are 
also many writers who discuss and demonstrate their be­
lief in the principal accusations which are made against 
the Jews.
In the personal survey which was conducted on this 
subject it was found that there is some defense by Negroes 
of Nazi practices. This defense is almost entirely confined
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to the anti-Jewish policy of the Nazi regime. This attitude 
has been further strengthened by the fact that Jewish 
refugees have come to America from Germany and Nazi- 
occupied countries and in many instances are competing 
with Negroes in the labor market. This competition is 
found in domestic service and in the Jewish stores in Negro 
neighborhoods. In the latter case the Jewish storekeeper 
will take a relative into the store to assist in return for 
board and lodging. A remark which is often heard ex­
pressed by Negroes follows the line of reasoning that one 
can not blame Hitler for running them out of Germany. 
Now, it is stated, they are coming over here attempting to 
do the same thing they did in Germany.
There are some Negroes who make no attempt to de­
nounce German anti-Semitism. They say that it is because 
the Jews are getting just what they deserve. They con­
sider no part of Nazi theory and practice except the racial 
aspect, and that only as it concerns Jews. This type of 
reasoning was widespread until actual evidences of the 
Nazi attitude toward Negroes were seen.
Despite the fact that the majority of Negro writers do 
denounce German anti-Semitism with varied degrees of in­
tensity, a close perusal of the articles forces one to the be­
lief that the writers, with a few outstanding exceptions, are 
either inditferent to German anti-Semitism or view with 
evident pleasure the degradation of a minority group other 
than their own. That viewpoint is further aggravated by 
the fact that Negroes as a group have long envied the po­
sition of the Jew, which they have considered in the light 
of misconceptions as to the financial power of Jews.
In addition to the usual condemnation, with reservations, 
of the Nazi racial policy, there are a few statements which 
attempt to present the policy of the writer directly. One 
such statement is contained in an article which first attacks 
American Jews and others who protest against the atroci­
ties of the Hitler regime, who at the same time persecute 
Negroes in America. This article states:
“ The Tribune makes no attempt to justify the 
atrocities of Hitler, but it is simply pointing out
that America is equally as guilty in its persecution 
of the Negro.”223
In other words the writer of this editorial realizes that his 
vicious attack on the Jews may provoke an answer, there­
fore, he attempts to absolve himself from the guilt of being 
pro-Nazi in one respect. He concludes with the statement 
that the condition of German Jews is “not one bit worse 
than the plight of the Negro in America.”
J. A. Rogers, a writer for the same paper, is unbeliev­
ably short-sighted when he states that:
“ Being an American I am neither for nor 
against the Hitler Government but strictly neutral, 
but when an American citizen makes the com­
parison between the German Jew and the South­
ern Negro, the German Jew has decidedly the bet­
ter of it.” 224
A member of a minority like the Negro group can little 
afford to be “ strictly neutral” on the question of minority 
group persecution in any part of the world. In fact, such 
a person has no choice, unless he would like to see his own 
group the target for even more discrimination and persecu­
tion. Despite Rogers’ statement that he is “ neither for nor 
against”  the Nazi government, the remainder of his edi­
torial convinces one that he is rather more in favor of it 
than against it. In addition to that his reasoning that he 
is neutral because he is an American is undoubtedly one 
of the most narrow statements to be found in such an ar­
ticle. The major portion of his article is devoted to an 
attack on Jews, subtle at times, crude and overt at others, 
in which he sustains practically all of the accusations which 
are levelled at the Jews by the Nazis. Although Rogers 
does admit that their treatment in Germany is brutal and 
unjustified, he assures his readers that most reports about 
German atrocities are propaganda, since the Jews “ control
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223 The Philadelphia Tribune, April 6, 1933, p. 16, col. 1, editorial 2, 
“Hitler and the Jews.”
224 Ibid., September 21, 1933, p. 17, cols. 1 and 2, “Negroes Suffer 
More in United States Than Jews in Germany,”  by J. A. Rogers.
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to a great extent the international press.” Then he pro­
ceeds to show that in Germany, Negroes are well-treated 
and that even though Hitler did drive out Negro musicians, 
jazz “ except in occasional doses, tends to spiritual degen­
eracy.” Anyone, unacquainted with the true facts, who 
reads this editorial, is convinced that the Jews in Germany 
are getting just what they deserve.
The statements of Jesse Owens upon his return from the 
Olympic Games in Berlin must be mentioned in this con­
nection. Owens joined the Republican Party and, at a 
rally, stated that he “thinks Hitler’s a noble man.”  225 At 
the same time, he attacked President Roosevelt for not in­
tervening to stop the filibuster of the anti-lynch bill. Later, 
pictures of Owens walking in a garden behind Hitler’s 
house with German girls, were shown in a Negro picture 
magazine.226 Although Jesse Owens can not be accepted 
as an authority on Nazism, his statements undoubtedly had 
some influence on the readers of Negro publications.
While it is difficult to state definitely that a particular 
writer favors the Hitler regime, it is often implicit in his 
articles. Most of them do denounce Nazi atrocities, but in 
such cases, the articles must be judged in their entirety 
for their effects upon readers, and when the writers attach 
so many reservations to their denunciations, one can but 
doubt their sincerity.
The fact that some Negroes do admire Hitler is the sub­
ject of an editorial in Opportunity by L. D. Reddick. He 
states that:
“This comes out in various ways, and not too 
infrequently crops up in unusual places— a chance 
remark dropped in conversation over tea, an im­
plication in subordinate clauses of a book review, 
a transition sentence in a sermon, as well as the 
more direct expressions of less sophisticated dis­
cussions of public and private affairs.”  227
225 Ibid., October 29, 1936, p. 2, “Hitler Praised Above Roosevelt by 
Jesse Owens at G.O.P. Rally.”
226 flash Magazine, 1938.
227 Opportunity, April, 1939, p. 108, “What Hitler Says About The 
Negro” by L. D. Reddick.
After quoting from Dynamite, the anti-Semitic Negro jour­
nal which was published in Chicago, Reddick gives three 
reasons why some Negroes favor Hitler. They are: ab­
sorption of different philosophies held by Americans; im­
pulse to hero-worship or glorification of the strong man; 
poor economic conditions and thwarted ambitions. He 
states that the most important reason, however, is the lack 
of knowledge about the Nazi racial policy. By way of 
illustration, Reddick quotes statements about Negroes from 
Mein Kampf. This is one of the very few articles of this 
type to be found in Negro publications.
Of particular interest is the paragraph from Reddick’s 
article which is quoted above. He points out there the 
difficulty of obtaining direct proof of a pro-Nazi attitude 
among Negroes because in most cases they begin by stating 
that they are anti-Nazi. Therefore, when an editorialist 
states that Hitler and Mussolini accepted Marian Anderson 
when she gave concerts in their countries,228 or that if 
American Negroes were Germans, Hitler would protest 
their treatment in the United States,229 one is inclined to 
judge that the writer is at least partially pro-Nazi, if not 
anti-Semitic.
It is unfortunate that Negroes defend the Nazi regime 
to any extent, but it is fortunate that the writers in Negro 
publications do not defend it openly. However, when an 
editorialist like George S. Schuyler vigorously denounces 
the Hitler government, then devotes the remainder of his 
article to a vicious attack on the Jews, the effect of his 
condemnation is lost. Unfortunately, such writers are in 
a position to influence the opinions of thousand of readers, 
who too often welcome the attacks which are made on an­
other minority group, and ignore the denunciations of 
Nazism.
The Conception of the Role of Anti-Semitism in Nazi 
Tactics By Negro Publications
In the vast majority of articles considered in this study, 
the writers fail to discuss the part which anti-Semitism
228 The Savannah Journal, April, 1939.
229 The Afro-American, April 9, 1938, p. 1, editorial 1, “Heil Hitler!”
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plays in Nazi tactics. They merely state the discriminatory 
regulations and the atrocities which have been perpetrated 
against the Jews in Germany as a means of comparing them 
with the American Negro situation. Their failure to con­
ceive of the true role of anti-Semitism in present-day Ger­
many is reflected in their readers’ misconceptions. There 
are some writers, however, who do attempt to place before 
Negro readers some of the reasons for the German 
programs.
For example, W. E. B. DuBois in an editorial in the 
Crisis during 1933 states that:
“ . . . so long as children are taught to believe in 
hierarchy of races, and in the innate superiority 
of certain racial groups, just so long it will be 
possible to appeal to racial animosity for political 
effect.”  230
J. A. Rogers, however, explains it in this manner:
“ The ills of the German Jew are not primarily 
racial. Quite often he is indistinguishable from a 
so-called Aryan German. The Jews, however, to 
their credit, furnish a large percentage of the in­
ternational thinking element, and are leaders in 
the radical economical movement for the general 
benefit of mankind. Hitler’s intensely narrow na­
tionalism and antiquated theories of race are bit­
terly opposed to this.” 231
Kelly Miller discussed race prejudice in Georgia and in 
Germany, and said of the latter:
“ Hitler wanted an issue as a rallying point for 
the consolidation of the German people. He has 
an intuitive knowledge of mob psychology. Ap­
peal to pride and prejudice of race never fails to 
solicit enthusiastic response if presented with pas­
sionate frenzy. ..  . Semitism is a shining mark that
230 The Crisis, May, 1933, p. 117, Postscript by W. E. B. DuBois, 
“The Jews.”
231 The Philadelphia Tribune, September 21, 1933, p. 17, cols. 1-2, 
“Negroes Suffer More in United States than Jews in Germany” by J. A. 
Rogers.
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any German can easily be made to shoot at. Race- 
prejudice is the ever-handy game of the dema­
gogue . . .” 232
Ralph Matthews also analyzes the role of anti-Semiti.*m 
in the Nazi program. After pointing out the psycholociul 
appeal of being able to turn tl^ e fury of the masses upon 
a defenseless scapegoat who is close at hand, Matthew* 
states that:
“ The Jew baiters also realized that being able 
to rush around the country to take a crack at Izzy 
with immunity would give the hoi poloi a certain 
amount of satisfaction that would take their 
minds from the bjgger issues.”  233 234
Harold Preece, in analyzing what fascism would do to the 
Negro should it come to America, characterizes fascist phi­
losophy as follows:
“ A major tenet of the fascist philosophy is the 
inherent superiority of the numerically dominant 
race. All others are lesser breeds to whom politi­
cal and economic guaranties do not apply. This 
ingenious myth is formulated in order to divert the 
toilers of the numerically dominant race from the 
gruelling conditions under which they labor.” 251
Other statements in the same vein show that this writer 
has very clearly in mind the role which anti-Semitism play* 
in Germany today. Kelly Miller again spoke of this \vh»8 
he stated that:
. . The greatest demagogue of modern times 
seized upon the ethnic and cultural differences 
between Jew and Aryan to arouse the frenzy of 
the multitude along the line of racial and cultural 
cleavage. The juxtaposition of two dissimilar 
groups, whether differentiated by racial, cultural
232 The Washington Tribune, June 23, 1933, p. 4, col. 3, Kelly Milk* 
Says, “Race Prejudice in Georgia and in Germany Based on Cro« 
Pretenses.”
233 The Afro-American, June 17,-1933, p. 10, col. 2, Watching a Bit 
Parade, “Hitlerism” by Ralph Matthews.
234 The Crisis, December, 1934, p. 356, “Fascism and the h'*|n>' 
by Harold Preece.
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or social distinctions, furnishes a fertile field for 
• the unscrupulous profiteer of evil passion to ply his 
vicious trade. Race and class passion is easily 
evoked in times of social upheaval.” 235 
Mrs. Schuyler, writing in the Washington Tribune, points 
out that:
“The first thing the Fascists do is to find some­
thing for their followers to hate. It was long ago 
discovered that a people can be welded together 
by hatred quicker than by any other sentiment. . .
The Fascists . . . leap with malicious eagerness 
upon a minority group. This they use as a buga­
boo, a devil to reduce and frighten the majority 
into their yoke . . .” 236
Adam Powell, during 1938, characterized the use of anti- 
Semitic tendencies in Nazi Germany as follows:
“ By lampooning the Jew, he could make the 
lowest moron and the biggest degenerate in all 
Germany feel that, after all, he wasn’t the lowest 
down, there are always the Jews.”  237 
An editorialist writing in The African states that:
“ The harrassed Jewish minority . . . was used 
by the Nazis as the proverbial ‘goat’ to get out of 
the well of a political and social bankruptcy.” 238 
George Schuyler, however, takes a different viewpoint 
when he states that the city life of Jews, their superiority 
complex and their intellectuality are the causes of pogroms 
against them in Germany.239 And a Baptist journal gives 
as two of the reasons, Jewish superiority complex and 
economic control on an international scale.240
235 Opportunity, April, 1936, pp. 102-105, “Race Prejudice in Ger­
many and America,” by Kelly Miller.
236 The Washington Tribune, August 14, 1936, Mrs. Schuyler says: 
“Minorities Beware of Fascism.”
237 The Amsterdam News, April 16, 1938, p. 9, “Soap Box” by 
Adam C. Powell, Jr.
238 The African, December, 1937, pp. 55-56, “A Challenge to Minor­
ities.”
239 The Pittsburgh Courier, December 23, 1938, “Views and Re­
views.”
240 The Sunday School Informer, April, 1939, pp. 6-7-8, editorial 9, 
“Anti-Semitism in Our World and Its Basic Causes.”
The alleged economic control of Germany by Jews at 
the time the Nazis came into power is given as a reason 
for German anti-Semitism. This statement, which was fre­
quently made to the writer while the investigation was 
being made, is given by way of explanation of the part 
which anti-Semitism plays in Nazi tactics. Any statement 
attempting to point out the actual extent of Jewish power 
in Germany was dismissed as Jewish propaganda to gain 
sympathy, so that they will be able to win American aid 
to retain their world-wide financial control. The extent 
of the absorption of propaganda can be seen in this reason­
ing. The role which anti-Semitism plays in Germany today 
is explained as necessary for the rehabilitation of Germany 
and for the rescue of the German people from the tentacles 
of Jewish financial power.
Practically all of the writers who have discussed anti- 
Semitism as a basic part of Nazi tactics have been writers 
of syndicated columns or well-known commentators. Oth­
ers attempt to consider German anti-Semitism as an isolated 
phenomenon. They place it in a category unconnected 
with the other phases of Nazi practice. If the true role 
of anti-Semitism could be placed before Negro readers, 
more of them would forsake their narrow racial chauvin­
ism in favor of a broader view of minority group persecu­
tion. On the other hand, writers like J. A. Rogers, George 
S. Schuyler and the editorialist for the Baptist journal, by 
attacking the Jews so viciously in pointing out reasons for 
their persecution, in reality foster more anti-Jewish preju­
dice among Negro readers.
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C hapter  I I I
COMPARISONS BY NEGRO PUBLICATIONS OF THE 
PLIGHT OF THE JEWS IN GERMANY WITH 
THAT OF THE NEGRO IN AMERICA
Most of the articles in Negro publications on German 
anti-Semitism attempt to compare or to contrast the situa­
tion of the Jew in Germany with that of the Negro in 
America. It is characteristic of minority groups to interpret 
every event in terms of the conditions under which they 
themselves live. The discrimination which is effected 
against them forces them to become extremely chauvinis­
tic ; and often, to their detriment, they fail to consider their 
own conditions in the light of social forces on an interna­
tional scale. They restrict their thoughts within very nar­
row limits, and other situations which have no direct rela­
tionship to themselves or which cannot be utilized to bring 
their situation into the foreground of the consciousness of 
their exploiters, are generally ignored. For this reason, 
every aspect of the German-Jewish situation has been 
utilized by Negroes as a means of drawing comparisons 
with Negro conditions in America. The validity of the 
comparisons is often questionable, but the principal pur­
pose, that of making the world, and particularly the Ameri­
can world, realize that Negroes are persecuted in America, 
has been accomplished.
Comparisons in Negro publications have been divided 
into ten classifications, which will be discussed in this 
connection.
I. Within this section are, first of all, comparisons of 
the two situations according to similar overt methods of 
discrimination. In this vein an editorial in the Afro-Ameri­
can during 1983 was entitled, “ Jim Crow For Jews Now.” 
This article points out that Jews are now segregated in 
Germany, for example in the theatres, just as Negroes are 
jim-crowed in America.1
An editorial typical of this group is entitled, “ Jews in
1The Afro-American, October 14, 1933, p. 16, editorial 11, “Jim 
Crow For Jews Now.”
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Germany vs. Negroes in America.”  2 The opening sentence 
which states that
“ To be a Jew in Germany is hell. For one to 
be a Negro in America is twice as bad,”
is indicative of the item for item comparison which follows. 
The writer considers: difficulty in finding work; holding of 
public office; attendance in public schools; beatings and 
disfranchisement; jim-crow in hospitals, eating places and 
bars, trains and theatres. This article puts it in this 
manner:
“ Jews are beaten and disfranchised in Ger­
many under the mad regime of Hitler. In the 
‘home of the brave,’ colored Americans are not 
permitted to vote and their bullet-ridden bodies 
hang from trees against the background of South­
ern scenery.
“Laborers, professional men, civil servants, stu­
dents, bookkeepers or hired girls alike need not 
apply for jobs, if they cannot convincingly prove 
their grandparents were Aryans. That is in Ger­
many. In America, where Hitler is branded as a 
despotic idiot for such tactics against Jews, col­
ored citizens are being starved to death for lack 
of jobs. Aside from this, they are subjected to in­
sults and bitter humiliation. Thousands of Ne­
groes have died because hospitals refused to treat 
colored citizens. . . . ”  3
Another editorial is aptly labelled, “The German Crack­
er,”  for it concludes that the two situations are practically 
identical except that Negroes have now become accustomed 
to discrimination against them. This article states that;
“Bachrach Brothers, one of the leading depart­
ment stores in Magdeburg, Germany, was closed, 
last week, by police who found six Jewish em­
ployees married to white .German girls.
2 The Philadelphia Tribune, October 12, 1933, p. 4, editorial 2, 
“Jews in Germany vs. Negroes in America.” 1 Copied in the Washington 
Tribune, December 28, 1933, p. 4, editorial 3.
3 Ibid., October 12, 1933, p. 16.
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“The cops said the populace was so excited that 
law and order were menaced.
“ All over Germany one excuse or another is 
used in order to close up Jewish stores and compel 
them to sell out to Germans.
“ We are accustomed to such tricks in the South 
wherever white neighbors covet the stores or the 
farms of colored persons. Down South we don’t 
say ‘the populace was excited.’ Our common ex­
pression is that ‘feeling runs high’ .”  4 5
Another article begins as follows:
“ The persecution of the Jews in Germany by 
the Nazi Government is deplorable, stupid and 
outrageous.
“ The persecution of colored Americans by 
Americans is cruel, relentless and spirit break­
ing.”  6
An interesting article bears the title, “Nazis, Negroes, Jews 
and Catholics.” 6 This editorial pursues the following line 
of reasoning: “ Of course Negroes sympathize with Jews, 
because they have been exposed not only to the same types 
of discrimination,” which are enumerated, “ but to even 
worse treatment.”
A direct comparison is drawn in an editorial which opens 
with the sentence:
“Laws comparable with the slave codes have 
been put into effect in Germany against Jews.”  7
After listing some of the German regulations, the writer 
states that:
“ These are harsh measures designed to crush 
the spirit of the Jewish people and bring them
4 The Afro-American, December 21, 1935, p. 4, editorial 3, “The 
German Cracker.”
5 The Philadelphia Tribune, July 5, 1934, p. 4, Column 2, “Ger­
many vs. America.”
6 The Crisis, September, 1935,,p. 273, editorial 4, “Nazis, Negroes, 
Jews and Catholics.”
7 The Afro-American, February 22, 1936, p. 4, col. 2, editorial 5, 
“The Nazis and Dixie.”
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down to the position our own people occupy in 
so many parts of the South.” 8
The case of a Negro who was beaten after reporting for 
jury service in Texas is cited in the light of analogous con­
ditions for Jews in Germany. The editorial suggests that:
“ It may be well to consider what is happening 
to Negroes in some quarters in the United States 
in the light of what is happening to the Jews in 
Germany and Italy. Racially the situation may 
not be analogous; politically and economically it 
is, in effect.” 9
A front-page article in the Philadelphia Tribune is con­
cerned with the jim-crow for Jews in Germany. It states 
that:
“ After a close study of jim-crow methods prac­
ticed in the United States against Negro citizens, 
jim-crow cars for the segregation of traveling 
Jews were demanded, Tuesday, by Das Schwarze 
Korps, organ of Hitler’s Elite Guard. The pub­
lication pointed to the example of southern sec­
tions of the United States where Negroes and 
whites are thus separated.” 10
Another editorial on the jim-crow in Germany is entitled, 
“ Germans Adopt U. S. Jim Crow.” 11
The Crisis contained, during 1938, a detailed compari­
son of the two situations which began as follows:
“Hitler has disfranchised the Jews. Negroes 
are disfranchised in practically all of the south­
ern states.” 12
The writer then points to discrimination against Jews in 
Germany and Negroes in America in schools, employment,
8 Ibid,., February 22, 1936, p. 4.
9 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, October 8, 1938, p. 8, editorial 1, 
“Minorities in Texas.”
19 The Philadelphia Tribune, December 29, 1938, p. 1, col. 5, “Hitler 
Learns Jim-Crow Art from America.”
11 The Amsterdam News, December 31, 1938, p. 1, “Germans Adopt 
U. S. Jim Crow.”
12 The Crisis, April, 1938, p. 113, editorial 2, “Charity Begins at
Home.” ✓
public places, sports and in many other respects. A simple 
comparison is drawn in a cartoon which is captioned, 
“Oppressed People at Home and Abroad.” 13 This cartoon 
shows Uncle Sam stepping on a Negro in the United States, 
and Hitler stepping on a man in Austria.
The Chicago Defender graphically portrays this type of 
comparison in a cartoon captioned,“ Bed (Bad?) Fellows,” 14 
which shows Hitler and Martin Dies in bed together. Both 
have evil faces, but Dies is holding a mask with a sweet ex­
pression marked “ Americanism” before his. The bed is la­
belled, “Persecution of Minorities,” and “ Hypocrisy.” 
Opportunity carried an editorial entitled, “ On Racial 
Prejudice at Home and Abroad,” 15 which stated that Ger­
many is modelling its program of Jewish persecution after 
American persecution of Negroes.
II. The second type of comparison is that which states 
that it is all right to protest about Jewish conditions in 
Germany but that the Negro situation in America deserves 
more consideration. Typical of this is an article taken from 
the Philadelphia Tribune which states that:
“ The lynchings of Negroes, disfranchisement 
and economic oppression have caused only a few 
Americans to shed any tears over the plight of 
the Negroes. It is easy for America to condemn 
Hitler for his atrocities against the Jew, but 
American atrocities against colored citizens re­
main unchallenged.” 16
A cartoon in the same paper is significantly captioned, 
“Clean Your Home First.”  It shows Uncle Sam protest­
ing against Japan’s policy in China and Hitler’s Jewish 
persecutions, while behind him a lynched Negro is hang­
ing.17 The Crisis illustrated the same idea in a cartoon
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13 The Afro-American, April 9, 1938, p. 4, cartoon captioned, “Op­
pressed People at Home and Abroad.”
14 The Chicago Defender, December 16, 1939, p. 14, cartoon cap­
tioned, “Bed (Bad?) Fellows.”
15 Opportunity, January, 1939, p. 2, The Editor Says, col. 1, “On 
Racial Prejudice At Home and Abroad.”
16 The Philadelphia Tribune, April 6, 1933, p. 16, col. 1, “Hitler and 
the Jews.”
17 Ibid., May 10, 1934, p. 4, Section II, cartoon by Chase captioned, 
"Clean Your Home First.”
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which pictures Uncle Sam and Hitler both with bloody 
hands. The hands of Uncle Sam are marked “ The Scotts- 
boro Mess,” and “ 3,745 Lynchings 188'9-1932,”  While Hit­
ler’s say, “Persecution of the Jews.” Yet the former is 
telling Hitler that his hands are bloody.18 9
The Afro-American has an editorial which concludes with 
the statement that:
“ We rejoice that our newspapers condemn Ger­
man Nazi atrocities. It’s a good sign that they 
may yet discover the Nazism which is outside their 
own doors.”  19
Another editorial begins its last paragraph as follows:
“ We Negroes have been too long the victims of 
cruelty not to wish succor to be extended to any 
people anywhere who are persecuted as we are.
But we think our government, raising its hands 
in horror over persecution on the other side of the 
world, might take a moment to glance at its own 
back yard.” 20
The same idea is expressed editorially in an article which 
asks:
. . isn’t it safer for Uncle Sam in the long run?
Isn’t it cheaper ? Isn’t it easier on his blood pressure 
for him to deal justly with the oppressed people 
at home than to shed tears in public, tear his hair 
and beat his breast over the way Hitler is oppress­
ing the people of Germany and Austria?
“ We think Hitler is a tyrant and a brute, a 
ruffian and a cur. We detest him for the way in 
which he is crushing the Jew.
. . But we can’t forget there is a man right here 
at home who has his heel on our neck.” 21
is The Crisis, February, 1935, p. 53, cartoon.
18 The Afro-American, August 24, 1935, p. 6, editorial 1, “American
Nazis Quite as Bestial as Their German Brothers.”
20 The Crisis, April, 1938, p. 113, editorial 1, “Refugees and Citi­
zens.”
21 The Afro-American, April 9, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 1, “Heil 
Hitler!”
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One finds this isolationist policy again expressed in an edi­
torial in the Crisis which states:
“ Let those whose hearts bleed so for the men 
and women across the sea turn their glances with­
in their own borders. They will see Hitlerism 
on every side directed against citizens who hap­
pen not to be white." 22
During 1939, the Afro-American published a cartoon 
which had for its theme President Roosevelt’s appointment 
of a Catholic and a Jew to important governmental posi­
tions. The three are defending American democracy from 
Nazism, Communism, Unemployment, and Racial and Re­
ligious Hatred. The news item at the bottom states: “ The 
President, to show his disdain of racial and religious intol­
erance, named a Catholic and a Jew to the highest offices 
in the country. The caption is, “ Don’t Forget The Colored 
People, Mr. President.” 23
III. In the third type of comparison, the editorial writers 
attack various Americans who have protested against the 
German-Jewish atrocities, but have either taken part in 
discrimination against Negroes here, or at least have been 
indifferent toward it.
The Philadelphia Tribune, in one of its first editorials, 
centered its attack upon Judge Kun, who, it stated, al­
though protesting against German atrocities, has “ never 
complained when America discriminates against Ne­
groes.” 24 Later* an editorialist spoke of the indifference of 
the Philadelphia Record (a white Philadelphia paper) to­
ward Negro affairs, and the discrimination by the Home 
Loan Organization, in the Board of Education building and 
by school officials of Berwyn, Pennsylvania.25
Another editorial lists several American colleges which 
exclude Negroes from attending, whose presidents, never­
22 The Crisis, September, 1938, p. 301, editorial 1, “Refugees and 
Citizens.”
23 The Afro-American, January 21, 1939, p. 4, cartoon captioned, 
“Don’t Forget The Colored People, Mr. President.”
24 The Philadelphia Tribune, April 6, 1933, p. 16, col. 1, editorial 
1, “Hitler And The Jews.”
25 Ibid., October 19, 1933, Section II, p. 4, editorial 2, “Hitlerism vs. 
Americanism.”
theless, have appealed to Germany to stop its Jewish per­
secutions. The article states that:
“ Each of the above named universities is in the 
South. Each protesting against the atrocities in 
Germany against Jews, commits daily the same 
atrocities against Negroes.
“ Each of them is lily-white despite the fact that 
it is supported in whole or in part by public tax 
funds.
“ Each virtually is a party to the crime by means 
of which tax funds due Negro children are stolen 
and spent only on white children.” 26
Nothing is said about the commendable action of the presi­
dents in appealing to stop persecution of the unfortunate 
Jewish minority in Germany. The incident is merely 
utilized to illustrate the “ hypocrisy” of the southern col­
lege presidents. One Philadelphia editorialist chose as his 
targets John A. Phillips, president of the Pennsylvania 
State Federation of Labor, Attorney-General Francis Bid­
dle, and former Mayor W. Freeland Kendrick. Phillips is 
attacked because the A. F. of L. “ makes it impossible for 
thousands of skilled Negro mechanics to work at their 
trades.” The article states that:
“ . . . Until labor unions let down the racial bars 
labor leaders should keep quiet concerning human 
rights.” 27
Biddle, the editorial reproaches because, although he “ un­
derstands that colored teachers are barred from teaching 
in anything except Jim-Crow schools” and “ knows that in 
the ten million dollar building in which the Board meets 
Negroes may not even run an elevator or scrub the floors 
which their money helps to maintain” he “ has never* said 
a word about those conditions.”  “ Yet,”  it states, “he can 
condemn Germany.”  The third target, former Mayor Ken­
drick, it is stated, did absolutely nothing to relieve the
26 The Afro-American, July 15, 1933, p. 10, col. 1, editorial 1, 
“Appeal for Negroes and Appeal for Jews.”
27 The Philadelphia Tribune, July 5, 1934, Section II, p. 4, col. 2, 
editorial 2, “Germany vs. America.”
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bitter persecution of Negroes in the city of which he was 
the chief executive. The editorial adds that:
“ . . . Colored Americans may not eat or drink or 
sleep except in restricted areas and the silver 
toned voice of the ex-Mayor who is so exercised 
about conditions in far away Germany is never 
sounded in rebuke.”  28
In 1935, a Virginia editorialist centered his attack on 
Senator William King of Utah, who, although denouncing 
Nazi persecution of Jews, voted against the passage of the 
anti-lynch bill.29 During the same year, the Philadelphia 
Tribune berated Governor Earle of Pennsylvania, who, al­
though signing the Civil Rights Bill, did not protest against 
Negro treatment in Pennsylvania, but protests against Hit­
ler’s Jewish persecutions.30 The article states that:
“ It is a fine thing for the Governor to be 
alarmed on account of Germany’s attitude to­
wards certain classes of its citizens; but Gover­
nor Earle, and the state of Pennsylvania must 
about-face before they can justly spank Hitler and 
the German Government.” 31
Earlier in that year, the Tribune, after stating that Presi­
dent Roosevelt was being urged to protest to Germany, 
asked rhetorically how the President can afford to protest.32
The Pittsburgh Courier takes a rap at the State Depart­
ment of the United States which has attempted to aid Jew­
ish refugees to get into Mexico. This editorial makes the 
following accusation:
“ What strikes us forcibly in this case is the 
alacrity with which the U. S. State Department 
used all its facilities and influence to aid these 
aliens.
“ It did more for them than it has ever done for
38 Ibid., July 5, 1934, Section II, p. 4.
29 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, August 10, 1935, Section II, 
p. 9, Sifting News from Day to Day by Lem Graves, Jr., “Kills Lynch 
Legislation, Denounces Nazis.”
30 The Philadelphia Tribune, September 12, 1935, p. 4, editorial 1.
31 Ibid., September 12, 1935, p. 4, editorial 1.
32 Ibid., August 1, 1935, p. 4, editorial 2.
colored American citizens who have always ex­
perienced great difficulty in getting into Mexico.
It usually shrugs its shoulders when colored tour­
ists complain of the restrictions placed upon them 
by Mexican immigration officials, and so far as 
we know it has never registered a complaint with 
the Mexican government against this discrimina­
tion.” 33
The least that can be said of such an article is that it tends 
to spread anti-Semitic ideas among the readers. In the 
Crisis, a reference is made to discrimination by the Ameri­
can Athletic Union against Negroes in southern states and 
to the lack of protest against such discrimination on the 
part of General Hugh Johnson, President Roosevelt and 
the Senate, who have nevertheless condemned Germany 
for its Jewish atrocities.34 35
Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes is also the object of an at­
tack because he “told a gathering of Methodist clergymen 
in Philadelphia that it would be an injustice to America to 
say that lynching is tolerated here.”  The gathering refused 
to endorse a federal anti-lynching bill. The bishop then 
assisted with the passage of a resolution condemning Ger­
many’s treatment of the Jews. The editorial adds:
“But it would serve no purpose to pretend that 
Negroes have given their sympathy and joined in 
protests without clear and often bitter insight into 
their own position as American citizens. They 
look around at the Americans who can be moved 
to protests against brutality in another land, but 
who can not recognize and protest against the 
same conditions within their own borders.”  33 
The Amsterdam News adds a new note when it points out 
that President Roosevelt did not intervene to help the Ethi­
opians, the West Indians, or the anti-lynch bill. After 
stating that,
33 The Pittsburgh Courier, November 12, 1938, p. 22, editorial 1, 
“They Never Did This For Us.”
34 The Crisis, April, 1938, p. 113, editorial 1, “Charity Begins at 
Home.”
35 Ibid., December, 1938, p. 393, editorial 1, “Negroes, Nazis and 
Jews.”
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“ We wonder, however, how far Mr. Roosevelt 
will go with his humanitarian movement. Will he 
include all oppressed people and races in it— or is 
his plan for Whites only? Above all, will the 
President of the United States now personally 
come to the aid of oppressed American Negroes, 
who are compelled to endure lynchings, disfran­
chisement, economic and civil discrimination and 
many more kinds of oppression at the hands of 
American tyrants,”  36
the writer adds that Negroes are “ in full accord”  with 
President Roosevelt’s move, but as a result they demand a 
“better deal” of the government. Ralph Matthews, on the 
other hand, states that “ we have our Hitlers here” and 
lists several Negroes, for example, Marcus Garvey, J. Fin­
ley Wilson, fraternal leaders, bishops, “ baptist hog callers” 
and Father Divine.37
IV. In the fourth type of comparative article, the state­
ment is made that Germans have a right to ask Americans 
why they protest against the Jewish situation when they 
practice the same discriminations against colored people 
here.
Typical of this type of article is the closing paragraph 
of an editorial in the Afro-American which states that:
“ Uncle Sam protested unofficially to Germany 
about the Jewish atrocities and brown-shirted 
Adolf asked if Germany didn’t have as much right 
to impose upon Jews as the United States has to 
exclude Chinese and Japanese.”  38
Kelly Miller also pointed out that:
“The climax o f inconsistency has been reached. 
Georgia upbraids Germany for manifestation of
36 The Amsterdam News, April 2, 1938, p. 12, editorial 1, “A Chris­
tian Act.”
37 The Afro-American, June 17, 1933, p. 10, col. 2, Watching the 
Big Parade by Ralph Matthews, “Hitlerism.”
38 Ibid., April 15, 1933, p. 10, editorial 3, “Hitler Embarrasses Uncle 
Sam.”
race prejudice. Hitler has a ready-made answer 
for the reproach . . 39
An editorialist while discussing the Tydings Resolution 
states that if something is not done for Negroes in America, 
“Hitler will send it back and say put your own house in 
order first.” 40 Hitler’s answer to the protests is given in 
this paragraph of another editorial:
“When humanitarian impulse of America im­
pelled her to rebuke Hitler for his barbarity and 
inhumanity against the Jews, Adolph Hitler made 
but one adroit, devastating rejoinder, ‘My ruth­
lessness against the Jew is not more harsh and 
inhuman than yours against the Negroes’ . . . This 
accusative retort remains unanswered for the sim­
ple reason that it is unanswerable.” 41
The Washington Tribune has an editorial which states that:
“Hitler and Mussolini surely must have had a 
big laugh when they heard of this country’s mag­
nanimous gesture to aid Jews of Austria, Germany 
and other European countries who have been de­
prived of citizenship, and others who stand to be 
driven from their homes.
“The two dictators must have stood aghast 
when America extended a haven to the stricken 
people.” 42
Then the writer takes the opportunity to attack President 
Roosevelt for not interfering in the anti-lynch bill filibuster 
by stating that:
“Despite the mistreatment of the Negroes in 
America and the recent disgraceful scene in Con­
gress when a bill to give some measure of protec­
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39 The Washington Tribune, June 23, 1933, p. 4, col. 3, Kelly Miller 
Says, “Race Prejudice in Georgia and in Germany Based on Cross 
Pretenses.”
40 The Afro-American, February 3, 1934, p. 10, editorial 3, “Plea 
For Jews.”
41 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 9, 1938, Section II, p. 9, 
“Is America The Asylum For The Oppressed?” by Kelly Miller,
42 The Washington Tribune, April 4, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 1, 
“Hitler and Mussolini Give United States Laugh.”
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tion to Negroes was introduced and filibustered to 
death without a word from the President who now 
extends a hand to Jews in Europe, this same Chief 
Executive has the effrontery to reach his hand 
across the Atlantic in the face of conditions and 
make this grand gesture.
“ The American Negro has nothing but the 
deepest sympathy for Jews in Europe, but Hitler 
and Mussolini certainly must be tickled.” 43
Opportunity has an editorial which contains a rabid at­
tack on white Americans, taking as its basis the situation 
of the Jews in Germany. It is put in this manner:
“ The fascist governments of the world view 
American indignation over racial oppression with 
wonder and bewilderment. They can not under­
stand why America should be so concerned with 
racial persecution in Europe and yet defend it 
with such vigor within its own borders . . .
“ It is a long story— perhaps no good will come 
from the telling. But this much is certain: the 
voice of America would carry far greater author­
ity when it speaks against racial oppression in 
Europe if it could be heard against racial oppres­
sion at home.” 44
George Schuyler goes even so far as to pen a reply which 
Hitler might make to American protestors and points out 
evidences of discrimination against Negroes in America. 
He then concludes:
“ Yes, I think if the Nazi spokesman wanted to 
make a devastating reply to their critics in Amer­
ica they could say a mouthful.”
The Oklahoma Bloch Dispatch reversed the usual pro­
cedure and produced an editorial which made the following 
statement:
“ Hitler retaliates to our accusation of the in­
human treatment of the Jews in a sort of cast-the-
-------------  /
« Ibid., April 9, 1938, p. 4.
44 Opportunity, January, 1939, p. 2, col. 1, article 1, The Editor 
Says, “ On Racial Prejudice At Home And Abroad.”
beam-out-of-your-own-eye tone, of the similar 
treatment America accords its Negro popula­
tion. . . .
. . and der Feurher’s Germany continues its 
anti-Jewish policies belittling their brutalities by 
condemning America.
“ Isn’t that just like a dictator?
“ He can do no wrong and neither can those of 
his own nationality.”  45
Kelly Miller expressed the same idea when he stated:
“But granting counter charges of Hitler and 
his cohorts, how would that justify their barbari­
ties against the Jews which shock the conscience 
of the world . . . Citing cruelties and outrages 
against Negroes in Georgia is a poor justification 
for atrocities against Jews in Germany. Compari­
sons are odious.” 46
The two articles just cited stand practically alone. Most 
writers have seized upon the Nazis’ answers to American 
protests in order to attack white Americans. It is unfor­
tunate that more of them could not see this particular 
problem in the same light as the Black Dispatch and Kelly 
Miller viewed it.
V. The fifth category of comparisons contains articles 
which either call Hitler a Ku Klux Klansman or compare 
him with one. Such an article is one which is metaphor­
ically labelled, “ Adolf Hitler, K. K. K.” This editorial is 
concluded with the following statement:
“ Dr. Lewis K. McMillan, just home from four 
years spent in the Reich hell, says that to under­
stand what Hitler is doing in Germany, you have 
only to imagine an ‘Imperial Wizard’ of the Ku 
Klux as dictator in the United States.” 47
A cartoon also graphically compares the two. Hitler is
45 The Black Dispatch, July 23, 1938, p. 4, col. 3, Thinkin’ Through 
by Freddye Harper Williams, “Queer Isn’t It?”
46 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, December 17, 1938, p. 8, “Amer­
icans Set Pace Nazis Answer” by Kelly Miller.
47 The Afro-American, September 1, 1933, p. 16, editorial 1, “Adolf 
Hitler, K.K.K.”
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shown with a whip and a swastika; the caption is “ Another 
Klansman.”  48
An editorial was entitled, “ Hitler— The German Ku 
Klux”  by Kelly Miller.49 He discussed the neo-Klanism in 
America and the Hitler regime in Germany and concluded 
that they are “ strikingly similar,”  differing only in local 
application. The deep-seated intolerance of the Nordic 
spirit, he stated, underlies them both. In the following 
week’s issue of the same paper, there was a cartoon which 
shows Hitler, but his shadow, which is reflected on the 
wall, is the outline of a Ku Kluxer. The caption is “ An­
other Klansman.” 50 51
Kelly Miller again used this type of comparison when, 
after pointing out what Germany and Georgia have done 
to the Jew and the Negro respectively, he concluded that:
“ He,” (meaning Hitler) “ is the master Ku 
Kluxer of Germany.” 61
References are made to Hitler as a Ku Klux Klansman in 
the Afro-American, which states in one place:
“ From the way Hitler talks, one would think 
he is a member of the Ku Klux Klan and a native 
of Alabama.” 52 
and in another:
“ Germany is persecuting Jews, Catholics and 
Negroes. Hitler is a European Ku Kluxer— Hit­
ler’s Ku Kluxism is storing up for Germany moun­
tains of hate that will deluge the Teutons for 
centuries.”  53
VI. Another type of comparison is to be found in ar-
48 The Philadelphia Tribune, April 6, 1933, p. 3, cartoon “Another 
Klansman.”
49 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 1, 1933, Section II, p. 6, 
cols. 4-5, “Hitler—The German Ku Klux” by Kelly Miller.
50 Ibid., April 8, 1933, Section II, p. 6, cartoon captioned “Another 
Klansman.”
51 The Washington Tribune, June 23, 1933, p. 4, col. 3, Kelly Miller 
Says, “Race Prejudice in Georgia and in Germany Based on Cross 
Pretenses.”
62 The Afro-American, April 11, 1936, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 3, “ ‘Miss’ 
Hitler Talks.”
53 Ibid,, January 16, 1937, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 6, “The German 
Hate.”
tides about Jewish and Negro reactions to their respective 
situations. William Pickens observed in this connection 
that many German Jews aided Hitler and that they are 
now asking that subversive propaganda against the Hitler 
regime be suppressed. His final statement is that Negroes 
in America react in the same way.54
In the Afro-American an editorial entitled “ Every Race 
Has Its Traitor” treats the same theme. It points out that:
“ We sometimes think of all minority groups as 
united against their enemies except ourselves. The 
recent persecution of Jews in Germany shows that 
isn’t so.”  55
The editorialist, after pointing out different reactions and 
statements by some of the leading German Jews, concludes:
“Jewish oppression is almost as bad in Ger­
many as Negro oppression in the United States, 
and German Jews are reacting just about as we 
do here.”  56
VII. Negro publications have utilized whenever possible 
statements and articles by persons and newspapers outside 
the realm of the Negro world, in which comparisons are 
made between the German-Jewish situation and American- 
Negro conditions. An example of this is an article which 
is headlined, “Paris Paper Compares Hitlerism With Race 
Hatred in the United States.” 57 Another article reports a 
speech by Rev. John La Farge, editor of America, and 
leader of the Catholic Interracial Movement. The head­
line reads, “Says U. S. Swastikas Woven Into Jim-Crow 
Institutions.” 58 *
The Norfolk Journal <ut<l Guide quotes from a letter writ­
ten by an American woman living in Switzerland to Presi­
dent Roosevelt asking him to do something to stop lynching.
54 The Washington Tribune, October 13, 1934, p. 4, col. 4, William 
Picken’s Observations, “ ‘Nazi’ Jews.”
55 The Afro-American, July 8, 1933, p. 8, editorial 1, “Every Race 
Has Its Traitor,”
56 ibid., July 8, 1933.
57 The Afro-American, September 23, 1933, “Paris Paper Compares 
Hitlerism With Race Hatred in the United States.’"
58 The Washington Tribune, June 10, 1939, p. 5, cols. 3-4-5, “Says
U. S. Swastikas Woven Into Jim Crow Institutions.”
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The headline reads, “ American Practice of Lynching Forms 
Basis for Defense of Nazi Persecutions.” 59 A speech by the 
Nazi, Julius Streicher, is reported with editorial comment 
in an article headlined, “ German Scores Treatment of Ne­
gro in U. S.,” “ Says America Must Clean Its Own House 
First.” 60 Many Negro newspapers referred to an editorial 
by Westbrook Pegler in the Washington Post (white), in 
which he stated that discriminations against Negroes in the 
United States and against Jews in Germany are similar.61
VIII. There is a similarity between the claims of some 
Negroes that a prominent white man has Negro blood or 
that a Negro is descended from a prominent white family 
and articles which say that Hitler may have Jewish blood. 
The latter assertion is found in the eighth type of com­
parative articles.
An example of this is an editorial entitled, “ Hitler’s 
Grandmother a Jewess,” 62 which was allegedly taken from 
a Vienna newspaper. This article provoked editorial com­
ment by William Pickens who urged Jews not to claim 
Hitler if he is a Jew. He added:
“ He will be more ruthless than ever if he is 
passing for Aryan.” 63
An editorial in the Afro-American, which is entitled, “ Jew­
ish Hitler,” 64 states that it may be true that Hitler has 
Jewish blood.
Negro publications were not alone in circulating the 
rumor that Hitler himself has Jewish blood because his 
grandmother was a Jewess. The false basis of the assump­
tion, however, is pointed out by Konrad Heiden in his biog­
69 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, February 2, 1935, Section II, 
p. 9, cols. 5-6, “American Practice of Lynching Forms Basis For Defense 
of Nazi Persecutions.”
69 Ibid., August 24, 1935, p. 3, col. 3, “German Scores Treatment of 
Negro In U. S.” ; also, the Philadephia Tribune, August 22, 1935, p. 5, 
col. 1, “Nazi Prime Minister of Hate Attacks U. S. on Negro Treatment.”
61 Cf. for example, The Amsterdam News, January 14, 1939, p. 7.
62 The Washington Tribune, July 20, 1933, p. 4, col. 2, editorial 3, 
“Hitler’s Grandmother a Jewess.”
63 Ibid., July 27, 1933, p. 7, col. 2, “Hitler a Jew” by William 
Pickens.
64 The Afro-American, October 14, 1933, p. 16, editorial 4, “Jewish 
Hitler.”
raphy of Hitler. In discussing Hitler’s family, Heiden 
states that although Hitler’s grandmother had a name 
which is common among Jews in a certain area, there is 
no proof that she was a Jewess.65 The assumption was 
utilized a great deal, however, to illustrate the ridiculous 
position of Hitler in perpetrating his racial theory.
IX. The ninth type of comparison is that in which Amer­
icans who discriminate against Negroes are called “ Nazis,” 
and the situations, “ evidences of Nazism” and “ Hitlerism.” 
An editorial of this type is entitled, “ Hitlerism Spiked in 
North Carolina.”  66 67It discusses the resignation of the dean 
of the medical school at the University of North Carolina 
because his refusal to admit more than ten per cent Jews 
to the school was opposed by the liberal president. In an­
other article the following statement is made:
“ They will see Hitlerism on every side, directed 
against citizens who happen not to be white.” 87 
This convenient terminology is again utilized in an edi­
torial which states that:
“ It’s a good sign that they may yet discover the 
Nazism which is outside their own doors.” 68 
This article used the word “ Nazi”  metaphorically through­
out. It states in one place:
“ For example, United States ‘Nazis’ in Pennsyl­
vania are raising a howl in the newspapers be­
cause the equal rights bill goes into effect.”  69 
and in another:
“ Then, as another evidence of American 
Nazism, we have a letter supposedly written by 
one George M. Quick . . .  As a final picture of 
U. S. Nazism, the Afro points to Maryland Uni­
versity’s acting president, Curly Byrd . . .” 70
65 Heiden, Konrad: Hitler, Chap. I.
66 The Norfolk Journal and. Guide, October 7, 1933, Section II, p. 6, 
editorial 3, “Hitlerism Spiked in North Carolina.”
67 The Crisis, September, 1938, p. 301, editorial 1, “Refugees and 
Citizens.”
68 The Afro-American, August 24, 1935, p. 6, editorial 1, “American 
Nazis Quite as Bestial as Their German Brothers.”
88 Ibid., August 24, 1935, p. 6.
70 Ibid., August 24, 1935, p. 6.
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and finally:
“ That’s American Nazism which for 350 years 
has persecuted and lynched, hounded and en­
slaved, starved and burned colored people be­
yond anything Germans have yet imagined.” 71
An editorial entitled, “ Nazis at Williams,”  72 attacks the 
Massachusetts college for no longer admitting Negroes. 
The attack is introduced by a statement to the effect that 
Jewish children were ordered out of German public schools. 
The writer concludes that:
“As between the Nazism of Hitler and Dennet 
there is little to choose, except that Hitler beats 
around the bush less.” 73
Negroes are warned by the Afro-American that their 
“ . . . biggest job at the moment is to watch the 
Hitlers right here in our own country.”  
in an article which borrows a German idiom for its title, 
“The Nazis zu Hause.” 74 Two weeks later it was reported 
that “ Nazi Virginians” separated a husband and wife who 
were “guilty of” racial intermarriage.75 Two other articles 
in this connection are headlined: “Nazi Spirit at Glenn 
Dale,” 76 which spoke of discrimination against Negroes 
in a District of Columbia tuberculosis sanitorium; and 
“Nazism in Baseball,”  77 which struck at the exclusion of 
Negroes from professional teams.
When the Daughters of the American Revolution and 
the District of Columbia Board of Education refused to 
allow Marian Anderson, noted Negro contralto, to sing in 
their buildings, Negro publications lashed out with accusa­
tions of Nazism. For example, Reverend Robert W. Bag- 
nail titled an editorial on the subject, “ Nazism in Amer­
71 Ibid., August 24, 1935, p. 6.
72 Ibid., October 5, 1935, p. 6, col. 2, editorial 5, “Nazis at Williams.”
73 Ibid., June 4, 1938, p. 1.
74 Ibid., June 4, 1938, col. 1, p. 1, editorial 6, “The Hitlers zu Hause.”
75 Ibid., June 18, 1938, pp. 1-2, “Nazi Virginians Separate Husband 
From Wife by Court Order.”
76 The Washington Tribune, July 15, 1939, p. 1, “Nazi Spirit at 
Glenn Dale.”
77 The Amsterdam, News, April 15, 1939, p. 10, editorial 3, “Nazism 
m Baseball.”
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ica.” 78 In the Washington Tribune, an article is labelled, 
“ D.A.R. Body Smells of Hitlerism.” 78 9 M. Beaunorus Tol- 
son, a columnist for the same paper, uses the phrase, “ Fas­
cism Strikes at Marian Anderson.” 80
Gordon B. Hancock writes in the Norfolk Journal and 
Guide that:
“ The persecution o f the Jews and the barring 
of Marian Anderson from the Constitution Hall 
in Washington are parts of the same phenomenon.
The prejudice in Berlin is complementary to the 
prejudice in Washington. Neither is blacker or 
more hellish than the other. Both carry portents 
of the social and economic damnation of minority 
groups.”  81
In other words, Hancock leaves no room for differentiation 
or contrast between the two situations. The Afro-American 
adds:
“ Let Jews, Catholics, and other minority 
groups beware the Nazi tactics of Daughter Rob­
ert which sooner or later will be used to exclude 
them.” 82
Another editorial which took the Marian Anderson incident 
for its cue was headlined, “ Nazism in Washington, D. C.” 83 84
This article states:
“ Just how we can charge and snort about Fas­
cism abroad and practice it here and still claim 
to be the leading democratic nation on earth can 
not be reconciled. The trouble is America is long 
on extending altruism to foreign groups, but short 
on extending it to home groups.”  94
78 The Philadelphia Tribune, March 23, 1939, Taken in Stride by 
Rev. Robert W. Bagnall, p. 4, col. 2, “Nazism in America.”
79 The Washington Tribune, January 21, 1939, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 
1, “D. A. R. Body Smells of Hitlerism.”
90 Ibid., July 1, 1939, Caviar and Cabbage by Tolson, “Fascism 
Strikes At Marian Anderson.”
81 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, April 8, 1939, p. 8, “Prejudice 
in Washington and Berlin”  by Gordon B. Hancock.
82 The Afro-American, April 22, 1939, p. 14, editorial 3, “D. A. R .  
Defends the Indefensible.”
83 The Amsterdam News, April 8, 1939, p. 10, editorial 3, “Nazism 
in Washington, D. C.”
84 Ibid., April 8, 1939, p. 10.
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The Savannah Journal also attacked the D. A. R., but its 
editorial is slightly different from the others because it 
stated that:
“ Hitler and Mussolini accepted Miss Anderson 
when she visited them. They are two strides 
ahead of the D. A. R. They can point out to their 
American critics that whereas the D. A. R. was 
given the right to exist by the first bloodshed for 
the cause of democracy, that of Crispus Attucks, 
a Negro, it now scorns a daughter of Attucks.
They can say that their countries worship their 
heroes and wish for one of the caliber of Attucks.
The soul-stirring words of Miss Anderson ring out 
over their mountains and valleys.” 85
X. The last type of comparative articles to be considered 
is that in which the writers attempt to point out differences 
between the situation of the Jews in Germany and condi­
tions under which Negroes live in America.
Most of the writers discuss the legality or illegality of 
persecution. For example, one article states that:
“Berlin, recently, advised Jewish citizens that 
they would be arrested and prosecuted if they 
went to the polls and voted in the coming national 
elections.
“ The difference between Germany and Dixie 
is that Nazis disfranchise Jews by national law 
and the South keeps us from the polls by state 
laws or by intimidation. The result is the same.”  86
Another editorial states that:
“ Our Constitution keeps the South from pass­
ing many of the laws Hitler has invoked against 
the Jews, but by indirection, by force and ter­
rorism, the South and Nazi Germany are mental 
brothers.
“ After all, this proves there is nothing new in
85 The Savannah Journal, April, 1939.
86 The Afro-American, May 2, 1936, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 8, “Ger­
many and Dixie.”
tyranny, slavery and oppression. It has differ­
ent names, and it operates among different peo­
ples, but the manner of persecution remains the 
same.” 87 8
The Norfolk Journal and Guide also points out that in the 
case of the Jews in Germany, the situation is legal, while 
discrimination against Negroes is illegal, but is effective 
through connivance of legal authorities.83 Again the dis­
tinction is drawn between legal and illegal persecution, 
when an editorialist states that the German government is 
the instigator, while “ in America, the government forbids 
it by law and winks at it in practice.” 89 *
Other editorialists ironically criticize that differentiation. 
For example, one writer entitles his artcle, “ A Rose By Any 
Name.”  80 He states that:
“ It must be comforting to an unfortunate Ne­
gro dangling from a tree in the deep South to 
realize that his brutal death does not represent 
the ‘legalized policy’ of the state.”  91
The Crisis also belittles that distinction when it states that:
“No one of them has explained to date just 
what the difference is— to a murdered man— be­
tween the government sanctioning his murder by 
decree, or permitting his murder, the while mut­
tering pious technical asides.”  92
The same writer differentiates himself, however, when he 
points out that:
“ There is, of course, an important difference, 
as thoughtful Jews themselves have explained. 
Negroes in this country still have— in most sec­
87 Ibid., February 22, 1936, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 5, “The Nazis and 
Dixie.”
88 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, October 8, 1938, p. 8, “Minorities 
.in Texas.”
89 The Afro-American, November 19, 1938, p. 24, col. 1, “It Sounds 
Familiar.”
so The Philadelphia Tribune, August 22, 1935, p. 4, editorial 2, “A 
Rose By Any Name.”
91 Ibid., August 22, 1935, p. 4.
92 The Crisis, February, 1939, p. 49, col. 2, editorial 3, “Lily White 
Democracy.”
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tions— the right to protest and work to improve 
their lot. In Germany the Jew has no such privi­
lege. There is no hope.” 93
Another type of differentiation was first given by Kelly 
Miller in his statement that:
“ Georgia fears the Negro will lower the level of 
Anglo-Saxon civilization; Hitler fears the Jews 
raise it too high.”  94
This commentator further pointed out the high visibility 
of the Negro in contrast with the low visibility of the Jew 
in Germany. He also stated that Hitler wants the Jew 
to get out of Germany entirely. His final contrast is given 
in the following paragraph:
“ The brutal frankness of the Teuton is in glar­
ing contrast to the hypocrisy and guile of his 
Anglo-Saxon cousin. The German justifies his 
devilment in the name of practical necessity; the 
Anglo-Saxon casts his sins on the Lord.” 95
The Afro-American agrees with this when it states in one 
article that:
“Nordic prejudice in the U. S. A. is said to be 
based on the backwardness of the colored people.
In Germany it is based upon the advanced prog­
ress of the Jew.” 96
A third differentiation is presented in the following para­
graph :
“ All of these oppressive measures are time 
worn in America, but can not succeed for long in 
Germany for the good reason that Jewish blood 
has been so mixed up with all races for centuries 
that none can tell who is Jewish and who is 
not.”  97
Ibid., February, 1939, p. 49.
94 The Washington Tribune, June 23, 1933, col. 3, Kelly Miller Says, 
“Race Prejudice in Georgia and in Germany Based on Cross Pretenses.”
95 Ibid., June 23, 1933, p. 4.
98 The Afro-American, March 2, 1935, p. 8, col. 1, editorial 4, 
“Hammering Jews.”
97 Ibid., April 22, 1933, p. 10, editorial 1, “ Strong Jewish Blood.”
Other writers also seem unaware of the centuries of per- 
secution of Jews in Germany. This unawareness is illus­
trated in the following statement:
“ The difference is due largely to the sudden im­
pact of the German pogroms against the Jews. In 
the United States, the social, political and eco­
nomic proscriptions affecting Negroes have been 
spread over a period of seventy years.”  98
The article continues that:
“ The fate visited upon the Jews in Germany is 
different from the experience of Negroes in the 
United States only in the processes of applica­
tion.” 99
Another editorialist states the same “ difference,” when he 
points out that:
“ The only difference between the oppression of 
the unfortunate Jews in Naziland and the colored 
citizens here is that oppression in Germany is 
comparatively new, while the Negro has always 
been victimized in a thousand and one ways 
here . . .” 100
The Philadelphia Tribune states that the Jew and the 
Negro have much in common, but that the persecution of 
the Negro in America is “ more violent and cruel” than 
that of the Jew in Germany, probably because of the visi­
bility of the Negro, and the better economic conditions of 
the Jew.101 Even a difference in expressions used is giveh 
in an editorial which puts it in this manner:
“ Down South we don’t say ‘the populace was 
excited.’ Our common expression is that ‘feeling 
runs high’.”  102
Another editorialist, after attempting to show that the Jew
98 The Norfolk Journal and Guide, November 26, 1938, p. 8, “Op­
pression of Racial Minorities is World-wide.”
99 Ibid., November 26, 1938, p. 8.
100 The Amsterdam News, February 11, 1939, p. 10.
101 The Philadelphia Tribune, June 1, 1933, p. 4, col. 2, editorial 2, 
“ The Jew and the Negro.”
192 The Afro-American, December 21, 1935, p. 4, editorial 3, “The 
German Cracker.”
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in Germany is much better off than the Negro in America, 
states that:
“ Your average Southerner when it comes to the 
treatment of the Negro is a half-baked savage 
while the Germans at home are, on the whole, a 
very kind and cultured people even where the 
Negro is concerned.” 103
Conclusion
It is very evident that the classifications into which the 
comparative articles have been placed are purely arbitrary. 
They have been thus divided merely to facilitate reading 
and to point out in broad outline the various aspects of 
the two situations which have been used for comparison 
in Negro publications. Technically, each article can be 
classified differently, but in many cases, the difference is 
but a matter of wording.
As can easily be seen, practically every item of the two 
situations has been utilized to illustrate similarities. The 
articles are of all types, and range from those which state 
that Negro conditions are much worse than German-Jewish 
conditions, through those which maintain that they are 
the same, to those which say that the Jew-baiting of Nazi 
Germany is so atrocious that it has no direct parallel in 
present-day America. Such articles are considering, how­
ever, only the most overt manifestations of prejudice with­
out attempting to strike at its basis.
103 The Philadelphia Tribune, September 21, 1933, p. 17, cols. 1-2, 
“Negroes Suffer More in United States Than Jews in Germany” by 
J. A. Rogers.
C h a p t e r  IV
NEGRO ANTI-SEMITISM AS A MANIFESTATION OF 
NEGRO MIDDLE-CLASS THINKING AND ASPIRATIONS
One often hears remarks by Negroes such as: “ I wouldn’t 
work for a Jew,”  or again, “ Don’t go to the Jew store on 
the corner, he’ll cheat you out of every cent you’ve got.” 
Advertisements for domestic work inserted by colored girls 
and women often read, “ Gentile family only.”  On the 
German-Jewish situation, Negroes frequently express their 
opinions in this manner: “ The Jews can’t be so bad off in 
Germany, they have all the money” ; or, “ You can’t blame 
Hitler for running the Jews out, they’ll ruin any country.”
There are various reasons for these evidences of resent­
ment toward Jews. Personal experiences explain some of 
them. If a Jewish corner grocer has given short weight, 
his chicanery is “ explained” by the fact that he is a Jew. 
If his goods cost a few cents more, it is believed that be­
cause he is a Jew he makes his prices higher. Economic 
factors are not considered; it becomes entirely a racial 
issue. Unfortunate personal experiences with Jews blind 
Negroes to clear thinking and cause them to fall victims 
to anti-Jewish propaganda.
Another important cause of anti-Semitism among Ne­
groes is their conscious or unconscious absorption of the 
prejudice of the dominant white group. In their contacts 
with members of this group, Negroes are exposed to the 
expressions of anti-Jewish feeling. On the basis of this, 
Negroes develop, in some cases, antipathy for Jews. Prej­
udice, which finds expression in some white publications, 
also has its effect upon Negro readers. Thus, the Negro 
has often unwittingly built up his complex of attitudes to­
ward Jews after the pattern of those of the dominant group. 
But there is also some conscious absorption of prejudice. 
Negroes whose positions depend upon white Anglo-Saxons 
often attempt to insure these positions by overt expressions 
of prejudice against practically every group in the popula­
tion except that which their employer represents. The 
dangers from fostering racial prejudice either are not un­
derstood or are ignored in the hope of personal gain.
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One of the reasons for the acceptance of this pattern of 
anti-Jewish feeling among Negroes is that Negroes as a 
group are conservative. They tend to adhere to the estab­
lished ideals and organizations, rather than to the more 
liberal, despite the fact that the latter may offer them more 
economic, political and social opportunities. This con­
servatism may be explained partially on the grounds of fear 
of supporting a radical program, and probably more im­
portant, on the historical background of Negroes in this 
country.
Members of one minority group seldom plead the cause 
of another. This is particularly true of Negroes because 
all their efforts are directed toward an alleviation of their 
own conditions; racial chauvinism and narrow thinking are 
typical. The fear of sacrificing possible gains for their own 
group causes many Negroes to align themselves with the 
dominant group in the population. Propaganda by the lat­
ter to the effect that Negroes can gain more by allying with 
the majority than by recognizing a common purpose with 
any minority finds a fertile field among Negroes.
Economic factors play the most important part in the 
formation of the attitudes of Negroes toward Jews. The 
great majority of Negroes can afford to purchase com­
modities only in small quantities; and many, if not most 
of the small businesses in Negro sections are owned by 
Jews. The corner grocer, the hardware store owner, the 
five and ten cent store manager and the landlord are fre­
quently Jewish. Their prices are generally slightly higher 
than are those of the chain stores; they must be if the 
owners are to make any profit, because their small-scale 
buying forces them to pay higher wholesale prices. The 
belief thus arises that Jews open their businesses in neigh­
borhoods where they can exploit Negroes; no consideration 
is given to the fact that where small Negro or any other 
kind of businesses exist, they must do the same thing.
The middle-class origin of Negro anti-Semitism is re­
vealed from the following facts. Negro white-collar work­
ers have been repulsed in their attempts to force white 
firms which have branch stores in Negro neighborhoods to 
hire them, despite much agitation by Negro organizations.
On the other hand, Negroes like Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, who 
propose a separate economy for Negroes, find their hopes 
frustrated at every turn. These two groups, middle class 
in philosophy, tend to develop a virulent anti-Semitism. 
Such Negroes recognize no common purpose with the Jew; 
they certainly do not see the Jew in the light of another 
minority discriminated against. The facts that the Jewish 
neighborhood entrepreneur is a small business man, in dan­
ger of being crushed by large concerns and addicted to the 
same middle-class aspirations as the small business men of 
the dominant white or the Negro groups, are not considered. 
Exploitation by landlords and corner grocers is not a Jew­
ish trait, but since so many of them in Negro neighborhoods 
are Jewish, Negroes direct their prejudices toward them. 
They are considered the cause of the failure of Negroes in 
business, because of their competition, which some Negroes 
believe, is intensified by the help which the individual Jew 
receives from an “ international” Jewish organization. It 
may be that the Jew is adept at financial manipulations; 
his centuries of participation in business perhaps have made 
him so. It is not too difficult for the Jewish or any other 
experienced small business man to out-compete a rival Ne­
gro novice at the game. But the fact is that the Jew, to 
many middle-class Negroes, is the living exemplification of 
the reason for their failure.
Although anti-Semitic tendencies have existed among 
Negroes for some time, probably from the first contacts of 
the two groups, the prejudice has not been so common 
among the masses of Negroes for So long. Widespread un­
employment and racial chauvinism have brought with them 
an anti-white-businessman attitude.
Jews, themselves, in a few cases, have caused the rise 
of Negro anti-Semitism. Just as the most violent Negro- 
hater is often a Negro “ passing for white,”  so the Jew, 
whose position is anything but secure, if he chances to 
wedge an opening for himself in the dominant white Amer­
ican population, may become the enemy of all minorities, 
even his own. Fear of being re-identified with the minority 
is the explanation for that. Negroes, wherever they find 
that antipathy, return the prejudice even more violently.
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They are in the position of those who must remain in the 
discriminated group, so they dislike anyone who has passed 
out of it.
The two preceding chapters have contained but few com­
ments on articles quoted. This chapter, however, will at­
tempt to illustrate the anti-Semitic statements in publica­
tions in various regions of the United States by way of com­
parison and contrast. Some of the attitudes reflected can­
not be said to be truly anti-Semitic, that is, based on dis­
like or hatred of the “ race”  as such. These articles merely 
reflect the economic exploitation of Negroes by whites for 
which Negroes blame the Jew. Because of the antipathy 
which they show, however, and because of the fact that 
the attitude may turn into pure anti-Semitism, they will be 
considered in this paper as essentially anti-Semitic.
It is particularly unfortunate that there has been a 
growth of anti-Semitism among Negroes. It puts them in 
the ironical position of sympathizing, in at least one re­
spect, with Nazism.
Geographical Differentiations Apparent 
in N egro Publications
For the purpose of this part of the study, Negro publica­
tions will be divided according to the particular sections of 
the United States in which they are published. A division 
of this type is desirable because the degree to which anti- 
Semitism exists among Negroes, varies in different parts of 
the country. The principal divisions, then, will be: the 
eastern seaboard, which will include Boston, New York, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, D. C.; the mid- 
West, under which division, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, 
Detroit, St. Louis, and Kansas City will be considered; the 
Far West, in which California will be discussed principally; 
and the South, where comparatively few anti-Semitic ten­
dencies are to be found in the publications.
The Eastern Seaboard
The New England states are little represented, probably 
because there is a smaller number of Negroes there and
because the Negro publications in those states are not so 
prominent as in others.
Hoston
Two Boston newspapers bear mention, however; they | 
are The Guardian and The Boston Chronicle. The former 
mentioned the crash of the “ Black Hitler”  in his plane,1 , 
but contained very few articles on German anti-Semitism. | 
The Chronicle, on the other hand, published, among other 
articles, Kelly Miller’s column on “Race and Religion;” 2 a 
notice about a German farmer who cannot own land be- | 
cause he has Negro b lood ;3 another reporting the results 
of the rabbinical conference in which they discussed anti- 
Semitic propaganda among Negroes; 4 5and a significant | 
article on the Atlanta Baptist Conference.® The portion 
of the article which states that Negroes were well treated 
in Germany in 1934 because a common religion caused the | 
Germans to look upon them as brethren, is dubious. Pre- 1 
war visitors to Germany, according to reliable reports, were 
little aware of the persecution which was occurring; Ger- j 
man censorship is extremely effective. To base a conclusion 1 
on the mere fact that some visitors were treated all right 
in Germany, shows only the most superficial reasoning. |
New York City
New York City reveals all types of philosophies and or­
ganizations. Out of its cosmopolitanism arise manifesta­
tions of Negro thought ranging from the most radical to the 
most reactionary.6
Jewish-Negro relationships are particularly important in 
New York City for several reasons. The first is that most
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1 The Guardian, August 6, 1938, p. 1, col. 5, banner headline, “Black, 
Hitler Dies in Plane Crash.”
2 The Boston Chronicle, August 13, 1938, p. 4, Kelly Miller’s column, 
“Race and Religion.”
3 Ibid., August 20, 1938, p. 4, col. 4, “German Farmer Has Negro 
Blood—Can’t Own Land.”
4 Ibid., July 16, 1938, p. 1, cols, 1 and 2, “Rabbis Deplore Anti- 
Semitic Propaganda Among Negroes.”
5 Ibid., August 20, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 3, “The Atlanta Baptist 
Conference.”
6 This can be seen from the widely differing philosophies of the
Harlem Street corner speakers. '
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of the Jews in the United States reside there and there is 
also a huge Negro population. Secondly, there are more 
contacts between the two groups in New York than in any 
other city. Thirdly, Negroes in New York have given ac­
tive expression to their anti-Jewish feeling more than have 
Negroes elsewhere. Therefore, although the same general 
pattern exists in all of the cities visited, the inter-group rela­
tionships are more evident in New York City.
The problem seems to stem from two general bases. One 
is the ecological and anthropological pattern of the Negro 
section. The other is the economic picture which charac­
terizes Negro life there. These two factors coincide; the 
first becomes important because it is intensified by the eco­
nomic limitations under which the Negro population must 
labor.
Negroes are concentrated in the area which extends 
from 110th to 157th streets. Most of them live in crowded 
tenements under appalling conditions. At the lower end, 
Porto Ricans, West Indians and Spaniards live in great 
numbers. At the northern end there are Jewish and Irish 
populations on the extreme west. This pattern is a con­
stant source of danger, as the overcrowding and poor living 
conditions, in addition to the indiscriminate mixture of all 
types of foreign groups, have created a situation out of 
which many inter-group frictions inevitably arise.
In New York many Negroes are found in the needle 
trades, in a few of the mass industries and in the service 
trades. They are also in the distributive trades, but in the 
lower categories. Negroes are well-represented in the pro­
fessions, except in the Civil Service. In connection with 
the Civil Service, there is a definite feeling among Negroes 
that it is controlled by Jews who discriminate against them. 
The opinion is often expressed that Jews who take the New 
York Civil Service examinations are certain to pass because 
they are aided by Jews who hold high positions in the 
Service.7 On large white newspapers, and in other pro-
7 Negroes also frequently state that Jews control and discriminate 
against Negroes in social work agencies and in politics in New York 
City. The prevalence of these beliefs was indicated by several Negro 
leaders. An attempt was made to ascertain their extent by inquiries 
of large numbers of Negroes.
fessions of that type a very few Negroes are hired. In 
order to compensate as much as possible for their low and 
unstable economic status, Negroes have developed various 
methods by which they are enabled to eke out a livelihood. 
Two of these methods are “ taking in” roomers,® and time 
purchases. Another method, in which Jewish storekeepers 
play an important part, is the purchasing of cheap food 
products on credit. Jewish storekeepers, who are settled 
in Harlem, adapt their stock to the income level of their 
customers and extend credit liberally.
Although there are many opinions expressed on the sub­
ject of ownership of property in Harlem, the only statistical 
material which could be obtained was furnished the writer 
by the American Jewish Committee.8 9 The following con­
clusions were drawn in this survey:
“ 1— 345 listings are clearly Jewish (310 Jew­
ish individuals plus 35 Jewish corporations) as 
against the total of 2158 listed titles. This gives 
us 16% clearly Jewish.
“ 2— There are 1108 possible Jewish titles (345 
clearly Jewish plus all the unknown corpora­
tions— 763). This gives us 51% of the total as 
possibly Jewish.
“ 3— However, it is unlikely that all of the 763 
corporate owners designated as unknown are Jew­
ish. Since we know that 345 titles are undoubt­
edly owned by Jews and that 950 titles are clearly 
owned by non-Jewish individuals, it follows that 
26 % of the titles as to whose ownership there is 
no doubt are held by Jews. Taking 26% of the 
corporations whose ownership is unknown, we 
get 198 titles that are probably Jewish, added to 
345 clearly Jewish, gives us a total of 534 titles 
probably owned by Jewish individuals and cor-
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8 Several Harlem real estate agents estimated that only between 
four and six per cent of Negroes in Harlem could maintain their apart­
ments without roomers.
9 The American Jewish Committee, “Report on Ownership of Prop­
erty in Harlem Areas Where Negro Population is Densest,”  February 
20, 1941.
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porations. This, in turn, is 25% of all the prop- 
perty listed.
“ 4— On the basis of the very incomplete sam­
pling we were able to make of the ownership of 
763 corporations, we discovered of the 29 corpo­
rations investigated that 17 were Jewish, 5 non- 
Jewish and 7 were not listed. On the basis of this 
unsatisfactory sampling, this would indicate a 
possible Jewish ownership of anywhere from one- 
half to three-fourths of the corporations. Because 
of the unsatisfactory figures, I am taking a figure 
of two-thirds Jewish ownership, or 508 corpora­
tions, which, added to the 345 titles clearly held 
by Jews, gives us a total of 853, or 39% possible 
Jewish ownership, based upon an unsatisfactory 
sampling of corporate titles.’' 10
According to these figures, it may be said that much of the 
property in Harlem is owned by individual banks or corpo­
rations, which are largely non-Jewish,11 The popular belief 
that most of the real property in Harlem is Jewish-owned may 
have arisen out of the fact that Jews are used to a large 
extent as rent collectors and apartment house managers.12 
Different reasons for this were expressed to the writer by 
different individuals. For example, a Jewish liberal who 
is interested in and aware of the facts pointed out that it is 
true because only the low-paid and unstable jobs are open
10 This material was prepared by taking sample blocks, 49 out of 
104, in which the Negro population varied from 75 to 100 per cent in 
density, using as a basis a population density map prepared by the 
New York Housing Authority based on the 1934 census and also the 
1940-41 Records of Assessed Valuation of Real Estate in the borough of 
Manhattan. Since the two primary sources used do not indicate the 
racial group of the owner, that had to be judged by the names listed 
on the titles. Ownership was listed under the following categories: 
Jewish individuals; Jewish corporations; non-Jewish individuals; banks, 
insurance companies, title companies, etc.; city-owned and corporations 
unknown.
11 Statements to this effect were also made by Negroes, some of 
whom were active in organizations interested in this problem. Some 
Negro real estate agents also stated this.
12 The fact that they are largely used in these capacities whether 
ownership is Jewish or non-Jewish was repeatedly stated by both 
Negroes and Jews who have observed and investigated this practice.
to most Jews.13 On the other hand, a liberal Negro stated 
that large Gentile firms often employ Jewish collectors and 
managers in Negro communities because the Jew seems to 
be able to “ speak the language of the Negro.”  He pointed 
out that the average Jew in this situation is actually a 
middle man, a victim of circumstances.14
Whatever the cause, the fact that Jewish collectors are 
used so widely is an important factor in furthering the pop­
ular belief that Jews own most of the property in Harlem. 
The Negro tenants are following the general American pat­
tern of finding a scapegoat on whom to place the blame for 
their unfortunate situation. The Jewish collector is the 
one with whom the Negro tenants come into contact reg­
ularly; therefore, there is a tendency to blame him for all 
of the poor living conditions of Negroes in Harlem. Added 
to this is the popular conception of the Jew as an arch ex­
ploiter. It is much easier and much more satisfying to 
direct hatred toward a Jewish collector who is an actual 
person with whom the tenants must transact their business, 
than it is to hate a large corporation, an unseen organiza­
tion, which is, however, the actual owner. The fact that 
the maintenance of high rents and poor living conditions is 
not exclusively characteristic of Jewish landlords may be 
illustrated by the fact that Negro landlords in Harlem are 
also considered by Negro tenants to be exploiters.15
In connection with the landlord-tenant problem in Har­
lem, however, other facts must be pointed out. For ex­
ample, the Negro family in Harlem tends to be unstable. 
There is constant moving by Negro tenants. This cannot 
be considered a “ Negro”  custom, however, but must be 
attributed to the unstable economic basis of the Negro 
population in Harlem and its general inability to meet the 
high rents. Roomers and boarders are taken in an attempt 
to keep up the rents. There is thus a high rate of turnover. 
The Negro landlord, who is considered an exploiter by his
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13 Interview with Mr. Frank Trager, American Jewish Committee, 
July 22,’ 1941.
14 Interview with a Negro real estate agent, July 14, 1941.
15 Interviews with Negro real estate agents and inquiries of Negro 
tenants.
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tenants, is not actually an exploiter, but like the Jewish 
landlord in some cases, he is a marginal man, who must 
pay for his property out of the rents which he charges. 
Often he has no reserve on which he can rely.
In Harlem, there are many Jewish small stores which 
cater to Negro trade. There are also some Jewish depart­
ment stores. It must be pointed out, however, that there 
are in Harlem stores owned by other immigrant groups who 
settle in New York.16 As far as these small Jewish stores 
are concerned, most of them are marginal stores, the means 
of one-family back-store subsistence.
The Harlem Riot of 1935,17 18which can be laid to the poor 
economic status of Negroes there, and to many other con­
tributing factors which burst into violent protest as a re­
sult of an insignificant event, affected mostly the Jewish 
stores along 125th Street. The riot began when a Negro 
boy stole a knife in Kress’ five-and-ten-cent store on 125th 
Street, between 7th and 8th Avenues. The manager took 
hold of the boy and took him to his office. A woman in the 
store, becoming panic-stricken cried, “ He’s going to lynch 
him.” Then a woman fainted. A large crowd gathered 
and within an hour, the “ Young Liberators,” a Communist 
organization, was distributing leaflets^ which stated that 
the boy had been brutally beaten and that police brutality 
in Harlem must be stopped. Thus was inspired the excite­
ment which resulted in damage to many of the stores in 
Harlem and at least two deaths.1®
The attack was really made on the white storekeepers 
in general, and was actually a revolt against the conditions 
under which Negroes live in Harlem. The reasons for the 
riots must be traced back over a period of years, and must 
encompass the living conditions, unemployment, and dis­
crimination against Negroes. Any event of that type oc­
16 Immigrant groups tend to open small stores, which are operated 
by the older members of the family because the younger ones usually 
seek other positions. This is a revolt against a “boss.”  Statement by 
Mr. Trager, July 22, 1941.
17 Cf. Report of Committee to Investigate Harlem Riots.
18 The New York branch of the Urban League has prepared a scrap­
book for its own use on the riot, which is the source of much of the 
material here.
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curring at that time would have caused this violence to be 
displayed. Jews entered into the equation because a dis­
proportionate number of the stores in Harlem are Jewish- 
owned.19
It is of interest to note the reaction of the Jewish press 
in reporting the riots. One paper stated that:
“ The main reasons for the riots lie in the ex­
treme poverty and ignorance of the people of 
Harlem. Negro families live in horrible circum­
stances; they are harried by constant need, over­
crowding and unemployment; and the present 
crisis has intensified their hard lot and has called 
forth expressions of discontent and of discourage­
ment, which are being trickily used by different 
black and white demagogues for their own pur­
poses.”  20
In order to change these conditions which may again result 
in some type of violence, this editorial suggests that:
“ The Government must also recognize the fact 
that the deplorable economic conditions there pro­
vide fertile soil for all kinds of unrest and must 
be prepared to do something about it. Relief 
work must be organized; employment must be 
created for the now unemployed; their living con­
ditions must be bettered; and an intelligent educa­
tional program must be started.” 21
In connection with job opportunities in the stores in Har­
lem, the “Buy Where You Can Work”  movement extended 
there. Sufi Abdul Hamid, with his organization, was fight­
ing for jobs for Negroes and was at the same time ex­
tremely anti-Semitic. Although it succeeded in obtaining 
some jobs, the movement was racialist and therefore dan­
gerous. Much progress was made, however, by a commit­
tee formed by the Negro leader, Rev. Adam Powell in co­
19 This was stated by a Jewish newspaper, the Day, March 21, 
1935. It added that “something must be done to stem the tide of 
hatred which is rising in our city.”
2® The Forward, March 22, 1935.
21 Ibid.
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operation with Jewish and non-Jewish leaders. This com­
mittee caused many jobs to be opened to Negroes by both 
Jewish and non-Jewish storekeepers. The movement started 
by this committee also concerned itself with the larger 
fields of employment, such as utilities, and especially trans­
portation.
One of the most important sources of conflict between 
Jews and Negroes in New York City centers around domes­
tic service. In the first place, domestic service is one of 
the most difficult fields in which to organize the workers 
and Jews as a group are the greatest employers of Negro 
domestics.22 In the second place, many of the refugees 
who have come from Germany and Nazi-occupied countries 
at first go into domestic service. Most of these refugees are 
Jewish.23 The Christian Committee for Refugees has set up 
a domestic science training school in New York, which 
trains the refugees for domestic service, then places them 
on the market for jobs. Negro domestics as a whole are 
not well trained, and with the competition of trained work­
ers they find more and more of the traditional “ Negro jobs” 
being taken by these refugees. They do, however, look 
upon the Jewish domestic workers as temporary, because 
Jews ordinarily do not remain in that type of work longer 
than is necessary.24
The Bronx “ Slave Market” was an important part of the 
domestic service problem. In the Bronx most of the fam­
ilies are Jewish and most of them cannot actually afford 
domestic help. The housewives would not go to the em­
ployment offices because that meant the payment of a fee 
and usually a certain wage, which they could not or would 
not pay. They did not use the want-ads of the newspapers, 
because often they could not read English.25
The housewives, then, would come down to the corners 
where the Negro domestics would be standing in the hope
22 This is true according to statements made by several employ­
ment agencies, although statistics were not obtained.
23 Approximately 70 per cent Jewish and 30 per cent non-Jewish
according to the American Jewish Committee. - *
24 Statement by Mr. Trager, July 22, 1941.
28 Interview at the American Jewish Committee Office, cited.
that someone would offer them a day’s work, and bargain 
with them.26 Sometimes there would be many domestics 
there, and only one housewife. As a result of the bargain­
ing under such conditions the price would become very low. 
Other conditions, such as immoral propositions offered to 
the domestics who had waited unsuccessfully most o f the 
day, also developed. There were articles written on the 
“ Slave Market” situation in both the Crisis and Nation, but 
they did not reach the Negro domestics and the Jewish 
housewives who were creating the situation.
A committee was appointed by the State Industrial Com­
missioner, Frieda S. Miller, to gather facts on the situation. 
It was composed of representatives of private and govern­
ment agencies, and was named the Committee on Street 
Corner Markets. Both Negro and Jewish organizations 
were represented among the private agencies. This com­
mittee drew up a report and asked that the bargaining be 
stopped. It recommended that both the housewives and 
the domestic workers be instructed in the use of the em­
ployment exchange. Money was made available by the 
Social Security Board to finance two new agencies, not at­
tached to the government,27 and publicity was spread among 
housewives and domestic workers under the direction of 
Mrs. Millicent Nunn, the Field Secretary. Some o f  the 
circulars which were passed out to Negroes and Jew s were 
in English and others in Yiddish asking them to g o  to the 
Simpson Street Day Work Office. For example, one cir­
cular which was passed out to the housewives read, “ When 
you need a houseworker please do not hire on the street! 
The workers you want are waiting for you at you r new 
free job center. You can ask for the particular worker 
you want. No fees. No red tape.”  Then fo llow ed  the 
addresses of the two employment offices, the hours and the 
telephone numbers. The one which was sent ou t to the 
Negro domestics read, “ Do you want a day-work jo b ?  In­
stead of waiting uncomfortably on the street for employ-
26 p m  published a series of articles with pictures, e. g., JPM, Janu­
ary 16, 1941, pp. 14-15.
27 Cf.New York Times, May 2, 1941, article on the opening o f one 
of the exchanges, entitled “ ‘Slave Mart’ Seen Doomed in the B ronx.”
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ment, arrange your job directly with the employer at your 
new free job center. No fees. No records. No red tape.” 
There were many such advertisements which attempted to 
reach all of the workers and housewives who were involved 
in the street corner markets. One was even circulated 
among school children who were told to take them to their 
mothers.28 There was also a committee formed of Jewish 
and Negro newspaper editors who were to give publicity 
to the employment exchanges.
Although the exchanges did not set the rates of pay there 
was some attempt to keep them from being too low. There 
was, however, some leakage when the offices became too 
crowded and some of the workers went out on the street to 
wait and were there hired by housewives.29 It is difficult 
to judge just how successful these exchanges have been, but 
it can be said that some of the worst aspects of the problem 
have been eradicated.
The competition between Negro and Jewish professionals 
is keener in New York City than in any of the other cities 
visited. Negro areas abound with Jewish doctors, and they 
usually have a great many Negro patients. They have little 
or no reluctance in treating Negroes, because it is necessary 
for them to earn a livelihood. On the other hand, many 
Negroes go to these doctors. Most of the doctors are mar­
ginal and have been forced out of the Jewish neighbor­
hoods because of a surplus of doctors there. Few of them 
are acceptable to Gentile white patients.30
The Harlem Hospital situation is also cited by many 
Negro doctors as a reason for their hatred of Jews. They 
say that the Jewish doctors there limit strictly the number 
of Negro internes in favor of Jewish internes who must 
have some place to take their training. Negro lawyers also 
state that the Jewish lawyers take their clients from them. 
It is true that there are many Jewish lawyers who have 
their offices in Harlem and who also have very many Negro
28 The circulars were furnished the writer by the American Jewish 
Committee.
29 This is true according to a brief report made by the offices at 
the end of the first two weeks.
30 Statement by Mr. Trager, July 22, 1941.
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clients. The reason which is most usually given by Negro 
business men for their failure, despite their business meth­
ods, is that the Jewish storekeepers, by means of their un­
scrupulous practices coupled with their “ immense” source 
of capital, cause the failure of Negro business men. They 
say that “ the Jew is the Negro’s downfall.”  31
Another field in which there is a great deal of antipathy 
toward Jews in New York is the entertainment field. Negro 
band leaders, song writers and entertainers of all types i 
complain that it is because of the Jewish booking agents 
that they cannot get contracts to entertain at the first-rate i 
white hotels and night clubs. The situation, however, may 1 
be more accurately described as caused by the prejudice i 
of the American people against Negroes. For example, if 1 
a large white hotel does not want a Negro band it is im- i 
possible for the booking agents to force the hotel to take 
one regardless of the ability of the band. It is also true to | 
a large extent that sponsors of nation-wide programs do not 
want to incur the resentment of many sections of the coun- | 
try and of many listeners by presenting a Negro entertainer 
who does not perform in a manner traditionally expected | 
of Negroes.32 On the other hand, it was pointed out that 
there is cooperation between Jews and Negroes in the mu- | 
sicians’ union.33
Cooperation between Negro and Jewish organizations | 
and individuals in New York City is generally good.34 They 1 
have cooperated in many instances in an attempt to change | 
some of the conditions making for the development and 
furtherance of anti-Jewish feeling which is rampant there. | 
One important example of this is shown in the results of
31 This statement was repeatedly made by Negro business men.
32 When the resentment of Negro entertainers toward Jewish book­
ing agents was first pointed out, the writer attempted to determine the 
extent and reasons for it. Several Negro entertainers who were ap­
proached, vehemently denounced Jewish booking agents for allegedly 
discriminating against them.
33 Interview with Mr. Frank Crosswaith, head of the Harlem Labor 
Committee, July 24, 1941.
34 Cf. for example a copy of a speech by James H. Hubert, Execu- ■
tive Director, New York Urban League, entitled The Life of Abraham '■ 
Lincoln., Its Significance to Negroes and Jews, February 15, 1939, 
Wendell Malliet and Company, N. Y. This speech was delivered before I 
Gad Lodge, No. 11, Free Sons of Israel. I
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the meeting held between representatives of the Jewish 
press and Negro organizations in September of 1939. The 
Jewish press began a campaign to improve the relationships 
between the two groups. Many articles were written on 
the subject which pointed out the fact that anti-Jewish 
feeling is on the increase in Harlem, that it arises in most 
instances out of the horrible conditions under which the 
great majority of Negroes is forced to live, and it was 
recommended that some measures be taken to alleviate 
these conditions where possible.35 36*
While such cooperation is important for the eradication 
of the growing anti-Semitism among Negroes in Harlem, it 
must be pointed out that it is to a large extent limited to 
the heads of organizations among both groups. On the 
one hand, there are some Jewish shopkeepers, like those of 
any racial group, who will continue to exploit Negroes and 
whose easy identification will continue to give rise to the 
idea that all Jewish merchants are exploiters. On the other 
hand, there are elements in the Negro population which 
thrive on expressions of hatred of some particular group 
and which will continue to absorb the propaganda directed 
against Jews. A segment of conservative Jewish opinion 
believes that identification with Negroes will make their 
own conditions worse than they are and will not cooperate 
with Negroes in any respect. Negroes feel that the Jews 
should do much more than they have to aid Negroes be­
cause Jews themselves are so persecuted. There are only 
certain groups among Jews just as there are certain groups 
of Negroes willing to coopei'ate in an attempt to improve 
the lot of minorities as a whole. The exclusion of Negroes 
from Baltimore department stores was pointed out by Ne­
gro leaders, and only a few admitted that Jewish organiza­
tions had attempted to do something about it.38
35 A digest of the articles was furnished by the American Jewish 
Committee under the heading The Jewish Press and the Jewish-Negro 
Problem. Within one month, a total of twelve articles were published 
in the three leading Yiddish language dailies, The Forward, The Day, 
and The Jewish Morning Journal.
36 Roy Wilkins, editor of the Crisis, pointed out that Jewish organ­
izations attempted to change the policy of the Jewish stores in Balti­
more, but the latter were adamant; July 21, 1941.
In Harlem, Sufi Abdul Hamid and his anti-Semitic or­
ganization known as the Negro Industrial and Clerical Alli­
ance flourished for a while. Their slogan was “ Down with 
the Jews.” Sufi was a huge man, who called himself the 
“ Black Hitler,”  even dressing in the Hitler uniform. He 
denounced Jewish shopkeepers and urged Negroes to de­
mand more jobs. His career was sensational and he at­
tracted many supporters. Jews and Jewish organizations 
regarded him apprehensively. He was occasionally hailed 
into court for disorderly conduct, but his career was not 
ended until August, 1938, when he was killed in a plane 
crash.
Since the death of Sufi Abdul Hamid and the consequent 
collapse of his organization, there has been no formally 
organized group of Negroes with anti-Semitism as its pro­
gram. Anti-Semitism is spread, however, by the Harlem 
street corner speakers. Most of these speakers are nation­
alistic, but their programs differ in detail. For example, 
there is one speaker who harangues the crowds to the effect 
that the interests of Negroes are identified with those of 
Japan. Another preaches the return of Negroes to the 
West Indies and to Africa with side remarks to the effect 
that Negroes must escape from Jewish economic control.
As illustrative of the different ideas prevailing among 
Negroes concerning Jews, interviews with two Negro news­
paper editors will be cited. In the first the editor stated 
that he did not believe that there was much anti-Jewish 
feeling among Negroes, and that where it did exist it was 
the result usually of unfortunate experiences with one or 
two Jews and the development of an attitude of hatred 
against the whole group, which is one of the generaliza­
tions against which Negroes themselves have struggled for 
so long.37 The second stated that there is a great deal of 
anti-Jewish feeling among Negroes and that it is justified, 
but he did not see the importance of that. The fight should 
be, in his estimation, an alignment of white against black 
in the struggle of Negroes for alleviation of their condition. 
This editor stated:
3’ Interview with a Negro newspaper editor, July 25, 1941.
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“ In our position as a minority group we must 
preach the following dictum: That now is the time 
to pool our interests with those of all other minor­
ity groups; that we must organize and cooperate.
That is all lip-service, however. It is necessary to 
pay this lip-service to a certain extent, but neither 
Negro nor Jewish leaders are really in earnest 
about it.” * 38
He added:
“ The same general pattern of Jewish-Negro 
relationships exists even in the deep South. Jews 
use all of the tricks of the Jewish faith, for exam­
ple, high pressure salesmanship and ‘pullers’ out­
side their stores. The bulk of businesses in Harlem 
are owned by Jews. They are in everything where 
they can make a dollar from Negroes. White 
Gentiles are the real exploiters, Jews just want all 
the money they can get.”  39
The writer was also told by a prominent Negro that, be­
cause of his connections, he could not let his personal atti­
tude toward Jews be known. His actual feeling, however, 
embraced many of the accusations levelled against Jews 
by Negroes.
A Negro labor leader, however, drew a better picture 
of the relationships between Jews and Negroes. He first 
stated that a Negro anti-Jewish feeling was not difficult 
to understand because of the economic conditions which 
exist in Harlem, but that Jews as a whole are not responsi­
ble for them. He then pointed to the fact that the most 
encouraging signs for the organization of Negro workers 
are found in those unions which are predominantly Jewish 
as over against those which are predominantly Gentile. 
This is true, he stated, whether the unions are C. I. O. or 
A. F. of L. Mr. Crosswaith also indicated the United He­
brew Trades, a Jewish organization similar to and affiliated
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38 Interview with a Negro editor, July 18, 1941.
38 Ibid.
with the Harlem Labor Committee. Whenever any sign 
of prejudice is found it is corrected.40
It is of interest to note that many Negroes who declared 
that they were “ in favor of the war because Hitler must be 
stopped,”  maintained that the Hitler regime has made one 
contribution—it has thrown off the yoke of Jewish dom­
ination.
Despite the fact that a great deal of anti-Semitism is 
known to exist among Negroes in New York, few anti- 
Semitic statements could be found in the Negro publica­
tions. The reason for this lack is to be found perhaps, in 
the fact that the writer could gain access to only a few 
issues of the publications, and those only for 1938 and part 
of 1939.
The Amsterdam Netcs, the most prominent Negro news­
paper published in New York City has among its regular 
contributors some well known commentators, such as Rev. 
Adam C. Powell and Roy Wilkins, the editor of the Crisis. 
These columnists certainly do not advocate anti-Semitism, 
but often one finds subtle indications of their belief in some 
of the common complaints lodged against Jews implicit in 
their articles. For example, Roy Wilkins in one of his col­
umns, after stating that many Jews have aided Negro 
causes, adds:
“ It does not seem possible that thoughtful Jew­
ish Americans have not realized that if the kick­
ing around of the Negro minority ever becomes a 
set policy, that will be but a step to establishing 
a policy of kicking around other minorities . , .
It may be that the Jews feel they can not afford 
ostentatiously to support the various battles for 
Negro rights, and there is something to be said for 
that feeling. But there are more ways of killing 
a dog besides choking him with butter, and if the 
desire were there, the way would be found.”  41
Wilkins is thus stating that if Jews really wanted to help
40 Interview with Mr. Crosswaith, cited.
41 The Amsterdam News, February 5, 1938, “Watchtower” by Roy •
Wilkins.
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Negroes they could and would find a way, and that they 
must stop their indifference toward the American practice 
of “ kicking Negroes around.” This type of statement en­
courages anti-Semitism among many readers who are not 
sympathetic, as is Mr. Wilkins.
In the majority of Adam Powell’s articles he urges Ne­
groes to rid themselves of their prejudice toward any other 
minority groups.42 In one article, however, the same col­
umnist, after giving an illuminating description of the rea­
soning of Germans in perpetrating their Jewish atrocities, 
and of southern Americans against Negroes, makes the 
following statement:
“Let us stop blaming the Jew for the wrongs 
perpetrated and blame those who are really at 
fault. Wherever the blame falls, let us not follow 
it up with hate. The fact is the Jew doesn’t wrong 
us anymore and probably much less than any 
other group . . . Whereas one group might cut the 
change a little or pad the bill it is the so-called 
good white Christian that is giving us the most 
hell right now.” 43
Whether Powell is conscious of the fact or not, his state­
ment about the “ change-cutting”  and “ bill padding” adds 
to the anti-Jewish prejudice of most of his readers, despite 
the other part of his article. The writer clearly demon­
strates his belief that the Jew generally is a usurer, but, 
his reasoning continues, that must be overlooked because 
of the greater wrongs inflicted upon Negroes by other 
groups. Negroes who already believe the Jew to be a 
shrewd, harsh business man, adept at cheating, feed their 
prejudice upon just such statements, even though the re­
marks be surrounded by more fundamental philosophy; 
just as in the first part of the same article Powell points 
out that “ There is a rising tide of anti-Jewish feeling in 
Harlem. Whether justified or not doesn’t matter.” 44 But
42 Ibid., February 19, 1938, p. 11, section 2, “Soap Box’’ by Adam 
C. Powell, and March 19, 1938, p. 13.
43 ibid., April 16, 1938, p. 9, “Soap Box”  by Adam C. Powell, Jr.
** Ibid., April 16, 1938, p. 9.
it does matter. Everyone should be made aware of the 
true facts about any group; that would eliminate a great 
number of false impressions. Such a statement about jus­
tification of prejudice shows that the writer himself prob­
ably believes that there is some justification for it. If that 
is not the case, at least he leaves room for those who are 
prejudiced to bring forth arguments in its favor. Negroes 
are susceptible to the spread of such ideas, and such a state­
ment opens long vistas of thought which are undoubtedly 
pointed in the wrong direction.
As illustrative of the various types of publications to be 
found in New York City, three may be mentioned. Two 
of these are rampant with black chauvinism, one is The 
African; the other, The Voice of Ethiopia. It is the pur­
pose of both of these periodicals to bring about understand­
ing and sympathy between all black men. The more chau­
vinistic is one in which most of the articles are directed 
toward keeping the Germans and Italians out of Africa,45 
or toward making Negroes aware of the Nazi attitude to­
ward them.46 This journal also assails the democracies as 
being no better than the dictatorships. The African, on 
the other hand, takes a much broader view in an article in 
which it points out Fascist tendencies in the world at large, 
and what they can mean to the “ African.”  47 A Catholic 
journal published in the same city, has come out actively 
to combat the spread of “ racism.” 48 It has a broad view­
point in the light of which it considers racial prejudice. 
An organ of the Catholic Church, one of the most vigorous 
critics of the Jews in the Middle Ages, now has come out 
in their defense.
Philadelphia
Another northeastern city which is a hot-bed of Negro
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45 The Voice of Ethiopia, January 28, 1939, p. 2, col. 1, “The Big 
Menace,” p. 7, cols. 1-2, Looking Behind the News by Matthew E. Gard­
ner, “Germany Plots for Africa;” p. 3, cols. 1-2-3, “Nazi Scheme to 
Grab Africa.”
46 Cf. Ibid., May 20, 1939, p. 3, col. 4, News and Comments, “Nazi 
Leader Assails Equality for Blacks;”  p. 7, cols. 1-2, “Looking Behind^ 
the News” by Matthew E. Gardner.
47 The African, December, 1937, pp. 55-56, “A Challenge to Minori­
ties.”
4» The Interracial Review, 1938.
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anti-Semitism is Philadelphia. Its proximity to New York; 
its large mixed population with a comparatively large ratio 
of Negroes; its amount of inter-racial contact because of 
mixed schools, are contributing factors.
Although Negroes live and have contacts with Jews in 
most sections of Philadelphia, there are two areas which 
will suffice to illustrate Negro-Jewish relationships there. 
These are in North and South Philadelphia and may be 
described as branching out from certain business streets. 
In North Philadelphia these streets are Eidge and Columbia 
Avenues, and in South Philadelphia, South and Bainbridge 
Streets. Negroes live in great numbers in both of these 
sections and most of them are in poor circumstances. An­
other factor which makes these areas important is that 
many of the stores along these streets are Jewish-owned. 
It is in these two areas primarily that any flare-up will 
occur between Jews and Negroes.
In Philadelphia no statistical material could be obtained 
on the amount of property owned by Jews in Negro neigh­
borhoods, and such divergent opinions were expressed on 
the matter that no purpose will be served in quoting them.49 
As it was usually found, however, the estimates which were 
given by Negroes on the proportion, without actual statisti­
cal data, were extremely high. It was stated by a prom­
inent Negro that Jews are closer to those with whom they 
deal than are Gentiles. Jews will live in their houses and 
sub-lease parts of them to Negroes. They will rent them 
one or two rooms according to their needs and will allow 
them to pay by the week. These services are necessary to 
the Negroes who are paid by the week even though in the 
long run they must pay more.80 Many large real estate 
companies will not lease to them in this way but Jewish 
and Negro real estate agents, realizing the economic status 
of the Negro group, continue to pursue the same practices.
The same situation exists so far as the small Jewish stores 
of Philadelphia are concerned as prevails in other cities. *59
49 The statement was frequently made, however, by both Jews and 
Negroes, that most of the residential buildings in these areas were lost 
by their original owners during the depression beginning in 1929.
59 Interview with the head of a Negro organization.
Practically all of their customers are Negroes and they per­
form the extra services which these Negroes require. Most 
of the merchants extend credit liberally and have signs in 
their windows which read, “We cash relief checks here.’ ’ 
There is a subconscious resentment among Negroes against 
the Jewish storekeepers with whom they deal. Yet they are 
glad of the services which are performed for them. The 
only overt expression of this resentment occurred five or 
six years ago in North Philadelphia, where there was a 
small riot caused by the alleged kicking of a Negro woman 
by a Jewish storekeeper. His windows were broken and 
Negroes who expressed their opinions blamed the whole 
Jewish group for the incident. The subconscious resent­
ment became for the time being overt. A distorted picture 
had been drawn.51
One Negro leader in Philadelphia expressed the follow­
ing opinion:
“ By means of small shops the Jew has devel­
oped the technique of serving the Negro group.
He is more patient. Other American whites have 
no patience and Negroes are too much alike to 
serve each other successfully.”  52
After indicating some of the special services which are per­
formed by Jewish merchants, he added:
“The Jew has the technique of protecting the 
credit he extends. He simply puts a little more 
on the bill. Negroes resent this subconsciously, 
but they insist on trading with Jews. Within the 
last few years, however, there has been a very 
wholesome tendency of Jews to employ Negroes in 
all capacities. Jews are close bargainers. Ne­
groes must temper their resentment and remem­
ber economics. There arises a sort of discount­
ing of the personality of the Negro. I don’t know
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51 Interview with Mr. Wayne L. Hopkins, Director of the Armstrong 
Association (Urban League) June 30, 1941.
52 Interview with the head of a Negro organization.
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if that is racial or riot; it is human; the exploiter
looks down on the victim.”  53
The Armstrong Association (the Philadelphia branch of 
the Urban League) and the Philadelphia Tribune carried 
on a campaign for jobs for Negroes in the Jewish small 
stores in Negro neighborhoods on the basis of earning ca­
pacity. There was no pressure or force brought against 
the storekeeper whose business was run solely by the fam­
ily. If additional workers were hired, however, they had 
to be Negroes. There are now Negro clerks in many of 
the food and clothing stores in Negro neighborhoods.54
Another prominent Negro in Philadelphia stated that 
Jews settle predominantly in Negro neighborhoods because 
they have found that they are able to exploit Negroes. 
Jews also control a tremendous amount of business, he 
added, and they will not give Negroes employment..55
Resentment is also expressed by Negro doctors, lawyers 
and business men against Jews who are in the same pro­
fession or business. In Philadelphia, however, despite the 
editorials of the Philadelphia Tribune, there is not much 
overt expression of the anti-Jewish attitudes, which never­
theless do exist. The cause of the editorials in the Tribune, 
the writer was told, is in the fact that some Negro women 
went to a Jewish-owned shirt factory to secure work, but 
they were refused on the basis of the racial group to which 
they belong.56 57
In domestic service there is also a clash between Jews 
and Negroes. In Philadelphia the writer was told there is a 
resentment against Jews even among Negroes who have 
themselves had no direct contacts. They hear remarks 
made by others who have had contacts.67 The statement 
was also made that the Jew in hiring domestic workers 
wants less quality and more quantity and Negroes are more 
accessible.
53 I b i d .
5< Statement by Mr. Hopkins, June 30, 1941.
55 Statement by a Negro newspaper writer.
56 Interview with Mr. E. Washington Rhodes, Editor of the Phila­
delphia Tribune, June 28, 1941.
57 Statement by Mr. Hopkifts, June 30, 1941.
Since the German-Jewish persecutions began, however, 
there has been a change even among those Jews who be­
lieve it better not to align themselves with the Negro cause. 
They have become more conscious of their danger. The 
most liberal daily paper in Philadelphia is the Philadelphia 
Record, a Jewish-owned newspaper. It now features pic­
tures and stories of lives of Negroes almost every Sunday.58 
There is also a Jewish-owned theater on Woodland Avenue, 
near Mercy Hospital, which refused to give equal accom­
modations to Negroes. This was just after the Civil Rights 
Bill was passed. Negroes brought suit against the owner, 
and Magistrate Henry, a Negro magistrate, told the Jewish 
owner that he should be more lenient in the face of the 
persecution of his own people in Germany.59
While discussing the change on the part of many Jews 
since the beginning of the Nazi regime one Negro leader 
told the writer:
“Negroes read about the Jew in Paris and shud­
dered, but remembered the South in which he has 
become inured to it. The first reaction is made 
on the basis of human sympathy. Jewish history 
has shown that the Negro situation has been but 
child’s play. The Negro situation has been a mat­
ter of convenience, mainly economic. There is 
now a definite consciousness on the part of young 
Jews. A young Jewish movement gave its 
achievement award to a Negro youth last year.” 60
On the other hand there are still some Negroes who be­
lieve that the Jews are “ getting just what they deserve.” 
This usually results from an unfortunate personal experi­
ence.61 It is of interest to note some additional statements 
made by prominent Negroes. For example, one told the 
writer that Jews control the Hollywood situation and there 
they portray Negroes as being either ludicrous or musical 
or “ Uncle Toms.”  62 This same Negro stated what he con­
5« Ibid.
59 ibid.
60 Interview with the head of a Negro organization.
61 This tendency was pointed out by Mr. Rhodes and Mr. Hopkins
62 Statement by a Negro newspaper editor.
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sidered the solution would be. His statement was as 
follows:
“Both groups ought to be more tolerant. The 
Jew especially is about to be placed in a precari­
ous position in this country because there is an 
undercurrent in America which is growing. It is 
a Catholic movement.”
An interview which the writer had with a Negro holding 
a prominent position for the state of Pennsylvania will be 
quoted here in some detail, because it is typical of the type 
of thinking which was often found and because the ideas 
are more intelligently expressed. This Negro is employed 
in an office with many Jews, but he was free to express 
his opinion because the interview was held after office 
hours. It was begun by the writer stating that she was 
attempting to find out just what relationships exist between 
Negroes and Jews in Philadelphia, their attitudes toward 
each other, and the factors causing their development. 
This Negro replied:
“Anti-Semitism is on the increase among Ne­
groes. Especially is that true of Philadelphia. It 
is usually thought to be true that Negroes hate 
Jews because of cheating, but that is not so. It 
is because Jews never identify themselves with 
any other minority group movements. For exam­
ple there was not one Jewish organization or per­
son who agitated for the passage of the anti-lynch 
bill or for the employment of Negroes in industry.
The Jew is selfish.”
He thus made the economic relationships secondary to his 
own reason for resentment. The writer then asked him if 
there has been a change since the start of the German- 
Jewish persecution. He answered:
. “ There has been no change. Some prominent 
Jews have always helped other minority group 
movements. In an attempt to have President 
Roosevelt sign an executive order for Negroes in 
defense industries, not a single Jewish voice was
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raised. In trying to get Negroes in industry, one 
has to pass Jewish personnel men and just try 
getting past them.”
When the writer opened the subject of the attitude of Ne­
groes toward the German-Jewish persecution, the follow­
ing statement was made:
“ There is no great sympathy among Negroes 
for Jews. There is just the idea that prejudice 
defined against one group can be transferred. It 
is not sympathy for Jews as such.”
He added bitterly:
“ The major portion of Jewish leadership re­
mains with the middle-class Jews, because when 
. Jews become rich, they attempt to pass out of the 
Jewish group. There has been a turnover in Jews 
on South Street since 1930. The rich Jew exerts 
no great influence on the Jews, and the middle 
and lower class Jews make up the acquisitiveness 
of Jews. They are ruthless in their exploitation.
Let a Negro start at 12th Street and walk to 15th 
on South Street and see how they presume on his 
intelligence. They rush out to help the poor, 
dumb Negro pick out a $2.95 pair of shoes in 
which he may not even be interested.”
Yet in explaining the attitudes of Negroes, this same person 
added:
“ It is not really the acquisitiveness of the Jew 
which is the cause of Negro anti-Semitism. It is 
because in his business he excludes Negroes from 
anything high at all. That attitude of the upper 
and middle-class Jews is the cause. As long as 
you hurt others it is none of his business, but when 
you hurt Jews, he stretches out his arms and the 
whole world is his brother.
“Exploitation of middle and lower class Ne­
groes is by middle and lower class Jews; they are 
both of the same class.”
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In discussing his own personal attitude toward Jews the 
following statements were made:
“ My personal opinion is not wholly anti-Semitic, 
because I have known some very fine individual 
Jews.”
He was there following the same type of reasoning which 
is often employed by whites toward Negroes. He added:
“ I write a column for a Jewish-owned news­
paper, but I know that I am favored. That paper 
has the typical Jewish attitude; it will carry pic­
tures only of Marian Anderson or Paul Robeson.
If a Negro sings well or is a criminal and if the 
news won’t offend the whites, it is printed. This 
is typically Jewish.”
This “ favored writer” explained the fact that the Phila­
delphia Record, now often has pictures and stories of Negro 
life in the following manner:
“ It is not more liberal because the editors real­
ize the implications of the German-Jewish perse­
cutions. It is simply because Orrin Evans, a Negro 
newspaper writer, is now on the staff, and the 
presence of a Negro makes them more conscious. 
Therefore, articles on the lives of Negroes are 
included.
“The editor of the paper on which I write tries 
to think in the middle of the road and thinks I am 
too pro-racial. Jews on the whole have not 
changed their policy one bit since the persecutions 
began. The school system of Philadelphia is prac­
tically littered with Jews, as almost every other 
place is, and there is no manifestation of any re­
gard for Negroes. Look at Sears-Roebuck also.”
Continuing on the “ control”  of Jews this Negro stated:
“ Jews control organized labor, particularly the 
C. I. O., which is more radical and is given to the 
braggadocio and ruthlessness which have a spe­
cific appeal to the Jewish mind. Jewish control
of organized labor has meant no further advance­
ment for Negroes in the labor movement.”
Throughout the interview, the statement was repeatedly 
made that Jews like Rosenwald are exceptions and must 
be placed in a special category.
At this point the assistant to the man being interviewed, 
another Negro, joined the conversation and his different 
viewpoint brought out more statements by his superior. 
For example, the assistant stated:
“ Negroes are suspicious of any support by 
whites. The Jew follows the general white pat­
tern and if he sees a means of escaping from his 
own group, he out-whites the white man.”
The other applied this to all Jews and added:
“Yes, he out-whites the whites in the North, 
and in the South he ‘out-crackers’ the ‘cracker.’
Jews are the God-awfullest people in the world.”
The assistant then stated:
“But there are many fine Jews, for example, 
the Rosenwalds. There is, however, a skepticism 
on the part of many Negroes toward any charity 
by Jews. Of course, the historical background of 
the Jew is partly responsible for his going into 
business and being so successful in so many in­
stances, but if he had not possessed what he had, 
for example, command of languages, knowledge 
and cultural attainment, he would have still been 
the money-lender. The centuries of forced money- 
lending are important in any consideration of the 
Jews.”
To which his superior replied:
“ That is true, but the minute the Jew got into 
business the top man was a Jew, the second man 
also, the third man, and so on all the way down.
In education also, he will fill every hole he can 
with a Jew.”
He added:
“ The Jew does a whole lot to bring down on .
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his head the accusation that he is a bad fellow in 
the community. He still lives outside of the com­
munity and yet the moment something hits him, 
he yells about persecution. His religion and inter­
marriage are reasons for his living apart, as well 
as his superiority complex. A Negro in opening 
a business would gladly hire a white man; a Jew 
will hire only a Jew. Look at Stern’s for example.
It is the whole psychological system. The Negro 
does not foster segregation and wants to be a part 
of the community. The Negro would also foster 
intermarriage, he would marry a white woman, 
but would the Jew? No!”
His answer to the statement of his assistant about the his­
torical background of the Jew was as follows:
“ It is all right to talk about the historical back­
ground, but environment is stronger than back­
ground. The Jew has lived in democratic coun­
tries and has taken part in their governments for 
centuries, yet he still maintains his anti-demo­
cratic traits.”
In support of this statement, he quoted the Nasarene, 
which he said, shows conclusively that the Jews ruled 
Rome through the high priest. This high priest collected 
the taxes, and when a baby was born, the mother had to 
sacrifice a lamb. “ And you know who got the lamb!” he 
exclaimed. This Jewish high priest “ doped his own people 
with religion.”  His priesthood was a self-perpetuating 
institution. All of the scribes and others under him were 
Jews, of course.
Again contrasting Negroes and Jews, the following 
statement was made:
“ Negroes have remained much broader in their 
attitudes than Jews. This is not a very biased 
attitude; I can support it with history. Hitler 
cracked down on the Jews because of their con­
trol of everything in Germany, the universities 
and everything else. The Jew controlled them
all. The Hitler movement at the fall of the Wei­
mar Republic was fighting Communism with 
which the Jews were allied. Jews are Commu­
nists; it is an “ out” for them. None of the big- 
time wealthy Jews have anything to do with Com­
munism, it is the small man, who is always look­
ing for a side door. The little man with a big ego.
If they get a little money, they desert and go to 
the Main Line.”
Another reason for resentment against Jews is, according 
to this speaker, Jewish domination of radio facilities and 
the attitude toward Negroes. The Fox Theater, he said, 
would not admit Negroes for years. He added:
“ An intellectually justifiable anti-Semitism is 
growing among Negroes, but the reasoning as to 
why does not matter. It doesn’t matter by what 
reasoning the conclusion is reached, it is justi­
fiable.”
The Philadelphia Tribune, for years the principal Negro 
publication, reflects the anti-Semitic tendencies prevalent 
among Negroes there. As early as 1933, this paper con­
tained an editorial attacking Judge Kun, a Jew, who, it 
stated, “ talks about intolerance and human brotherhood 
and the great wrong which Hitler and the Nazists are per­
petrating against the Jew,” while he has even participated 
in discrimination against Negroes.63 The article adds:
“ It would seem that racial discrimination is 
only abhorrent when it is practiced against one’s 
own racial group.”  64
This editorialist merely encourages anti-Semitism among 
Negro readers when he states:
“It seems to the Tribune that because of the 
suffering which Jews have suffered through the 
ages because of their religion, they should adopt 
a more tolerant attitude toward their black
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brothers in America, but it is a fact that cannot be 
gainsaid, that most Jews have jumped on the neck 
of the Negro with the same brutality as their Cau­
casian brothers. We sympathize with the plight 
of the Jews in Germany, which is more than the 
Jews in America do for the Negroes and it can be 
said without any fear of contradiction, that the 
plight of the Jews in Germany is not one bit worse 
than the plight of the Negro in America.” 65
A writer in the same paper takes a different point of view 
in pointing out that, although the Negro and the Jew ought 
to join forces to combat prejudice, they will not, because 
they believe that they can gain more by working alone.66 
He adds that white Americans are “ Masters at the art of 
causing divisions among those whom they would rule.”  67 68
The effects of an editorial by J. A. Rogers upon Phila­
delphia Negroes must have been to spread vicious anti- 
Semitism.66 Therefore, it deserves close examination. His 
theme is that Negroes suffer more in the United States than 
do Jews in Germany. After stating that even the Nazi 
boycott of Jewish businesses was carried out in an orderly 
manner, he added in a definite manner that “ being an 
American citizen,” he is neither for nor against the Hitler 
government, but “ strictly neutral.”  69 It is that very neu­
trality to programs which Powell attacked in one of his 
columns.70 A glimpse of his attitude toward the Nazis is 
afforded the reader in the sentence:
“Your average Southerner when it comes to the 
treatment of the Negro is a half-baked savage, 
while the Germans at home, are on the whole, a 
very kind and cultured people even where the 
Negro is concerned.”  71
65 Ibid.
66 Ibid., June 1, 1933, p. 4, col. 2, editorial 2, “The Jew and the 
Negro.”
«7 Ibid.
68 Ibid., September 21, 1933, p. 17, cols. 1-2, “Negroes Suffer More 
in United States than Jews in Germany”  by J. A. Rogers.
69 Ibid., September 21, 1933, p. 17.
70 The Amsterdam News, February 19, 1938, Section II, p. 11.
71 The Philadelphia Tribune, September 21, 1933, op. cit., p. 17.
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One can justifiably conclude that this writer would prefer 
a fascist state to a “ democratic” one. He adds:
. . even under the Hitler regime, a Negro, 
however dark he may be, is received in public 
places with that courtesy which is common in 
Europe.” 72
It seems as though he is attempting to justify one of Hit­
ler’s actions toward Negroes, when he states:
“ It is true that Hitler drove out the Negro mu­
sicians on the charge that their Jazz was corrupt­
ing the German music. And there is something to 
that, for jazz, except in occasional doses, tends to 
spiritual degeneracy.” 73 *
Roger’s Jewish prejudice and his belief in all the myths 
circulated about them is illustrated in the following 
excerpts:
“ The Nazi treatment of the Jew is brutal and 
unjustified. It is necessary to remember that per­
haps the most of what is told about Jewish treat­
ment in Germany is propaganda since the Jews 
control to a great extent the international press.
“ Large numbers of Jewish stores are running 
full swing in Germany while the rich Jew, unlike 
the rich Negro in America, goes almost anywhere 
his money can take him. . . .”
He pointed out:
“ The ills of the German Jew are not primarily 
racial. Quite often he is indistinguishable from 
a so-called Aryan German.” 75 
He adds, in that Nazi manner:
“The Jews, however, to their credit, furnish a 
large percentage of the international thinking 
element, and are leaders in the radical economic 
movement for the general benefit of mankind.
72 Ibid., September 21, 1933, p. 17.
Ibid.
Ibid.
75 Ibid., September 21, 1933, p. 17.
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Hitler’s intensely narrow nationalism and anti­
quated theories of race are bitterly opposed to 
this.”  76
Most viciously, Rogers subscribes to the myth of the Jew 
as an exploiter and the world-wide Jewish finance when 
he states:
“ The Jew is accused of being an exploiter,
— a charge which is alas, but too true of a certain 
business element. Because the 600,000 Jews in 
Germany were largely united, and had to a cer­
tain extent the backing of Jews in the other lead­
ing European countries; they were a formidable 
element for the so-called Aryan Germans who 
outnumbered them ninety to one. Thus the Ger­
man opposition to the Jew is due largely to the 
fact that the Jew is powerful as a thinker, as a 
leader in advanced thought and as an exploiter 
of his fellowman.”  77
The writer even states that a “ large percentage” of the 
Jews banished from Germany were from Eastern Europe. 
That was the Nazi statement. He adds that the German 
Jew has a superiority complex toward them, just as he has 
toward the American Jew. He also states that the Ameri­
can Jew looks down on the Negro. He draws the con­
clusion, however, that Jews, unlike Negroes, stand together 
when anyone in the group is attacked.
Such an article as this abounds in anti-Semitic tendencies. 
It illustrates the effect on the editorialist of Nazi propa­
ganda. The harm which it has caused cannot be accu­
rately gauged.
During 1933, also, an editorial attacked the “Jewish 
owned Philadelphia Record”  because it would not write an 
editorial condemning Negro discrimination in America, and 
the Drexel Institute, a Jewish institution, because it will 
not admit Negroes. This article adds:
“ And the thing which makes our blood run cold 
is that our Jewish brothers who have felt the heel
« Ibid.
77 Ibid.
of the oppressor on their necks, refuse to help 
Negroes out of a similar situation. It all depends 
upon whose ox is being gored. . . .” 78 
The writer concludes that, “Negroes should sympathize 
with the Jews and the Jews should become more liberal in 
things affecting Negroes,”  79 and that all minorities must 
unite to combat prejudice. The damage has been done, 
however. All gullible Negro readers of this editorial un­
doubtedly concluded that Jews are harsh and unthinking 
about Negro affairs, therefore, they should pursue a like 
policy about Jewish matters.
The following week, an article also attacks the Phila­
delphia Record, which, it states, will not employ Negroes 
except in menial capacities.80 Then, too, it adds:
“ The Jews own the majority of theatres in 
Philadelphia. In all of them Negroes are sub­
jected to insults. There are department stores 
owned by Jews. Will they employ Negroes ex­
cept in menial jobs?” 81
The article then mentions the Home Loan Organization, 
the Board of Education building, and other organizations, 
as excluding Negroes from employment therein. This type 
of editorial is definitely anti-Jewish. Its appearance in a 
prominent Negro, paper means that it is in a position to in­
fluence many Negroes.
Another editorialist in the Philadelphia Tribune, S. A. 
Haynes, after writing two paragraphs on imperialism and 
programs against minority groups which are still disunited, 
launches his attack on the Jews who will not combine with 
Negroes to combat prejudice. He accuses them in this 
manner:
“ The Jews, dollar crazy, are always ready to 
invade Negro communities, invest their monies in 
theatres, dance halls, cabarets, beer gardens, in­
78 Ibid., October 12, 1933, p. 4, editorial 2, “Jews in Germany vs. 
Negroes in America.”
78 Ibid.
80 Ibid., October 19, 1933, p. 4, Section II, editorial 2, “Hitlerism vs. 
Americanism.”
Si Ibid.
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surance companies, real estate, produce and meat 
markets, grocery stores, and rackets of chance, 
under the guise of a burning desire to be of serv­
ice and do something for the ‘colored’ people.
This service, this ‘something’ invariably revolves 
around a thoughtful commercial and financial 
scheme to exploit ignorant and gullible Negroes 
through unethical and unscrupulous practice.” 82
A more vicious evidence of Jew hatred could scarcely be 
found in the writings of Nazis. He then attempts to show 
that the Negro has done his part in aiding the Jews by 
stating that:
“The Negro has aided the Jew to rise from the 
ghettos of American civilization to the pinnacle 
of success and leadership in finance, politics, and 
industry. But the Jew thus far, with the excep­
tion of Julius Rosenwald and a few others of 
vision and integrity has been most ungrateful to 
his black benefactors . . .  The Jew needs the Negro 
more than the Negro needs him.” 83
He then adds that together, these two racial groups could' 
“ change the course of history.”  But the other part of his 
article reeks with anti-Semitism and caters to the latent or 
overt prejudices of his readers.
By way of contrast an editorial should be noted which 
urges Negroes to shun Jew-baiting and lists and proves 
groundless contentions which have been used to justify 
anti-Semitism.84 This type of editorial is rarely found, how­
ever. This paper also reports an article which was written 
by Elmer Carter in Opportunity to the effect that Negroes 
should beware of anti-Jewish propaganda and should stop 
Jew-baiting.84® The effect of such articles is largely lost, 
however, when another writer a few weeks later states:
82 Ibid., July 6, 1934, p. 5, col. 1, World Horizon by S. A. Haynes-— 
“Jews and Negroes.”
82 Ibid.
84 Ibid., August 4, 1938, p. 4, “Taken in Stride” by Robert W. Bag-
nail.
84a Ibid., October 13, 1938, p. 4, editorial 3, “Stop Jew-Baiting”  re­
port of Carter’s article.
“ The ruthless scourge of the Jews in Germany 
and Italy has had its repercussions among Negroes 
here. Some philanthropic funds once given to the 
promotion of Negro Welfare, have, we are told, 
been turned to the aid of refugees abroad. The 
Negro has been left in many instances to shift for 
himself.” 85
Undoubtedly many readers of this column were left with 
the thought that Jews exploit Negroes in every possible 
manner, even to the extent of utilizing money which was 
once used for Negroes.
The Philadelphia Independent, a comparatively new paper 
in Philadelphia, although extremely race-conscious and 
chauvinistic, does not contain so many articles on world 
events as the Tribune. Another publication, The Brown 




Baltimore is important in a study of this type for many 
reasons. In the first place, it is the home of the Afro-Ameri­
can, one of the most prominent of all Negro newspapers, 
•which is published in separate editions in the District of 
Columbia, in Richmond, Virginia and in Philadelphia. 
There are separate editions in each of these cities, but the 
differences are found only in the local news. Another rea­
son for the importance of Baltimore is that there has been 
much agitation in recent years about the fact that depart­
ment stores, some of which are Jewish-owned, refuse to 
cater to Negro trade. Although Jewish and Negro organ­
izations attempted to bring pressure to bear, the store 
owners were adamant. Probably its uncosmopolitan con­
tent is one reason for the lack of violent action or protest 
which under similar circumstances might have occurred in 
New York City. But a more important reason is the fact *8
85 Ibid., December 22, 1938, p. 4; “Calvin’s Digest” by Floyd J. 
Calvin, appeared two weeks later.
88 The Brown American, August, 1936, “Ears to the Ground,”  p. 8, 
editorial 2, “Hitler’s Contribution,” and May, 1937, p. 12, “Can,the 
Negro Have Peace.”
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that Baltimore is essentially a southern city in its traditions 
and in its attitudes.
In an otherwise good editorial, Ralph Matthews in the 
Afro-American has a sentence which states that the Jews, too 
. . believe in hanging together and letting the 
devil take the hindermost. If you doubt it try to 
get a job as clerk in one of the Pennsylvania Ave­
nue department stores. In spite of the fact that 
they depend on you for their trade, there you will 
find Hitlerism in its most blatant form, exercised 
by those who are being Hitlerized in Germany.” 87
Another editorial in the same paper demonstrates belief 
that Jews have enormous financial power. It states that 
Jews have two ways of wrecking the German “ color bar” : 
“ One is for the many mixed blooded Jews to 
pass as German and combat the Nazi movement 
from the inside. The other method is for Jews all 
over the world to continue their economic stran­
glehold on the German throat.”  88
It does admit, however, that the first is easier.
A periodical published in Baltimore by St. Joseph’s So­
ciety of the Sacred Heart,89 has also contained some articles 
on anti-Semitism. These articles follow the Catholic line 
of reasoning, to the effect that all minorities must be pro­
tected against the spread of racism and that all people must 
combat Fascism and Communism and must return to the 
Church for salvation.
The District of Columbia
In the District of Columbia, there are not many evidences 
of anti-Semitism among Negroes expressed in the Negro 
publications. That may be attributed to the fact that for 
the most part the Negroes of Washington are not easily 
stirred into any type of action on social issues. There are
87 The Afro-American, June 17, 1933, p. 10, col. 2, “Watching the 
Big Parade” by Ralph Matthews.
88 Ibid., December 1, 1934, p. 8, col. 1, editorial 2, “Passing for 
White.”
89 The Colored Harvest, October-November, 1938, p. 2, editorial 3, 
“Racism at Home.”
articles in the former Washington Tribwne on the conditions 
of the Jews in Germany, but they are mainly by Kelly 
Miller, William Pickens and M. Beaunorus Tolson. There 
is a great deal of anti-Semitism among Negroes in Washing­
ton, but it has seldom been expressed except in individual 
statements and actions. An editorial by Tolson in which 
he sets forth his position states:
“ I am as bitterly opposed to the black Jew- 
baiter as I am to the white Negro-baiter. If I 
owned a corner of hell, I would put both into it 
and put the devil to guard the door.” 90 
The reasons for anti-Semitic attitudes which may exist 
among members of the Washington New Negro Alliance 
as explained by Howard Fitzhugh, a former executive of 
that body, are as follows:
“ There is a case committee that calls on mer­
chants and makes proposals that the owners hire 
Negroes. Most of them are Jewish. In many 
cases they say they would hire Negroes but they 
must put on friends and relatives who are refugees 
from Germany.”  91
Mr. Fitzhugh then stated that this fact makes for conflict 
between the two minority groups, and that this would be 
true regardless of what two groups were involved. It just 
happens that one is Jewish. He added:
“ When that question was brought up in the Ex­
ecutive Council meeting, the majority sentiment 
was against the continuance of this attitude.”
The low standard of living of Jewish merchants on Sev­
enth Street, which causes them to work their families in­
stead of hiring others, has caused resentment, and, stated 
Mr. Fitzhugh, there is a slight feeling that Jews are clan­
nish. He added that relationships which the N. N. A. has 
had with some Jews have offset possible anti-Semitic ten­
dencies. He gave as an example Aide’s drugstore which 
opened on Fourteenth Street, across from one of the Peo-
90 The Washington Tribune, January 21, 1939, p. 4, cols. 2-3, “Caviar 
and Cabbage” by M. Beaunorus Tolson.
91 Interview with Professor Howard Fitzhugh, September, 1939. '
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pie’s Drug Stores which the N. N. A. was picketing at the 
time. Aide’s store employed a colored pharmacist. He also 
listed Lichtman, owner of the leading Negro theatres in the 
District, and Jewish members of closely allied organiza­
tions, as for example, the American League for Peace and 
Democracy. Close relationships of this sort make for a 
better feeling between the two groups. In stating some of 
the characteristics of the Alliance, Mr. Fitzhugh said that 
about one-third of the members of the committee are con­
cerned about the border aspects of the problem; that they 
have guarded against black fascism and chauvinism; and 
that they do not think they are going to solve the race 
problem.
The Mid-West
The mid-western section of the United States also shows 
a great deal of anti-Semitic prejudice among Negroes.
Western Pennsylvania is the first section to be considered 
here. The largest city in that area is Pittsburgh; the other 
cities need be mentioned only in passing. For example, the 
(Jourier-iDifjext of Uniontown, Pennsylvania merely mentions 
the “ Danger Seen in Negro’s Anti-Jewish Attacks As Dies 
Probe Begins.”  92
In Pittsburgh, the area in which most of the Negroes live 
is called the Hill District. About 45% of the Negroes in 
the city is estimated to live there, another 25 % in the East 
End, and the others are scattered in other sections where the 
housing facilities are deplorable.93
The picture in Pittsburgh seems to be different from that 
in any other city visited. According to the 1930 census, out 
of 194 census tracts, Negroes were in 172 of them.94 Until 
a few years ago there were no solid Negro blocks.95 The 
facts that Negroes are really spread in many parts of the 
city and that there are still many whites in the Hill District 
are important in a consideration of Negro-Jewish relation-
92 The Courier-Digest, August 20, 1938, p. 1, cols. 4-5, “Danger 
Seen in Negroes’ Anti-Jewish Attacks as Dies Probe Begins.”
"Pittsburgh Housing Association, Housing in Pittsburgh, 1934- 
1937, p. 15.
94 Information furnished by the Pittsburgh Urban League, July 31, 
1941.
99 Ibid.
ships, because the most violent expressions of an anti- 
Jewish attitude have arisen when Negroes are concentrated 
in one section almost to the complete exclusion of any other 
groups, and when they have many contacts with Jews in 
this area.
There are still some Jews residing in the Hill District, 
and the trend of the emigration of Jews and the immediate 
immigration of Negroes can be seen in the Upper Hill Dis­
trict where this movement has been recent.96 Undoubtedly 
many Jews still retain ownership of this property.97
As is generally true of Negro districts, rents are compara­
tively high and housing is substandard, because of the great 
demand for dwelling places which is accentuated by social 
barriers erected to keep Negroes within certain limits.98 
Much of the property in the Lower Hill District is owned 
not by individuals but by trust companies and banks.99 
There is some exploitation there by the Jewish landlords 
who remain as well as by the banks or trust companies. 
Although there have been some complaints by Negroes, no 
organized front has been presented.100 Some of the rents 
have declined because many of them are paid by relief 
agencies,101 which refuse to pay very high rents, and be­
cause of the low-cost housing projects.
The housing projects have become an important factor 
in the housing of Negroes in Pittsburgh. This city has taken 
the lead over others by having mixed projects which are 
more than a mere gesture. In other words, in Terrace Vil­
lage, some of the buildings are for Negroes and some are 
for whites, yet there are some buildings which house both 
whites and Negroes. The conflicts which have been most 
frequent have not occurred between Negroes and whites 
but between members of the same racial group.102
96 Interview with Mr. R. Maurice Moss, Urban League, July 31, 
1941.
97 This statement was made by many Negroes and Jews.
98 Pittsburgh Housing Association, op. cit., pp. 13, 15.
99 Statement by Mr. Moss, July 31, 1941.
100 Interview with Mr. Lavine, President of the Hill District Com­
munity Council, August 1, 1941.
191 Interview with Mr. Nathan Katz, attorney for the Butchers’ 
Association, July 31, 1941.
i®2 Interview with one of the officials of the Pittsburgh Housing 
Authority, August 1, 1941.
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Most of the conflict between Negroes and Jews in Pitts­
burgh has centered around merchant-consumer relation­
ships. The city authorities, that is, the Health Department, 
investigated unsanitary methods in the stores selling meat 
in the Hill District.103 Most of these stores are Jewish stores. 
As a result of this the Pittsburgh Courier took the opportu­
nity to attack, not the cheap merchants, but all Jews.
As a result an attempt was made to organize a Board of 
Trade on the Hill through which the merchants could do 
their own policing of the stores selling food products there. 
This association was to be formed of all of the merchants 
in the district, both Negro and Jewish.104 This movement 
was led by the Butchers’ Association, of Jewish butchers, 
which felt that it would be protecting itself by such a 
move.105 Most of the Negro business men, however, would 
not join, because they already belonged to the Business and 
Professional Association, which is a city-wide association of 
Negro business men. They could have belonged to both 
organizations, however.106 There is no Board of Trade on 
the Hill, consequently there is little cooperation between 
the storekeepers.
The attack in 1938 by the Courier against Jewish mer­
chants and landlords aroused much anxiety among Negro 
leaders as well as among Jews. The late Robert L. Vann, 
owner of the paper, had visited Germany the year before 
the articles appeared, and absorption of Nazi anti-Jewish 
prejudice is thought to have been a factor contributing to 
his violent anti-Jewish tirades.
A general committee has been in existence for three years 
as a result of these articles. It is a committee in public 
relations, dealing with discrimination, anti-Semitism, and 
other racial and interracial matters. The problem of the 
existence of anti-Semitism among Negroes came up early 
and Negro organizations met with representatives of the 
Jewish merchants to discuss it. One of the direct causes
103 Information furnished by the Pittsburgh Urban League and by 
Mr. Katz.
i°4 Ibid.
105 Mr. Katz was active in attempting this organization.
106 Interview with Mr. R. Maurice Moss, cited.
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was a meeting held in one of the public school buildings. 
It was called by a group of Negroes for the purpose of 
starting a boycott of Jewish stores. There was much con­
troversy because the meeting was held in a public school 
building. There were placards and posters put up an­
nouncing the boycott.107 It was felt that Negro merchants 
were largely responsible for the boycotts in attempting to 
stimulate their businesses.
In the field of employment opportunities, there have been 
some jobs given to Negroes in these stores but not in pro­
portion to the numbers of Negroes in the district who deal 
at the stores.108 Yet, with the exception of a few blocks, 
the population is mixed. Therefore, many of the merchants 
stated that their reason for not hiring Negro help was the 
fact that they could not afford to jeopardize their white 
trade, since most of their Negro customers were then on re­
lief and either were not able to purchase much or had to 
buy on credit.109 On April 15, 1941, a Committee on Eco­
nomic Discrimination was appointed to investigate the 
economic status of Negroes and to recommend measures for 
improvement.110 Some Negro clerks were hired. The chain 
stores, however, have seriously threatened the business of 
both the Jewish and Negro merchants.
In Pittsburgh, as in other cities, there is resentment 
among Negro domestic workers against Jewish housewives. 
This feeling is stimulated by the fact that many of the 
housewives, who are themselves poor, hire the domestic 
worker by the week because the rate is lower than the day 
rate, then fire her after a few days, when the work for 
which she was actually hired is completed. Negro domestic 
workers frequently complain, “ They work us too hard.”  111
There is a settlement house located in the heart of the 
Negro community on Center Avenue, which, although it
107 Interview with Dr. Maurice Taylor, Head of the Federation of 
Jewish Philanthropies, July 31, 1941.
108 Interview with a prominent Jew in the Hill District.
loo Interview with Mr. Katz, cited. He also stated, “We tried to 
show them that if most of their trade were Jewish their customers would 
not object to Negro clerks.”
no Interview with Dr. Taylor, cited.
in Information furnished by the Urban League from its employ­
ment records of complaints by domestics.
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still permits Negroes to participate in certain specified ac­
tivities, does not admit Negro members. Practically all of 
the activities are open only to members. This is the Irene 
Kaufman Settlement House, which is named for the late 
daughter of a Jewish department store owner in Pittsburgh. 
This settlement house was started as a part of Jewish phil­
anthropy in 1895, has been maintained by Jewish philan­
thropy, and is now supported by membership fees, by the 
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of Pittsburgh, the 
Community Fund of Allegheny County, and through en­
dowment funds created by Henry Kaufman. It is stated 
in the history and description of the settlement house that 
there is no discrimination against any racial group.112 The 
public health nurses, among which are some Negroes, have 
a place in the building, and following the policy of the 
nursing group, they serve both Negroes and whites.
The head of the Irene Kaufman Settlement House is Jew­
ish, and the great majority of the members are Jews.113 
Negro boys and girls are permitted to take part in certain 
contests which are sponsored annually by the House. They 
are not allowed in the swimming pool or any of the other 
varied activities which are open only to members. Should 
a Negro apply for membership, he is asked, as all appli­
cants are asked, in what activities he is interested. When 
he answers, he is told that he can take part in that activity 
either at the Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A. or Hill City. The 
present head of the house told the writer that it is unnatural 
for different groups to mix socially, therefore, it is wrong 
to attempt to force them to play together. He added that 
the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A. should make the first 
attempt to do away with segregated institutions.114 The 
settlement house and its head both cooperate with Negro 
organizations, however.
Over against this settlement house exclusion, there are 
the community councils, which are based on the old New 
England idea of town meetings. The current president of
112 Literature of the Irene Kaufman Settlement House.
113 Interview with Mr. Sidney Teller, head of Irene Kaufman Set­
tlement House, August 1, 1941.
11* Statement by Mr. Teller, August 1, 1941.
the Hill District council is Jewish, the one preceding him 
was a Negro— the executive director of the Pittsburgh 
Urban League. All of the local community councils send 
representatives to the joint meetings, each one, however, 
being interested in the particular district which it repre­
sents. The community councils opposed the Eccles Bill 
compelling people on relief to buy milk. They are now 
opposing a bill to take all able-bodied men between the 
ages of 25 and 40 off relief, on the basis of the fact that 
Negro men are not able to secure defense jobs. They have 
a baby clinic and one for venereal diseases. Social work 
is done on a mass scale. They are responsible for getting 
money from the city for day camps. Both Jews and Ne­
groes are extremely active in the Hill District Community 
Council.115
Hill City is a community center for Negro boys, which is 
financed and maintained by a Jewish theater owner in 
Pittsburgh. The center is located behind the theater which 
is in an area of Negro concentration in the Hill District.116 
The theater itself is managed by Negroes. Hill City has a 
mayor, a jury and a judge. An offender whose offense is 
not serious enough for juvenile court is tried by this judge 
and jury and is punished accordingly. Hill City has been an 
important factor in the reduction of juvenile delinquency in 
the Hill District and in the building of ideals of citizenship.
Anti-Jewish feeling in Pittsburgh has not been displayed 
by any organized group. There is much resentment ex­
pressed, particularly because of the investigation of stores 
selling meat in the Hill District and because of the Irene 
Kaufman Settlement House exclusion, but it is only mildly 
stated. The Courier articles did arouse a few Negroes to 
protest, but they did not cause any significant action to be 
taken. An interview with several members of the staff of 
the Pittsburgh Courier, however, brought out many anti- 
Jewish statements. They all accused Jewish landlords, 
merchants, housewives and others of exploiting Negroes.
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115 Information furnished by Mr. Lavine, president of Hill District 
Community Council and by Mr. Moss, former president.
116 Hill City is located behind the Granada theater on Center 
Avenue.
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The accusations were made against all Jews and it was 
pointed out that they all possess certain “ Jewish traits.”  117
Among the masses of Negroes, however, the situation is 
rather like that in Philadelphia. There is a great deal of 
unorganized resentment, but it has resulted in little action 
being taken.
The Pittsburgh Courier has been especially vicious in some 
of its articles on anti-Semitism. One such article, allegedly 
warning the Jews that a few of the members of this racial 
group were causing Negroes to become prejudiced toward 
the group as a whole, centered its attack on Jewish motion 
picture directors. It accused:
“ A handful of Jews, drunk with power, are stir­
ring up hatred against all the Jewish people. It is 
foolish for anyone to hold the entire Jewish race 
accountable for the actions of a few members of 
that race.
“ The motion picture and theatrical professions 
are for the most part controlled by a few Jews.
This small group by its un-American methods, is 
causing a wjtdespread increase of Nazism, Fascism 
and Communism. It is an American tragedy.”  118
This writer states that the Jews in Hollywood are pushing 
the American whites and the Negroes into the background, 
and he even goes so far as to state that the “ South wants to 
forget” the Civil War, but film directors “ won’t let it.”  Just 
as Hitler and his cohorts have accused the Jews of exploit­
ing the Germans, so this writer states that they are usurping 
all opportunities which Americans have in Hollywood.
Another editorial, in discussing Catholics and Jews, con­
tains nothing about the necessity of lessening Negro anti- 
Semitism, but it does state that Catholics and Jews “ will 
have to toss their color prejudice overboard, open institu­
tions and jobs to Negroes to prove their sincerity.”  119
117 Interview with several staff members of the Pittsburgh Courier, 
August 1, 1941.
118 The Pittsburgh Courier, August 20, 1938, p. 2, cols. 4-5-6-7, 
“American Whites, Negroes Being Shoved into Background in Movies 
by Jewish Film Owners” by Earl J. Morris, Motion Picture Editor.
119 Ibid., October 22, .1938, p. 22, editorial 4, “Whither Catholics and 
Jews?”
Other writers either deliberately or through their own 
preconceived ideas foster anti-Semitism among Negroes by 
expressing their belief in the accusations generally made 
against Jews. George S. Schuyler is one such writer. In 
one editorial, he, after stating that Negroes should seek 
economic power, adds:
“But mere possession of economic power is no 
safeguard by itself, as the plight of the Jews 
abroad illustrates so tragically.” 120
The following week this same writer stated, after pointing 
out that Jewish citizens are seeking sympathy for their 
German-Jewish brothers, that he is sympathetic, but:
“ I would be able to wail a whole lot louder and 
deeper if American Jews would give more con­
crete evidence of being touched by the plight of 
the Negroes; showed by word and action that they 
realized colored folk are their brothers and 
sisters.
“Jewish-owned business is no more ready to 
hire Negroes in other than menial capacities than 
are Gentile-owned businesses. Jewish*owned and 
managed hotels and restaurants are as quick to 
say ‘We don’t serve your people’ as are those 
owned by Catholics and Protestants. In Balti­
more, Negroes cannot even be served in many of 
the big department and clothing stores owned by 
Jews.
“ If anti-Semitism is increasing among Negroes 
(and it is) it is due more than anything else to the 
fact that Negroes have resented the Pontius Pilate 
attitude toward them by another more fortunate 
minority.
“ If my Hebrew friends were only as quick to 
employ capable Negroes as they are other people 
and did not get so excited when a decent Negro 
family moves in their districts . . .  I could pray 
even harder for Hitler to let up on them.”  121
120 ibid., November 19, 1938, p. 22, “Views and Reviews” by George 
S. Schuyler.
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This columnist seems to be an ardent anti-Semite. For­
tunately his attitude is not representative of that of the 
majority of Negroes in Pittsburgh. It is unfortunate, how­
ever, that due to the large circulation of the Pittsburgh 
Courier, his opinions have far-reaching effect.
In still another editorial, Schuyler attempts a scientific 
analysis of “Jewishness” and of the causes of anti-Semitism. 
After Minting out the bad effects of city life on a people, 
he shows how the Jews flocked to the city and went into 
business. Their “ flocking together”  gave rise to a “ physi­
cal and social ghetto,”  which in turn created the Jewish 
superiority complex. Then he considers the intellectuality 
of the Jews in the same light. He does point out that the 
so-called Jewish superiority complex “ is not instinctive, 
not inborn but a social heritage” ; and he is very evasive 
when he states that “ it is a social heritage for which, 
whether for good or ill, encircling prejudice may be cred­
ited or blamed.”  12 22 He then analyzes the capitalist system 
and states that Jews have been successful under this system 
and, since it is international, so are they. He adds that the 
genesis of anti-Semitism everywhere is in the fact that 
others who are envious of the success of Jews under cap­
italism, organize hatred against them.
Ohio
It is difficult to ascertain from smaller newspapers the 
exact attitude of Negroes in the area toward Jews. They 
specialize in local news, and reports of world events are 
principally found in articles cited from other publications 
or in syndicated columns by well-known commentators.
Two papers of this type are found in Ohio. In one, for 
example, a report is found of the death of the “ Black Hit­
ler” in an airplane crash.123 Another contains a column
121 Ibid., November 26, 1938, p. 23, “Views and Reviews” by George 
S. Schuyler.
122 Ibid., December 3, 1939, p. 22, “Views and Reviews”  by George 
S. Schuyler.
123 The Union, August 11, 1938, p. 2, col. 4, “ ‘Black Hitler’ Smashed 
As Airplane Crashes.”
headed “ Calvin’s Digest”  in which he discusses the growth 
of prejudice in the world today.124
In connection with Ohio, it is of interest to note the de­
velopment of an organization in Cleveland which to some 
extent took on an anti-Jewish attitude. Large numbers of 
Negroes have been rather recent migrants to Cleveland 
from various parts of the South. They are concentrated 
near the downtown business district and are gradually 
spreading up into other communities.125 The same general 
situation exists in the colored community in Cleveland as in 
other large cities. Negroes pay higher rents for substand­
ard property, and the areas in which they may live are 
restricted by social barriers. Negroes have, however, pene­
trated into two mainly Jewish areas. One is off 105th 
Street, the other is out 126th Street.
In 1938, with the beginning of the upturn, rents were in­
creased first. The Future Outlook League, a Negro pres­
sure group, decided to study this situation and tenants were 
registered in the housing committee of the League. In 
February, 1939, a meeting was called and an attempt was 
made to present the problem to the landlords. They were 
asked not to raise rents unless comparable services and 
facilities were provided. It was asked that the rents be 
comparable to the rents paid by whites for the same type 
of property. The landlords appointed a committee but very 
little was accomplished. Therefore, in July, 1939, the 
housing committee decided to strike. The mayor asked, 
however, that the strike be called off and sent motorized 
police to the landlords calling a meeting under the Build­
ing Code.126
The strike undoubtedly would have taken on a racial 
aspect, as racial feeling was beginning to evidence itself as 
result of the fact that most of the landlords with whom 
the Future Outlook League found itself dealing were Jews. 
This did not mean that most of the landlords in the district
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12* The Buckeye Review, July 29, 1938, p. 2, col. 3, Calvin’s Digest, 
“Prejudice Grows.”
125 Study of Cleveland’s Negro areas (made in connection with 
proposed increase in recreation facilities).
126 Information furnished by Mr. Clarence Sharpe, former officer of 
the Future Outlook League, August 5, 1941.
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were Jewish, but that most of the Jewish landlords pre­
ferred to deal directly with their tenants. The Negro dis­
trict was formerly a Polish and Russian Jewish district. 
Jews had owned most of the property but had lost prac­
tically all of the residential sites to the banks and trust 
companies during the depression.127
It is rumored that in 1938 a syndicate of Jews bought 130 
properties in the Negro district from the bank, but no proof 
of that assertion could be found. These properties had de­
teriorated greatly and the extent of Jewish ownership 
seems to be negligible. However, Jews do own many of 
the business properties in Negro neighborhoods.
A Cleveland judge aided the campaign of the Future 
Outlook League against landlords by holding up the evic­
tion of a tenant if the landlord brought it to court until a 
committee appointed by the judge had investigated the con­
dition of the property. The threatened strike resulted in 
many properties returning to Negroes.128
There has been little outward expression of anti-Jewish 
feeling in Cleveland probably because of the great propor­
tion of foreign-born elements in the city’s population. No 
one group can gain political control and it has been found 
expedient to recognize the Negro group as a significant 
political factor. In most of the municipal projects a few 
Negroes have been included in order to allay group pro­
test; for example, a few Negro families were allowed in the 
white housing project. On the transportation facilities, a 
very few Negroes have been hired.
About 1938 a pamphlet was circulated to the effect that 
Jewish landlords had agreed not to rent to Negroes at 
105th Street. A representative committee was appointed 
and met with the N. A. A. C. P. This committee found that 
not only Jews were involved and that there was no formal 
agreement. The Community Council went on record as 
being willing to discuss further problems of this type.129
121 Statement by Mr. Sharpe, August 5, 1941.
128 ibid.
128 Interview with Mr. George Siegal, State Employment Service,
August 6, 1941.
The Future Outlook League also turned its attention to 
the field of employment opportunities. At first it concen­
trated on the small stores in Negro neighborhoods which 
were primarily Jewish stores. In addition to this, however, 
this organization also agitated for jobs on the transporta­
tion facilities and with other large corporations.130 Negro 
domestic workers do not like to be employed by Jewish 
housewives. They claim that they are overworked and that 
they are expected to eat Jewish food.131
The greatest amount of resentment is expressed by Cleve­
land Negro professionals who are in competition with Jew­
ish professionals.132 There is antipathy between lawyers 
because of the alleged undercutting practices of the Jewish 
lawyers. The chief competitor of the Negro doctor is the 
Jewish doctor. For example, in the Market Building on the 
corner of 55th and Woodland, where the Future Outlook 
League and many Negro professionals have their offices, 
there is a Jewish doctor who has many Negro patients. He 
has a large, heterogeneous clientele, however, and does not 
really depend upon his Negro trade.133
There was some resentment expressed by Cleveland Ne­
groes against merchants who allow them to have open ac­
counts and who persuade them to purchase another item 
just as they are about to finish paying for one.
In the political sphere the existence of a councilman and 
a ward leader in the Negro district, both of whom are Jews, 
has caused some comment by Negroes. Both of these office­
holders are absentee, and they control a large number of 
Negro votes.
There has been one incident which aroused some resent­
ment among Negroes in Cleveland. That was the shooting 
of a Negro woman by a Jewish refugee. The resentment 
was, however, unorganized.134 Although there is a great
130 The anti-Jewish tendency of the Future Outlook League is dis­
cussed in an unpublished article by Rev. Horace White, “Is There Anti- 
Semitism Among Negroes?”
131 Interview with Mr. Williams, cited.
132 Ibid.
133 Interview with Attorney Charles W. Quick, Acting Director of 
Cleveland N.A.A.C.P., August 5, 1941.
134 Interview with Mr. Sidney Williams, Executive Director of 
Cleveland Urban League, August 4, 1941.
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deal of anti-Jewish feeling in Cleveland, it has not become 
crystallized and expressed in action.
Chicago
Chicago is a center of virulent anti-Semitism among Ne­
groes. That is evident from the Negro organization found 
in that city, which, during 1938, started a vicious anti- 
Jewish campaign. The organization’s anti-Semitic program 
was based on economic exploitation and discrimination 
against Negroes by white businesses, some of which were 
owned by Jews. The complaint, therefore, was really 
against a few individuals, but it took the form of a wide­
spread anti-Semitic program. The mouthpiece of this 
group was a pamphlet known as Dynamite, which special­
ized in printing attacks on Jewish businessmen.
“ Chicago’s ‘Black Belt’, the principal Negro settlement, 
extends southward from the ‘loop’ seven and one-half miles 
and contains over 200,000 persons.” 135 This statement, 
which is found in a pamphlet on Negro housing in Chicago 
points out that the great majority of Chicago’s Negro pop­
ulation is confined within the limits of a definitely defined 
area which is by no means large enough to efficiently house 
the population. “ The great bulk of Negroes who create 
the mass psychology of Chicago’s Negro population and 
who settle the economic coefficients of Negroes are to be 
found in the near South Side.”  136 Most of the property in 
the Negro community is owned by absentee-landlords.137 *
Although it was impossible to ascertain the proportion of 
property there owned by Jews, it may be said, for example, 
that South Parkway from 47th to 70th streets was formerly 
a Jewish neighborhood and it can be assumed that Jews 
still own a great deal of the property.133
One prominent Negro stated that more Jews own prop-
135 Social Action, “Negro Housing in Chicago”  by Horace R. Cayton, 
p. 7.
136 Statement by Attorney Patrick Prescott, August 26, 1941.
m  Interview with Mr. Horace R. Cayton, September 3, 1941. Mr. 
Cayton estimated that approximately ninety per cent of this property 
is owned by absentee-landlords. This estimate was made by taking 
the census to find if the owners lived there. It could not be a very exact 
work, Mr. Cayton stated.
I38 Interview with Mr. Cayton, cited.
erty in Negro neighborhoods than any other racial group. 
He added that these Jews profiteer on Negroes, although 
he did state that there are some Negro profiteers also. One 
reason which he gave for the success of the Jew in prof­
iteering on Negroes is that the Jew has no restrictions, he 
does not care about the manner in which his property is 
used so long as he collects his rent. Sometimes, he added, 
Negroes think they own property but they buy it with 
mortgages held by Jews, who thus control it and necessitate 
the charging of high rents by Negroes.139
Landlords owning property in the Negro community in 
Chicago have made a great deal of profit from a system 
known as “ kitchenettes” which is described in the follow­
ing passage:
“ ‘Kitchenette’ apartments have sprung up to 
meet the needs of this overcrowded area and to 
profit unscrupulous landlords. ‘Kitchenettes’ are 
one-room apartments. A large seven-room apart­
ment may be cut up into as many separate apart­
ments for seven different families all of whom use 
the same bath and toilet facilities. A gas burner 
for cooking purposes is usually installed in the 
closet of each room. The demand for space in the 
Negro community has made the ‘kitchenette’ a 
gold mine for all kinds of owners; not only for 
real estate companies and banks but also for 
churches and universities.” 140
In the last sentence Mr. Cayton has indicated one of the 
most important factors in the housing of Negroes in Chi­
cago; that is, the ownership of the great majority of prop­
erty in the Negro community by large corporations, most of 
which are non-Jewish. The conditions in these “ kitchen­
ettes” are deplorable. They violate the health, safety and 
building codes, but ways have been found to evade these 
codes in most instances.141
Kents are high in Negro neighborhoods, much higher in
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comparison with the rents paid by whites for comparable 
services. The writer was informed, however, that Negroes 
pay higher rents only in a sense. The speaker explained 
his meaning as follows: The comparison is usually made on 
the boundary lines of the Negro district, where Negroes, 
who are thus invading a former white neighborhood must 
pay higher rents, and where whites pay lower rents because 
of the encroachment of Negroes.142 Negroes formed many 
organizations in an attempt to combat the high rents and 
to prevent them from becoming higher. Two of the most 
important were the South Side Tenants’ League and the 
Consolidated Tenants’ Association. There is, in Chicago, 
a very intense feeling against landlords but it seems to take 
on a racial aspect only when the landlord is obviously a 
Jew.143 The fact that many Negroes own and are acquiring 
buildings which they are turning into “ kitchenettes” , in 
addition to the fact that most of the property in the Negro 
neighborhoods is owned by large corporations, may be par­
tially responsible for this. Whenever the feeling is aroused 
against a Jewish landlord, however, it becomes more vin­
dictive, because anti-Semitism is latent among all classes 
of Negroes.144
The greatest amount of anti-Jewish feeling in Chicago 
seems to originate out of the business relationships existing 
between the two groups. Business in the Negro sector is 
largely found on the east and west parallel streets, particu­
larly carlines or through-traffic arteries. The principal busi­
ness streets are 31st, 35th, 39th, 43rd, 47th, 51st, 55th, 58th, 
63rd and 67th between South Parkway and St. Lawrence 
Avenue. 145 To these may be added three main north and 
south streets: State Street, Indiana Avenue and Cottage 
Grove.146
There is on these streets a miscellaneity of businesses, 
large and small, owned and managed by Negroes and 
whites, all together. There is no demarcation in type of
142 Interview with Mr. Ira Williams, N.A.A.C.P., August 29, 1941.
142 Statement by Mr. Cayton, September 3, 1941.
444 Statement by Mr. Cayton, September 3, 1941.
i42 Interview with Attorney J. Ernest Wilkins, August 27. 1941.
442 Statement by Mr. Prescott, August 26, 1941.
business: in fact, practically every type can be found on 
these streets. They all “ struggle out of similar store 
fronts” . There is a rather large amount of Negro business 
in Chicago, and Negro business men are often heard to state 
that it is because of the competition of Jewish merchants 
that Negro business is not more successful. The merchants 
on these business streets are, almost entirely, either Jewish 
or Negro, with the majority being Jewish.147 This, of 
course, includes the Jewish-owned shops which have Ne­
groes “ fronting”  for them. These Jews have, in many 
instances, brought in Jewish young men and women who 
work agreeably with Negro young men and women. As far 
as mutual understanding is concerned, they cash relief 
checks and give credit easily and they are companionable, 
even using idioms of speech peculiar to Negroes and ap­
proaching minor problems from the Negro point of view.148 
Many of them are members of the Urban League, contrib­
uting both money and time.
The Chicago Whip in 1928 started a campaign with the 
slogan, “ Don’t Spend Your Money Where You Can’t Work.” 
The paper pursued its campaign so constantly that one by 
one the stores started hiring one or two Negro clerks. The 
chain stores were the most persistent, especially Wool- 
worth. Now Woolworth hires its personnel on a 50-50 basis 
in the colored communities.149 Other chain stores followed, 
some even making the entire personnel Negro. When the 
chain stores were picketed many Jewish stores hired Negro 
clerks immediately.150 It has not been necessary in the last 
few years to have a campaign for jobs because the Jewish 
stores hire Negroes in all capacities.151
The greatest amount of anti-Jewish feeling, however, has 
arisen as a result of the competition between Negro and 
Jewish business men. This is true to a greater extent in 
Chicago than in any other city visited. In the Jewish-owned 
stores in Negro communities, however, Negroes have been
147 Attorney Wilkins estimated that eighty or ninety per cent is 
Jewish and that most of them hire Negro help.
148 Interview with Mr. Prescott, August 26, 1941.
440 Ibid.
iso Interview with Attorney Wilkins, cited.
151 Interview with Mr. Williams, cited.
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given more opportunities for management, which, it was 
pointed out, have stimulated an interest in Negro business.182 
One prominent Negro stated that he takes this to be signifi­
cant of the fact that white business capital sees and realizes 
that itiis about to be pushed out in Negro neighborhoods, 
because it has been the invariable rule that business capital 
never gives away more than is necessary. He added that the 
significance of integrating young Negroes into executive 
capacities seems to be the last step in holding on.152 53
A campaign was started in 1938, by H. George Davenport, 
who published the anti-Jewish paper, Dynamite, and who, 
although widely criticized, received the support of some 
prominent Negroes in Chicago. Although Mr. Davenport 
stated in his paper and to the writer that he was opposed 
to all white business men who came into Negro neighbor­
hoods, the articles in his paper were so provocative and 
anti-Semitic as to attract the attention of Negroes and Jews 
all over the United States and to cause an investigation of 
the paper by the Dies Committee in 1938. There was no real 
organization behind Dynamite, however, and although he 
thought that he was pleading the cause of Negro business 
in attempting to stop the patronage of Jewish business, 
Davenport is at present in ill-repute in Chicago. A few 
statements will be cited from the paper to illustrate the 
type of articles written.
In one of the early issues there is a headline which reads, 
“ South Side Business Men’s Association Wants to Lead Not 
Follow ‘Negro Leaders’ ,” and the article which follows 
accuses this organization of Jewish business men of not 
cooperating with the citizen’s committee on reemployment 
to help find jobs for Negroes. It states:
“ Now all you nice little Negroes, who are so 
much in love with your Jewish merchants, can 
readily see that the very merchant you are always 
supporting does not want to go along with a move­
ment that will help unemployment; they do not 
want to see you prepare your son or daughter for
152 Interview with Attorney Prescott, cited. He also stated that 
as a result of this Negroes are learning sound business methods.
153 Ibid.
jobs that call for better salaries; they wanted this 
committee to be a failure unless Jews can control 
it.” 154
Also on the front page is an article headlined, “ What 
We Need is a Hitler or Mussolini to Fight for Our Race.” 
This article states:
“ It is true that crises produce men who have 
vision to lead a people out of the abysmal laby­
rinth of despair. It was Hitler who is at present 
leading a tottering Germany back to the status of 
a lirst rate nation— likewise with Mussolini. 
There is a dire need that one among us should rise 
and lead the way to a better understanding of our 
economic and industrial needs and the way to 
obtain them.” 155
Another article in the same issue is entitled, “ Mr. Stanley 
High ‘Lifts the Lid’ Off Harlem— Tells How Jews Caused 
Riot by Greediness.”  This is a report of an article in the 
Saturday Evening Post of May 21, 1938 by Stanley High, 
which discusses the tension in Harlem and the causes of 
the riot. The article in Dynamite states:
“ The same drive which this paper is making was 
made in New York by a Negro by the name of 
Abdul Hamid. This man demanded jobs for 
Negroes in Harlem and pointed to stores taking 
the Negro’s money and demanded white owners 
to hire colored help. Since a good many of Har­
lem’s stores were owned by Jews, the movement 
became anti-Semitic and Jewish merchants, thor­
oughly alarmed, branded Abdul Hamid as a 
‘Black Hitler’ .” 156
There is another article called “ Confessions of a 31st 
Street Jew,” which reports that a Jewish haberdashery 
store owner came in to see Mr. Davenport to see if Dynamite 
couldn’t be “tempered down a bit” . The conversation is 
reported and the conclusion stated is that:
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“The only way to lick a Jew is to stop trading with 
him.” 157 On the same page, there is a column called “Alley 
Apples” , which contains several short items most of which 
concern various Jewish business men. For example one 
states that:
“ They tell me that a Negro cannot rent a store 
on 47th Street between South Parkway and 
Champlain Avenue for any legitimate business.
The Jews have made it impossible for a Negro to 
compete with them in any business.” 158
Another issue of this paper is headlined as follows: 
“Urban League Urged to Follow Through in Study of Anti- 
Semitism Here.” 159 Then follows a report of the resolution 
adopted at a meeting of the executive board of the Urban 
League at which a committee was selected to study anti- 
Semitism in Chicago. Further along in the article it is 
explained that Dynamite is not attacking Jews as a racial 
group but that Jews seem to be the ones guilty of unfair 
practices and that they do not want their practices to be 
made public. Part of the column “Alley Apples” in this 
issue discusses an alleged Jewish monopoly in the fish busi­
ness which makes it impossible for Negroes to buy fish at 
wholesale prices. It adds:
“ And we are accused of Anti-Semitism when we 
reveal these tricks to the public. Not only is this 
in the fish business but in every other line of mer­
chandise these people have anything to do with.
It must be their religion.” 160
The main editorial of the week attacks the new Chicago 
edition of the Pittsburgh Courier for pointing out the dangers 
in the policy of Dynamite,161
In the next week’s issue the headline reads, “ ‘Tall’ Jim 
Knight Takes Care of ‘Hisself’ with the Jews While They 
Trick His People.” 162 It concerns a denial by Mr. Knight
167 Ibid,., p. 4.
158 Ibid., p. 4.
159 Dynamite, June 25, 1938, p. 1.
18" Ibid., p. 3.
isi Ibid., p. 2.
182 Dynamite, July 2, 1938, p. 1.
that he is allied with anti-Jewish propaganda. There fol­
lows an open letter attacking Mr. Knight. The main 
editorial of the week is opposed to the opening of a drug- 
liquor store in front of a Negro church. The editorial 
begins as follows:
“ The Void Brothers (they’re Jewish also, in 
case you don’t know) opened a drug-liquor store 
sometime ago in front of the Good Shepherd 
Church . . .” 163
It states in part:
“ In the first place, this permit would not have 
been granted facing a Roman Catholic Church, or 
a Jewish Synagogue. We’re supposed to take it 
and like it. We’re not supposed to even say any­
thing about it, positively so, because the place is 
owned by Jews and if we do, we’re to go easy on 
the word J-E-W.
“ Dynamite is getting into the fight, and if that’s 
anti-Semitic, we don’t give a tinker’s damn. If we 
are breeding racial feelings and hatred, so be 
it.”  164
Another issue has the headline “ Asa Faust, Who Wanted 
to Lead Negroes, Plays Usual Tricks; Gets Wealthy and 
Moves Out.”  165 The small headline reads “ Opens Store in 
Hyde Park and Says ‘Good-Bye 47th Street’.” It tells about 
a Jewish merchant who has moved out of the Negro neigh­
borhood after building up a successful business there.
Many articles in Dynamite are devoted to the defense of 
the policy of the paper, and also to attacks on the Urban 
League and on private persons for their failure to agree 
with the policy. In one issue there is a copy of a memoran­
dum which was sent to Mr. Davenport by Mr. Foster, Execu­
tive Secretary of the Urban League, with a copy to Mr. 
Earl B. Dickerson, Chairman of the Committee on Anti- 
Semitism. It is a reply to Dynamite’s attack on the Urban 
League. This memorandum states that the committee on
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anti-Semitism had not planned to investigate Dynamite 
because it believed that Dynamite was sincerely attempting 
to help Negroes to obtain jobs, although it is unfair to attack 
any particular racial group.* 16768
“ Dynamite ‘Smokes Out’ Some Two-Faced ‘Race Leaders’ 
Who Wax Fat on Jewish Favors” is the headline in another 
issue. The sub-headline reads, “Bousfield, Hired by Rosen- 
wald; Dickerson, Hired by Horner Can’t Represent Us.” 167 
There are many more anti-Semitic articles in this paper, 
but all of them follow the trend of those already quoted. 
Every case of exploitation is attributed to Jewish merchants. 
Mr. Davenport, in an interview, at first suggested that the 
writer had been sent by Jews to find out what he felt about 
the situation now and stated that he felt the same. When 
satisfied, however, that the writer was not only from another 
city but also had no connection with the South Side Busi- 
nes Men’s Association, he informed the writer of “ the ter­
rible situation” in much the same vein that he had used in 
his paper. In fact the writer found in writing up the inter­
view that even the same words and phrases were used.168 
Mr. Davenport now writes a column in a new paper in 
Chicago. Although the latter paper, The Social Register, 
does not attack the Jews as Dynamite did, it is of interest 
to note that a telephone inquiry with regard to anti-Semi­
tism in the paper inspired an editorial which stated that:
“ . . . the policy of this paper is Americanism not 
as an individual group or race, but for all true 
Americans.
“ Sinister persons will make it appear that the 
Social Register is anti-Semitic and they will at­
tempt to poison the minds of the reading interest 
of this paper; however, we want it to be definitely 
understood that we are absolutely against pressure 
groups who will attempt to persecute innocent per­
sons because of their belief.” 169 
Varying reasons for anti-Semitism in Chicago may be
is® Dynamite, October 8, 1938, p. 1.
167 Dynamite, October 22, 1938, p. 1.
168 interview with Mr. H. George Davenport, September 4, 1941.
169 The Social Register, August 23, 1941, p. 1.
found among the several classes of Negroes. One Negro 
leader stated that “ Anti-Jewish feeling is a local feeling 
which originated around rebukes and is expanded by indi­
viduals. There is also much double-dealing and racketeer­
ing by some organizations and some individuals.” 170 Mr. 
Cayton stated that anti-Semitism is latent among all classes 
of Negroes. There is the fear of competition with Jews 
in the professions, even undertakers. There is a fear among 
Negro doctors that Jewish doctors will open a medical cen­
ter in the Negro community, yet they will not open one 
themselves. Among business men this is true not only of 
Negroes who are in business themselves, but also of those 
working for Jews who hope to save enough money to open 
their own business some day.171 Some Negroes who go into 
business and fail because of their own inability are dis­
appointed and blame the Jew.172 1734
The consumer, also, feels that he is exploited by this 
group of Jews. They have come to identify the Jews as 
exploiters. There is also a realization that the Jew is 
oppressed too and Negroes expect a different type of moral­
ity from him than from the Gentile.113 Anti-Semitism seems 
to be very popular among Negroes in Chicago.114
The fact that many of the credit houses are owned by 
Jews also makes for anti-Jewish feeling among those who 
trade with them ahd then find themselves unable to meet 
the payments.175 A Negro pawns his watch at a Jewish 
shop, he buys his food at a Jewish store, he goes into a 
Jewish-owned place of amusement and he buys his clothes 
from a Jew. These are only a few of the instances in which 
the Negro sees the Jew, who is sometimes easily identifiable. 
This makes the Negro think that the Jew has some malicious 
intent in settling in Negro neighborhoods.176 There is the 
tendency also to attribute the characteristics of a few 
exploiting Jews to the entire group. There is an anti-Jewish
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feeling developing among a certain group of Negroes in 
regard to the “ policy racket” . It is alleged that Jewish 
“bookies”  are invading the territory formerly controlled 
by Negroes. This instance is cited as another indication of 
Jewish “ aggressiveness” .177
In the left-wing movement, Mr. Cayton stated, the Negro 
with the general anti-Semitic feelings meets the Jew and 
makes the same accommodation as Hitler does. He calls all 
Jews both capitalists and communists.178
There are two possibilities, one Negro stated. First, 
defense jobs may take away the interest of Negroes in 
neighborhood stores. Secondly, the trend in housing under 
the war conditions may make for the spread and the elim­
ination of some of the different characteristics which tend 
to make for conflict.179
Not much was gained from the columns of the Chicago 
tDefender principally because of the difficulty encounterd in 
obtaining back issues of this paper.
Detroit
In Detroit the rise of an organization which was both 
anti-Semitic and anti-Negro, may have served to lessen 
some of the anti-Semitism among Detroit Negroes. An 
article in the Detroit Tribune, after reporting progress made 
by this Pioneers’ League of Michigan urges all minority 
groups to “unite against the efforts of subversive organiza­
tions whose members are imbued with racial and religious 
hatred and intolerance” because “ what is happening to the 
Jews in Germany must not happen to the Jews and Negroes 
in the United States.” 180
The area of dense Negro concentration in Detroit centers 
around and extends out from Hastings Street, which is 
popularly referred to as the street of Jews and Negroes. 
It is within walking distance of the downtown business
177 Interviews and informal talks with Negro business men. After 
stating that Jews attempt to take their trade, they invariably pointed 
out this competition in an illegal business as proof of the “unscrupulous 
methods used by Jews” .
178 Statement by Mr. Cayton, September 3, 1941.
179 Interview with Mr. Gould, cited.
i®o The Detroit Tribune, August 13, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 1.
district and extends from the river about three miles north. 
The first fifth is white non-Jewish going north from the 
river. The rest is composed of Jewish businesses and Negro 
residences. Twenty years ago the Jews had their busi­
nesses there and lived behind the stores. They now have 
expanded their businesses and have moved out.181
There is still some ownership of property by Jews in this 
community although most of it went back to the banks dur­
ing the depression.182 Landlord-tenant relationships have 
become strained in many instances. One of the reasons for 
this is the fact that one or two Jewish landlords have been 
brought into court by the Health Department.183 In recent 
years, Jews have bought many apartment houses formerly 
for whites and turned them over to Negroes at high rents.184 
It is said that Jews are fast acquiring property in Negro 
neighborhoods.185 Since there is an acute housing shortage 
in Detroit, rents are high. There are many expressions 
against “ exorbitant Jewish rents” , but the only action taken 
was a rent strike organized by the National Negro Congress.
There is a tenants’ association in Detroit, by the name of 
Renter’s Protective Association, which publishes a mimeo­
graphed sheet stating that Jews exploit Negroes. This 
organization, while trying to reduce rents, has taken on a 
racial aspect.186 The feeling is prevalent that Jews cause 
the poor living conditions of Negroes. Rev. White cites the 
following statement to illustrate the type of thinking which 
goes on in the meetings of the Association:
“ What does the Jew care about us,” the presi­
dent said, “ if only he gets all the rent he can out 
of us? He won’t put back a broken window pane 
nor shut up the crack under the door that lets in 
the cold and runs up our fuel bills— but if we are 
one day late with the rent, he takes us to court,
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sets our furniture and our children out in the 
street.”  187
The reason Jews charge high rents, Rev. White adds, is 
because they are poor and they probably own just one 
piece of property.188 There is one Jewish real estate owner, 
who has made a reputation for unfair dealing. This one 
man has been largely responsible for the resentment which 
has been developed by Negroes against Jewish landlords 
as a whole. His name has become a by-word for unscrupu­
lous dealing.189
The merchant-consumer relationships center principally 
around the Hastings Street stores. There are both Jewish 
and Negro stores there although most of them are Jewish. 
There are not so many cases of Jews owning businesses and 
using Negroes to “ front”  for them.190 The “ Don’t Buy 
Where You Can’t Work” program did not take on much of 
a racial aspect in Detroit; at least it did not take on very 
much of an anti-Jewish trend. It was actually a white- 
black movement.191
Rev. A. C. Williams, who has written many articles on 
Jewish-Negro relationships, conducted a survey on the 
merchant-consumer relationships on Hastings Street. Ac­
cording to this survey, it was found that 97% of the trade 
was between Jewish merchants and Negro consumers. It 
was also discovered that a very small percentage of the 
stores hired Negroes, and that they paid very low wages.192 
One or two of the stores that would not hire Negroes were 
picketed. As soon as this was started, however, the stores 
took on Negro help.193 There are now many Negro clerks 
in these stores.194
187 Unpublished paper by Reverend Horace White, “ Is There Anti- 
Semitism Among Negroes?”  p. 6.
188 Interview with Reverend Horace White, cited.
189 All Jews and Negroes who were interviewed referred to him 
as unscrupulous.
iso Interview with Mr. John C. Dancy, head of the Detroit Urban 
League, August 13, 1941.
191 Interview with Reverend White, cited.
192 Interview with Reverend A. C. Williams, August 13, 1941.
193 Interview with Dr. J. J. McClendon, Executive Director of 
Detroit N.A.A.C.P., August 15, 1941.
194 Mr. Woodson stated that about fifty per cent of the clerks hired 
now are Negroes.
There is a Jewish-owned shoe repair shop on Hastings 
Street which hires Negro workers. They staged a walk­
out and started a picket line when they wanted a wage and 
hour complaint to be settled. The Detroit branch of the 
N.A.A.C.P. was asked to form an arbitration board. It was 
composed of three members of the East Side Merchants’ 
Association representing the merchant, and three from the 
N.A.A.C.P. representing the workers.195 The argument put 
forth by the merchant was that any change in the existing 
wage and hour scale would cause him to lose trade to the 
non-Jewish shop which operated less than a block away. 
The complaint was settled, however, and the workers 
returned to the shop. The writer paid a visit to the shop 
because of the recent arbitration. The owner had a 
N.A.A.C.P. membership card tacked on the wall in a promi­
nent place. One of the workers told the writer, “ It’s fine 
working here, but there is a meeting called for tonight. 
I don’t know what he wants to see us about now.” 196
One of the most important factors in the maintenance 
of good relationships between Jews and Negroes in the field 
of employment opportunities is the existence of a commit­
tee of Jews and Negroes to settle such matters. This is an 
informal committee which meets whenever a conflict arises. 
It is made up of representatives of the merchants and of 
Negro organizations. They discuss the particular problem 
after hearing both sides and make recommendations which 
have always been accepted by the parties involved.197
On the other hand, there is the Booker T. Washington 
Trade Association of Negro business and professional men. 
This association attempts to protect the interests of Negro 
businesses and professions, encourages Negroes to go into 
business and to use good business methods, and urges 
It was frequently stated that there is not much competi- 
Negroes to patronize them.198
195 Interview with Dr. J. J. McClendon, cited, and interview with 
Mr. Samuel Leberman, representative of the East Side Merchants’ 
Association, cited.
196 visit to shoe repair shop on Hastings Street.
197 Information about this committee was furnished by Attorney 
Rosenberg, Mr. Leberman, Dr. McClendon and Mr. Dancy.
198 Interview with Mr. Woodson, cited.
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tion between Jewish and Negro doctors and lawyers in 
Detroit.199 The resentment which was expressed against 
Jewish lawyers concerned their alleged unscrupulous deal­
ings in court. It was even pointed out that there are some 
deals between Negro doctors and Jewish druggists particu­
larly concerning prices charged for prescriptions.200
In the domestic service field, Jews employ Negroes freely, 
but the Jewish housewife, it is alleged, wants more work 
for less pay. This follows the same pattern as the attitude 
of one Negro toward working for another. The popular con­
ception is that Jews are rich; but the average Jew is poor, 
just as the average Negro is poor. They can not really afford 
to have domestic help. Therefore, they must make it go 
further and are apt to be more demanding.201 Some of the 
accusations which are made by Negro domestics against 
Jewish housewives are that they are hard task-masters, 
that they feed rather poorly, that they set the clock back.202
There is no organized anti-Semitism in Detroit, although 
it does crop up occasionally. There are, however, as in 
New York City, street corner speakers who spread anti- 
Jewish propaganda. One of these speakers is called Caruso 
and is considered a fascist. Caruso campaigned two years 
ago for Attorney Duncan for prosecuting attorney. He 
promised Duncan that he would deliver the Negro vote. 
He attacked the Jews and almost caused a riot before he 
was stopped.
A Reverend Lyle is another who was, however, allegedly 
attempting to blackmail the Jewish merchants.203 He 
started a new organization in which he was attempting to 
organize Negro clerks in Jewish stores. He went out to 
the merchants first and had them sign a contract to the 
effect that they would hire only clerks belonging to his 
organization. There were no stipulations as to wages and
199 Negro doctors, lawyers and other leaders stated that Jewish 
professionals do not come into Negro neighborhoods.
2(>o Interview with Mr. Dancy, cited.
201 Statement of Reverend Horace White, August 12, 1941.
202 interview with Reverend A. C. Williams, cited, also interviews 
with Dr. McClendon and Mr. Dancy, cited.
203 information about Caruso and Reverend Lyle obtained from 
Mr. Dancy, Mr. Leberman, and Attorney Rosenberg.
hours. An injunction had to be taken out in order to 
stop him.
A Negro minister in Detroit, Reverend A. C. Williams, 
published a series of articles in the Detroit Tribune, which 
in some instances attacked the Jews while attempting to 
point out the relationships existing between Jews and 
Negroes. He has made several surveys on the subject and 
has obtained a degree in religion from a Jewish school. 
The writer was informed that he was active in the organiza­
tion of a Consumers’ League. Letters were sent out to the 
merchants, asking them to join. When told that it would 
then cease to be a consumers’ league, he answered that 
money was needed and that the merchants must provide it.
Propaganda is widely spread among Negroes. Litera­
ture of Coughlin, Pelley and Edmondson was distributed in 
the Negro sections free of charge. On the other hand, there 
is in Detroit a National Workers League which comes out 
openly as being anti-Jewish and anti-Negro. Organiza­
tions of that type should cause a closer bond between Jews 
and Negroes despite the fact that the leaflets which are 
distributed in the Negro sections have no anti-Negro 
statements.
A few statements from several interviews with promi­
nent Negroes will show to some extent the unorganized 
anti-Jewish feeling. One Negro leader stated that, “Jews 
own and control practically all of the property in the Negro 
area.” Another explained that, “ Sixty per cent of land­
lords are Jews. The Jewish people have more or less been 
very inhuman. It is not just being cruel; it is the Jew’s back­
ground of grasping for money.” 204 Still another stated that, 
“ When they are afraid of persecution they want to come 
together with the Negro in interracial meetings and co­
operate. At other times they won’t even sell or rent prop­
erty to a Negro if he wants to open a business.205
Kansas City
Kansas City papers seem to carry very little about Ger­
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man anti-Semitism. One newspaper has an article entitled, 
“Nazis Bar Film of Schmeling Defeat” ;206 another reports 
the death of “ Black Hitler” .207 The latter paper does have 
an editorial which, in discussing the possibility of Frank­
furter or some other liberal being chosen to succeed Justice 
Cardozo, states that although the Negro situation “remains 
the outstanding un-Americanism” , more and more tolerance 
is being evidenced.208
St. Louis
A St. Louis paper, on the other hand, spreads anti-Semitic 
ideas. For example, in an editorial on anti-Semitism among 
Negroes, this paper makes the allegation that:
“ . . . It is true that more and more, the Negroes 
are discussing the attitude of the Jews toward our 
race, it being pointed out that notwithstanding the 
fact that Jews are persecuted in other countries 
and discriminated against in America, yet they, 
themselves are not free from using the same 
tactics and methods to persecute and discriminate 
against the Negroes here. And while we believe 
that taking cognizance of the foregoing facts has 
had but very little to do with crystallizing anti- 
Semitism among our race, yet it may be said that 
this attitude on the part of the Jew toward the 
Negro most assuredly gives grounds for sowing 
seeds of dissension among our race in regard to 
this question. Of course, the proverbial friendship 
between the Jews and Negroes somehow does not 
seem as real today as it was yesterday, but this 
may be due to the fact that Negroes in recent 
years expected this friendship to reach farther in 
an interracial way than it has. But even this does 
not prove that there is group antagonism between 
the Jews and the Negroes.” 209
206 The Kansas City American, July 22, 1938, p. 8, col. 3, “Nazis 
Bar Film of Schmeling Defeat.”
207 The Kansas City Call, August 5, 1938, p. 1, col. 4, “ ‘Black 
Hitler’ Dies in Crash of New Plane.”
208 ibid., July 29, 1938, p. 18, col. 1, editorial 1, “More and More 
Tolerance.”
209 The St. Louis Argus, July 15, 1938, p. 8, col. 1, editorial 2, 
“Anti-Semitism Among Negroes.”
In that way the writer first of all challenges the statement 
that anti-Semitism is increasing among Negroes. Then he 
alleges that if it is, it is because of the manner in which 
Jews treat Negroes. In his last paragraph, he states that 
Negroes will be glad to organize with Jews to combat racial 
prejudice, and that even though Jews have not responded 
readily, Negroes do not blame them as a whole. He ends 
with a statement which is definitely incongruous in such an 
article. It is:
“ . . . but we can truthfully say that in the 
Jewish people we have found a profound friend­
ship and deep sympathy with our cause.” 210 
This editorial was provoked by the statement by the Con­
ference of American Rabbis and by John P. Davis, head of 
the National Negro Congress, who said that the Negro 
press and people show an increase in anti-Semitism among 
Negroes.
The Far West
There is not a great deal of material available on the 
far-West, but a perusal of one California Negro newspaper 
revealed some interesting material. In the first place, this 
paper quotes an article from the Amsterdam News, which 
expressed its anti-Semitism as follows:
“ Anti-Semitism is regrettable, but the Jew, him­
self is its author in so far as it concerns the Ameri­
can Negro. To stop its spread, the Jew must go 
beyond written appeals to the Negro leadership 
and press and make a decided about-face in his 
tactics toward the race . . .” 211 
Although this article was originally in the New York publi­
cation, the attitude of the California paper can be gauged 
from the fact that it was contained in a column headed, 
“ Sagacious Sayings.”
This paper also contains an article similar to the one 
which appeared in the Pittsburgh Courier212 concerning Jews
210  Ibid., July 15, 1938, p. 8.
2U The California Eagle, September 1, 1938, p. 4-B, “Sagacious 
Sayings.”
212 The Pittsburgh Courier, August 20, 1938, p. 2, cols. 4-5-6-7, 
“American Whites, Negroes Being Shoved Into Background in Movies 
by Jewish Film Owners,” by Earl J. Morris, Motion Picture Editor.
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in Hollywood. It was headlined “Hollywood Jews Use 
Southern Prejudice As Smoke Screen,”  and was written by 
Earl Dancer.
The South
Southern Negro publications have contained articles of 
various types on anti-Semitism. They differ as a whole from 
northern papers in that the former more often have a 
religious interpretation, and not so often contain attacks 
on Jews for economic reasons. Southern papers do have 
syndicated columns; for example, “ Race and Religion”  by 
Kelly Miller received wide publication.213
Many of these papers also reported the existence of the 
group of Negro anti-Semites in Chicago. Some commented 
upon it editorially; for example, the Atlanta Daily World 
stated that this group was playing with dynamite by accus­
ing a whole group when they really have grievances 
against only a few members of that group, and by dis­
regarding fascist tendencies in the United States. This 
paper added that Negroes are giving the fascists in America 
a stick with “ which to crack Negro heads” .214
The Carolina Times215 warns that Negroes should never 
support a program of hatred, because it leads to calamity. 
In this article, also, the writer denies the suggestion that 
this movement is “ backed by Hitler and Mussolini” , and 
states that he “ would rather think it is a hellish attempt 
on the part of some half-wit Negroes in Chicago to be 
smart.”216 An Oklahoma paper reports the incident and 
adds that some faction must be using the Negro editor of 
the paper as spokesman. It also states that leaders point
213 The Atlanta Daily World, August 13, 1938, p. 4, cols. 1-2, Kelly 
Miller Says, “Race and Religion.”
Cf. also The Tampa Bulletin (Florida) August 20, 1938, p. 4, 
Kelly Miller Says, “Race and Religion” ; the Louisiana Weekly, August 
20, 1938, Kelly Miller Says, “Race and Religion” ; The Shreveport Sun, 
August 20, 1938, p. 4, “Race and Religion” by Kelly Miller; The Dallas 
Express, August 13, 1938, p. 8, col. 21; The Watchtower, “Race and 
Religion”  by Kelly Miller; The Black Dispatch, (Oklahoma) August 
13, 1938, p. 4, “Religion and Race” by Kelly Miller; The Carolina 
Times, August 13, 1938, p. 4, Kelly Miller Says:— “Race and Religion.”
214 The Atlanta Daily World, August 19, 1938, p. 6, col. 1, editorial 
1, “Playing With Dynamite.”
215 The Carolina Times, August 20, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, editorial 1, 
“Playing With Dynamite.”
216 Ibid., August 20, 1938, p. 4.
out the necessity for “ Semitie-Negro affiliation” .217 Other 
papers merely reported the organization without editorial 
comment.
Southern papers also reported the death of the “"Black 
Hitler” 218 and the statement of the Central Conference of 
American Rabbis to the effect that anti-Semitism is growing 
among Negroes,219 even more than northern papers.
Southern publications are much more conservative, as a 
whole, than are northern publications. There is less anti- 
Semitism among Negroes in the South, because of the 
smaller percentage of Jews there, and because of the fact 
that there are fewer contacts between the two groups. In 
other articles, for example, those concerning the possibili­
ties of fascism coming to America, the conservatism of 
southern Negroes is very much in evidence. One such edi­
torial was inspired by a letter which had been written by 
a white subscriber deploring the lack of news on foreign 
events.220 The subscriber had stated that Negroes would 
be the first to suffer should Fascism come to America. The 
editorialist, however, believes that the seeming unconcern 
on the part of Negroes here is due to a failure of the sub­
scriber “ to give proper place to the American Negro’s fight 
against Fascist tendencies in this country.” After listing 
some of the methods which are used to discriminate against 
Negroes in America, he adds:
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217 c f .  for example: The Oklahoma Eagle, August 20, 1938, p. 8, 
cols. 1-2, page headline; “Chicago Editor In Anti-Jewish Campaign, 
Declared To Be on Payroll of Fascist.” Column headline: “Danger 
Seen In Negro’s Anti-Jewish Attacks; as Dies Probe Begins” ; The 
Black Dispatch (Oklahoma) August 20, 1938, p. 1, cols. 4-5; column 
headline; “New Anti-Jewish Fight in America Received Aid of Negroes 
Say Probe Leaders.” “German American Bund Charged With Foster­
ing Campaign Against Jews in United States,” “Race Paper Used As 
Mouthpiece” ; The Savannah Tribune (Georgia), August 18, 1938, p. 1, 
col. 5, “Danger Seen in Negro’s Anti-Jewish Attacks” ; The Memphis 
World (Tennessee), August 19, 1938, p. 1, Section 2, cols. 7-8, “Danger 
Is Seen In Anti-Jewish Onset as Probe is Begun.”
218 c f . for example, The Memphis World, August 8, 1938, p. 1, cols. 
2-3-4, “Black Hitler of Harlem Dies in Plane Crash; Pilot Killed, Sec­
retary Injured.”
218 The Indianapolis Recorder, July 16, 1938, p. 16, cols. 7-8, banner 
headline, “Declares Anti-Jewish Sentiment Growing,” column head­
line, “Favors Lynch Law; Deplores Race Hatred.”
220 The Waco Messenger, August 19, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, editorial s ,  
“Fascism in Europe and Fascist Tendencies in America.”
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“The Negro can think in the broad terms of the 
struggle against fascism, but he feels that until 
there is a real victory against fascist tendencies in 
America, the fight against fascism in its larger 
phases is weakened. In other words he sees in 
himself democracy’s greatest test.” 221 
In other words, this writer is upholding the Negro’s indif­
ference toward foreign events in terms of his “ total absorp­
tion”  in alleviating his own conditions here in the light of 
international events.
A periodical published in Alabama does treat the menace 
of Fascism in a broader light. This publication shows edi­
torially that the Fascist menace is “not confined to Europe, 
Asia and Africa” , but that Germany has also, “ organized 
financed and partly armed” outbreaks in South America 
and Mexico. It adds that although the Dies Committee has 
protected fascist activities in the United States, they are 
very evident and that those who underestimate the dangers 
of fascism are “ playing into the hands of the Fascists inside 
our own country” .222 Such an article does in some measure 
serve to awaken Negroes to the international aspects of the 
problem of minorities.
The Nashville Defender expresses a defeatist attitude in an 
editorial in which it states that prejudice is active both 
abroad and in America and asks, “ Which Way, Colored 
Man, Which W ay?” 223
The attitude of Negro religious organizations in the 
South, excluding Catholics, is well illustrated in the Baptist 
journal, The Sunday School Informer. The general philosophy 
is to the effect that the Christian world will not long endure 
the persecution of minorities in the world, and that it is 
bound to decrease because it has shocked the conscience 
of the world, and that democracy is the best governmental 
system. The language used also has a religious flavor.224
Two editorials in this periodical deserve special mention,
221 ibid., August 19, 1938, p. 4.
222 The Ne-w South, January, 1939, p. 5, “The Fascist Menace.”
223 The Nashville Defender, September 30, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, edi­
torial 2, “Which Way Colored Man.”
224 For example, such terms as “the children of Abraham”, “abused 
even unto death” are used.
however, because of the anti-Semitism which they may 
have spread. The first is entitled, “ Anti-Semitism in our 
World And Its Basic Causes.” 225 The article deals first with 
the antiquity of anti-Semitism and its existence in great 
measure in America, Italy and Germany. The editorialist 
then sums up the reasons for the anti-Semitic drive in two 
categories: first, “ a peculiar Jewish philosophy of life with 
a racial superiority complex at its base; second, the present 
authoritarian attitude of tyranny toward undesirable 
minority groups.”  The writer takes for granted the “ shaded 
principles of trade without native revolt of conscience” of 
the Jews. He even points out biblical examples of cheating 
and usury among Jews, which he considers a “racial trait 
which is traceable even back to Rebecca, the mother of 
Israel.”
While this article cannot be said to be unqualifiedly anti- 
Semitic, it does tend to spread the seeds of prejudice. Under 
the guise of a scientific consideration of the causes of anti- 
Semitism, the writer gives vent to his own belief in the 
chicanery of Jews as a racial trait, and in their superiority 
complex. His solution is for Christians to disregard the 
many faults of the Jews and to extend aid to them.
Another editorial also demonstrates the belief in the 
international financial power of the Jews, when it states: 
“ America, thanks be to heaven, is out of a posi­
tion to wage many protests against this people—  
the seed of Abraham, lest they close the financial 
arteries of our commercial system.” 226 
This editorial further urges:
“ Even though Jews rejected Christ let not 
Christians reject them, but receive them into their 
sympathies and hearts in the spirit and name of 
Jesus.”227
Thus the same philosophy is shown: that although the Jews 
are guilty of many evils, which are listed, Christians should 
let their love for Jesus guide them and not reject the Jews.
225 The Sunday School Informer (Tennessee), April, 1939, pp. 
6-7-8, editorial 9, “Anti-Semitism in Our World and Its Basic Causes.”
226 Ibid., April, 1938, pp. 3-4, editorial 4, “Anti-Semitism on the
T n h T M C A  ft
222 Ibid., April, 1938, pp. 3-4.
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Norfolk, Virginia
The Norfolk Journal and Guide is the leading Negro paper 
of Virginia. It can be placed in the category of the Afro- 
American and other large papers; it has columns by many 
of the writers whose articles also appear in those papers. 
Its contributors include Kelly Miller, Gordon B. Hancock 
and Willis N. Huggins. This paper, excluding those col­
umnists, can be differentiated from the other papers in the 
comparatively little anti-Semitism found in its pages. It 
reflects entirely the philosophy of Negroes in a border 
state; yet it has more articles written from the point 
of view of the minority problem as international. The 
narrow chauvinism and Jewish prejudice evident in a 
paper like the Philadelphia Tribune is absent to a great 
extent in the Norfolk paper; the virulent anti-Semitism of 
the northern papers appears but l'arely here.
National Publications
There are a number of publications which cannot be put 
into a discussion of a particular section of the country 
because both their scope and their circulation are country­
wide.
Into this category fall first of all the journals of national 
Negro organizations; the Crisis, the bulletin of the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and 
Opportunity, the National Urban League journal. Both 
journals have many editorials written by contributors of 
every type and representatives of every group, They give 
the Negro reader a conglomeration of viewpoints which 
can guide him in the formulation of his own opinions.
The Crisis, however, during 1938, showed a more limited 
conception of the Jewish situation. The articles which point 
out the hypocrisy of Americans who protest against Ger­
man-Jewish conditions are more nearly like the articles 
in other publications. One editorial, which discusses anti- 
Semitism among Negroes, points out the exploitation of 
Negroes by Jewish business men and the discriminating 
measures used against them.228 In some of the editorials
228 The Crisis, June, 1938, p. 177, editorial 1, “Anti-Semitism Among 
Negroes.”
during that year, the argument of isolation is utilized, as 
it is often used in other Negro publications, to the effect 
that Americans should not become upset about conditions 
thousands of miles away when they ignore the Negro 
situation here.229
Opportunity follows the same general pattern. While it 
does not contain quite so many articles on the subject as 
does the Crisis, its articles are in the main broad in their 
scope and philosophy. One does find a few editorials of the 
last type mentioned in the Crisis, however.230
The National N egro Congress
The National Negro Congress, headed by John P. Davis, 
has some interesting material on anti-Semitism among 
Negroes. The attitude of the organization itself was ex­
pressed in a telegram which was sent by Davis on behalf of 
the Congress to President Roosevelt urging him to protest 
to Germany about the Jewish atrocities. It is also reflected 
in the correspondence of Mr. Davis, in answer to letters 
criticizing his action. In an interview, Mr. Davis stated that 
he received many letters from Negroes who called him a 
traitor to his race for sending the telegram. The letters he 
divided into two classes: first, those which are not basically 
anti-Semitic, but which speak of the Jews’ economic 
exploitation of the Negro; second, those which are defi­
nitely anti-Semitic in the sense of hatred of the racial 
group.231
Mr. Davis showed the writer correspondence which he 
had with a certain L. F. Coles of New York City. The let­
ters covered a period from April, 1938 to February, 1939, 
and Mr. Coles has a philosophy which is often followed by 
Negroes. He points out incidents in various cities between 
Negroes and Jews and the method by which Negroes have 
been discriminated against and exploited by Jews. Then 
he states that Americans, and especially Negroes, would 
do well to confine their efforts to alleviating the condition
229 c f  for example, Ibid., December, 1938, p. 393, editorial 1, “Ne­
groes, Nazis and Jews.”
230 c f . for example, Opportunity, January, 1939, p. 2, The Editor 
Says, article 1, col. 1, “On Racial Prejudice at Home and Abroad.” '
231 Interview with Mr. John P. Davis, March 4, 1940.
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of Negroes in America. Mr. Davis answered Mr. Coles to 
the effect that the fascist menace is an international prob­
lem to be combatted only by the application of international 
philosophy and action. The problem of minority groups, 
too, he said, is international in its scope, and an isolationist 
point of view defeats the very purpose of Negro agitation.
The correspondence closed without the desired results: 
Mr. Coles stated that his years of experience, which have 
been more than Mr. Davis’, have brought him to his present 
ideas, but that he is still in sympathy with the activities of 
the National Negro Congress; Mr. Davis said that the phil­
osophy of Mr. Coles is unfortunate, but that his ideas would 
not permit him to do otherwise than protest against Jewish 
persecution.
Mr. Coles’ letters are indicative of the attitude of many 
Negroes; the consideration of the economic position and 
activities of the Jew, which is based on false ideas, some­
times exists without hatred for the racial group, but more 
often it engenders anti-Semitism which may or may not 
become crystallized.
Negro Fraternal Journals
The journals of Negro college fraternities also deserve 
mention here, because they reflect not only the attitudes 
of college students, but also of Negro college graduates, 
because both the undergraduate and graduate chapters 
contribute articles.
While they confine the majority of their articles to the 
activities of the various chapters of the fraternities, some 
editorials haivet been written about the German-Jewish 
situation.
Kappa Alpha Psi Journal
In this periodical, which may be used to represent fra­
ternity journals in general, most of the editorials have 
considered the German situation and have used it as an 
introduction for discussions of educational conditions of 
Negroes in America.232 In this journal also is an article
232 The Kappa Journal, January-February, 1939, p. 106 and March, 
1939, No. 5, p. 11, “If Bloomington Were In Germany.”
about the discrimination against Marian Anderson in Wash­
ington, D. C. during the spring of 1939.233
The Effect of the Policies of the Publishers on the 
Attitudes of N egro Newspapers
It is to be expected that the policies of the publishers 
would affect to some extent the editorials, whether directly 
or indirectly. Rarely does one find the statement that the 
opinions contained in an editorial reflect only the policies 
of the writers and not necessarily those of the paper, al­
though one may assume that the signed columns and articles 
are representative only of the attitudes of the writers. Ar­
ticles by individual columnists are more distinctive, how­
ever, because they are usually recognized authorities in the 
Negro group, being sometimes professors, like the late Kelly 
Miller, lawyers, like Robert W. Bagnall, or leaders of Negro 
organizations, like William Pickens. These commentators 
have been discussed in another connection, however;234 
therefore, the problem here is to consider the unsigned 
comments which represent the publication as a whole. No 
attempt will be made to point out personal facts about 
individual publishers, but a few generalizations will serve 
to demonstrate the effects of their policies on the editorials.
The publishers of Negro publications as a whole, are 
middle-class and conservative. Although through their 
newspapers, they often advocate many changes for Ne­
groes in America, one seldom finds any indication of a 
desire to strike at the root of the Negro problem. They 
favor an elimination of segregation, equal facilities for 
education, leisure-time activities, and social life, but they 
go no further than this.
In their political life, these publishers are also almost 
uniformly conservative. The majority of them supports 
one or the other of the major parties; very few radicals 
are found among them. The political conservatism of the 
publishers is probably caused in part by their middle-class 
aspirations and by their position in Negro society.
233 Ibid., March, 1939, p. 109, Editorially Speaking, “So You Still 
Think It Can’t Happen Here.”
234 Cf. Chapter II above, pp. 48 ff.
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Publishers of Negro newspapers are for the most part 
respected by Negroes, because they are more or less suc­
cessful, independent business men. Their social position 
depends on other factors also, but it is reasonably safe to 
say that at least the publishers of the leading Negro papers 
occupy a position near the top in Negro society. The pub­
lishers of the small, struggling papers are not so favored, 
but there is a certain amount of prestige which is attached 
to the occupation.
The same generalizations can be made about the appar­
ent wealth of Negro newspaper publishers. The publishers 
of the papers of wide circulation are generally wealthy, as 
far as Negro standards are concerned. On the other hand, 
publishers of small weeklies are usually struggling from 
week to week to finance the paper and to earn a livelihood.
It can also be said that the majority of the publishers of 
Negro newspapers are extremely race-conscious. This fact 
is reflected in the articles which appear in the papers. 
These articles are for the most part narrowly chauvinistic, 
and are extremely limited in their scope. Every event of 
Negro life is reported, and, although articles are found on 
international events, narrow interpretations are made of 
these events. Attitudes toward minority groups, other than 
colored ones, are in broad outline, in keeping with those of 
the majority white group.
C h a p t e r  V
GENERAL FALLACIES IN THE VIEWPOINTS 
OF NEGRO PUBLICATIONS TOWARD 
ANTI-SEMITISM IN GERMANY
Anti-Semitism among Negroes is one of the most unfor­
tunate of all racial attitudes; and it is particularly regret­
table that prominent Negroes, whose opinions affect the 
masses of people, should express this prejudice to any de­
gree. Negro anti-Semitism is not confined to any particular 
stratum of Negro life; it is found almost as much among 
college professors as among members of the uneducated, 
lowest-income group, and the former are in a position to 
instill the prejudice into the minds of their students, many 
of whom will later occupy influential positions.
One such professor, after assuring his listeners at a meet­
ing that he is not anti-Semitic, stated vehemently, “ I’d as 
soon see ten thousand Nazis go into Tanganyika as ten 
thousand Jews!” From the sheer point of view of exploita­
tion of a backward people, the speaker was right: a point 
of ethics makes one demand why any one should go into 
Tanganyika to exploit people and resources. But his other 
statements made the effect of that adverse criticism of Jew­
ish “ methods of exploitation” twice as great on his student- 
listeners.
This professor pointed out numerous cases of Jewish dis­
crimination against Negroes, and added that the Jews have 
controlled commercial, industrial, and other fields in dis­
proportionate numbers. He also repeated a conversation 
which he had with a prominent rabbi, who was unaware of 
the facts about Negro-Jewish relations. The professor then 
stated, “ I thought that he should have been educated.” 
The rabbi admitted that he, himself, did not want to associ­
ate with the ordinary type of Jew, according to the pro­
fessor. Then the latter stated that he told the rabbi that 
he might have done to the Jew what the Nazis have done. 
In Germany, he added, the Jews bought out the middle- 
class Gentiles and caused their financial ruin. One of his 
final statements was, “ The Jew outwits the Gentile just as
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he steps in and opens a business when the Negro can’t.” 
Only after the point had been suggested by a listener, did 
the professor admit that the Jews had been forced into 
money-lending and business activities for centuries and that 
their so-called “Jewish traits” are not Jewish at all, but are 
the “ result of their centuries of persecution” . The influence 
which his opinions have, may be demonstrated by the fact 
that an Urban League official repeated to the writer the 
same story that this professor had told, and stated that a 
college professor had told him. The difference between 
the attitudes of this professor and that of leaders in the 
New Negro Alliance is shown in their reactions to the open­
ing of a drugstore across the street from one of the People’s 
drugstores which the N. N. A. was then picketing. A Jew­
ish entrepreneur opened the store and hired a colored phar­
macist; therefore, N. N. A. leaders regarded it as an oppor­
tunity for a trained Negro,1 but the professor looked upon 
it merely as another example of Jewish exploitation of 
Negroes.
Negro writers in weekly or monthly publications are like­
wise in a position to influence the opinions of others. They 
are enabled to do this more than the professor, because they 
reach many Negroes of all classes. There are, however, 
many general fallacies in the viewpoints of Negro publica­
tions, which if pointed out, may help to eradicate some of 
the false conceptions of Jews.
One of the most noticeable fallacies is that of considering 
all Jews in the light of the prevalent stereotypes. Many 
of the articles show that their writers have a preconceived 
picture of Jews as a whole, and that no individual differ­
ences are recognized. For example Ralph Matthews states:
“ The Hebrews who get it in the neck are en­
titled to sympathy, but they, themselves, are not 
basically opposed to the Hitler principle; They, 
too, believe in hanging together and letting the 
devil take the hindermost. If you doubt it, try to 
get a job as clerk in one of the Pennsylvania Ave­
nue department stores. In spite of the fact that
1 Cf. Chapter IV above, pp. 154-155.
they depend on you for trade, there you will find 
Hitlerism in its most blatant form, exercised by 
those who are being Hitlerized in Germany.” 2
And S. A. Haynes puts it this way:
“ The Jews, dollar crazy, are always ready to 
invade Negro communities . . . ” 3
Both of these editorialists are thus ascribing to the entire 
racial group characteristics which have been found to be 
existent in a small portion of that group and which are by 
no means limited to Jews. This tendency is found in many 
of the articles on the German-Jewish situation.
Because practically all of the articles on this subject 
attempt to compare, or, in a few cases to contrast the 
German-Jewish and American Negro situations, most of the 
fallacies which are present are in these articles. One of the 
most glaring fallacies is the lack of consideration of the two 
situations beyond the mere overt methods of expressing the 
prejudice which lies beneath and gives rise to the action.
This type of superficial comparison is extremely common. 
Some articles discuss discriminatory measures which have 
been passed in Germany against Jews and which have been 
practiced in America against Negroes.4 Others discuss 
atrocities which have been perpetrated on the persons of 
Jews and Negroes.5 Still others deal with means which are 
used to segregate the two racial groups.6 Comparisons of 
this type are both interesting and necessary to make Ameri­
cans aware of the aspects of persecution of minorities in 
Germany and in America, but they are superficial.
2 The Afro-American, June 17, 1933, p. 10, col. 2, Watching the 
Big Parade by Ralph Matthews, “Hitlerism.”
3 The Philadelphia Tribune, July 26, 1934, p. 5, col. 1, World Hori­
zon, by S. A. Haynes, “Jews and Negroes.”
4Cf. for example: The Afro-American, April 15, 1933, p. 10, edi­
torial 3, “Hitler Embarrasses Uncle Sam” ; Ibid., April 22, 1933, p. 10, 
editorial 1, “Strong Jewish Blood” ; Ibid., September 9, 1933, p. 16, 
editorial 1, “Adolph Hitler, K.K.K.” ; Ibid., August 24, 1935, p. 6, edi­
torial 1, “American Nazis Quite as Bestial as their German Brothers” ; 
Ibid., February 22, 1936, p. 4, col. 2, editorial 5, “The Nazis and Dixie.”
®Cf. The Crisis, April, 1938, p. 113, editorial 1, “Charity Begins 
at Home” ; The Philadelphia Tribune, October 12, 1933, p. 4, editorial 
2, “Jews in Germany vs. Negroes in America.”
«Cf. for example Ibid., October 12, 1933, p. 4, and The Afro- 
American, October 5, 1935, p. 6, col. 2, editorial 5, “Nazis at Williams."
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Another fallacy which is often found in comparative ar­
ticles is the failure to take into account the historical back­
grounds of Jews in Germany and Negroes in America. 
According to many of the articles, Jewish pogroms in Ger­
many are new and were virtually unexpected, and the his­
tory of discrimination against Jews in Germany started with 
the Hitler regime.7 That belief is pointed out by some 
writers as a difference between the two situations. One 
editorialist even states that Jewish persecution cannot last 
long in Germany because the Germans are a cultured people 
who will not tolerate such a program for long.8 Such 
writers either choose to disregard or are unaware of the 
centuries of anti-Jewish feeling in Germany. That is one 
of the basic facts of Nazi anti-Semitism which they fail to 
consider: the fact that anti-Semitism was the most useful 
weapon of the Nazis because it had become a part of the 
social heritage of the German people.
The sympathy which is expressed for the German Jews 
takes on an unreal character when a writer utilizes that as 
the basis for attacks on Americans and particularly upon 
American Jews.9 Some of the articles show that the writers 
believe the accusations which are usually made against 
Jews, for example, the idea that all Jews are wealthy, that 
they desire especially to exploit Negroes in trade, and that 
there are certain specific “ Jewish traits” . The facts that 
Jews as a whole are poor, and that only a very few have 
amassed great fortunes are not believed. That is because 
the majority of Jews with whom Negroes have contacts 
are engaged in some form of business activity, and although 
poor, are thus largely middle-class in aspirations and philos­
7 Cf. The Norfolk Journal and Guide, November 26, 1938, p. 8, 
“Oppression of Racial Minorities is Worldwide.”
8 One writer states that these measures “cannot succeed for long 
in Germany, for the good reason that Jewish blood has been so mixed 
up with all races for centuries that none can tell who is Jewish and 
who is not,”  The Afro-American, April 22, 1933, p. 10, editorial l, 
“Strong Jewish Blood.”
9Cf. The St. Louis Argus, July 15, 1938, p. 8, col. 1, editorial 2, 
“Anti-Semitism Among Negroes” ; The Philadelphia Tribune, October 
12, 1933, p. 4, editorial 2, “Jews in Germany vs. Negroes in America” ; 
and Ibid., July 26, 1934, p. 5, col. 1, World Horizon by S. A. Haynes, 
“Jews and Negroes.”
ophy. A Negro hears the name of Julius Rosenwald as 
often as he hears Henry Ford or J. P. Morgan or possibly 
more often, since Negroes have greatly benefitted from 
Rosenwald philanthropy. To many Negroes that one name 
is concrete evidence that Jews are rich; and few stop to 
think that Rosenwald was only one wealthy Jew, and that 
the greatest exploiters have been found among the Gentiles. 
This is definitely reflected in many of the Negro newspapers.
Middle-class Negroes do not conceive of Jews as possess­
ing the same philosophy and aspirations as they and as 
being crushed by the same forces of monopoly. This atti­
tude, however, is not purely anti-Semitism, but an expres­
sion of and a revolt against the economic failure of middle- 
class Negroes. The Jew is a white man, and is generally a 
business man, and since it is easier to attack him than the 
dominant whites, the Jew is attacked. The prejudice, 
which is also present in members of the unemployed masses, 
is based upon a false conception of the “ rich Jew” .
Another fallacy in some of the articles on German anti- 
Semitism is a failure to consider the role of anti-Semitism 
in Nazi tactics. Most of the writers, after expressing their 
condemnation of the Nazi program, tinge their comparisons 
with a tearful sentimentality on the Negro situation in 
America. Valid comparisons cannot be made without tak­
ing into account the reasons for the show of prejudice. 
It is true that some of the methods of discrimination in the 
two countries are similar, but the reasons why the Nazis 
have been able to successfully launch an attack on the 
Jews must be stated. In addition to that, many of the false 
ideas which Negroes hold about Jews could be clarified if 
writers in Negro publications would attempt in more in­
stances to place before the reading public the reasons for 
the concentration of Jews in commercial fields.
Other standard accusations against Jews are also credited 
by a large number of Negro editorial writers. For example, 
one states that many of them are Communist leaders; 10
10 The Philadelphia Tribune, September 21, 1933, p. 17, cols. 1 and 
2, “Negroes Suffer More in United States Than Jews in Germany” by 
J. A, Rogers. Rogers says that Jews “furnish a large percentage of the 
international-thinking element, and are leaders in the radical eco­
nomical movement for the general benefit of mankind.”
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their role in the rise of capitalism is greatly overesti­
mated ; 11 and they are considered born usurers 12 in the 
present-day meaning.13 Some belief is even expressed in 
the religious accusations which were made against the Jews 
before the ascent of the racial myth to a prominent posi­
tion,14 and credence is given to the myth of a Jewish “ inter­
national organization” .15 Many of these accusations, which 
were long ago proven false, have risen out of and been sus­
tained by unfamiliarity with Jewish life.
It is also fallacious to conclude that the Negro problem 
is more serious than the Jewish problem because there are 
more Negroes in America than there are Jews in Germany.16 
Mere numbers cannot decide the seriousness of any prob­
lem, particularly in this case, where the two situations are 
but different phases of the same minority group problem- 
pattern.
There are very few editorialists who consider the two 
situations in the light of an international minority group 
problem. Narrow racial chauvinism which is the first step 
in arousing a minority group to a realization of its true 
status, often outlives its usefulness. It blinds the members 
of the group to their position in the international scheme; 
it retards the cooperation between groups, regardless of 
race; and it gives them a warped viewpoint of the situa­
tions of other minority groups. Racial chauvinism is ram­
pant in the articles studied. In fact, the German-Jewish 
situation has generally been utilized to illustrate the similar 
position of American Negroes, and very seldom to attack 
the evils of fascism. This narrow viewpoint also prevents
11 Cf. The Pittsburgh Courier, December 3, 1938, “Views and Re­
views” by George S. Schuyler.
12 For example, cf. The Sunday School Informer, April, 1939, pp. 
6-7-8, editorial 9, “Antisemitism in the World and its Basic Causes.”
is Usury now means taking exorbitant interest rates for money 
lending and cheating or unfair dealings. Previously it meant simply 
taking any interest.
14 The Sunday School Informer, op. cit.
15 Cf. Ibid., April, 1939, pp. 6-7-8; and The Philadelphia Tribune, 
September 21, 1933, p. 17, cols. 1 and 2, “Negroes Suffer More in United 
States Than Jews in Germany” by J. A. Rogers.
16 Ibid., November 9, 1933, p. 5, Section II, “Negro Problem Perils 
World Peace; Greater Menace Than Persecution of Jewish Race” by 
S. A. Haynes, and The Afro-American, June 4, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, edi­
torial 6, “The Hitlers zu Hause.”
Negroes from realizing the possible effects of fascism upon 
them.
Neither of the situations can best be considered as a com­
plete entity. It is true that each differs from the other on 
many points, but the similar basic points make necessary a 
wider viewpoint. In this connection, most of the writers 
attempt to isolate the Negro situation and through various 
means attempt to show that Americans should pay atten­
tion to the Negro situation here instead of the Jewish con­
ditions in Germany. One of these methods is to make a 
statement to that effect; 17 another is to devote as little 
space as possible to a consideration of the Jewish problem, 
and a great deal to the Negro problem.18
Some writers are apparently unaware of the Nazi atti­
tude toward Negroes, which may be considered a fallacy. 
They state, for example, that Negro visitors to Germany 
since 1933 have been well-treated.19 Again they are con­
sidering only the overt discrimination, which would hardly 
be accorded a visitor to the country for a few days and are 
ignoring Nazi theory and practice as they concern Negroes.
In addition to the general fallacies which have been 
pointed out, there are individual statements which could be 
challenged, but their effect is small in contrast with the 
articles as a whole. The probable effect of the entire ar­
ticle is being considered here, because the reader is usually 
influenced in that way. This statement must be amended, 
however, as it concerns articles which attack Jews, because 
anti-Semitism is prevalent among Negroes to the extent 
that a single anti-Jewish statement often influences their 
opinions more than a page of analysis of the problem which 
expresses real concern for the Jews.
This consideration of fallacies does not apply to all of
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w The Afro-American, op. eit., The Philadelphia Tribune, October 
18, 1933, p. 4, Section II, editorial 2, “Hitlerism vs. Americanism.”
18 Cf. The Afro-American, October 5, 1935, p. 6, col. 2, editorial 5, 
“Nazis at Williams” , The Philadelphia Tribune, April 6, 1933, p. 16, 
col. 1, editorial 2, “Hitler and the Jews” , and the Crisis, April, 1938, 
p. 113, editorial 1, “Charity Begins at Home.”
is For example, The Boston Chronicle, August 20, 1938, p. 4, col. 1, 
editorial 3, “The Atlanta Baptist Conference” , The Philadelphia Tribune, 
September 21, 1933, p. 17, cols. 1 and 2, “Negroes Suffer More in United 
States Than Jews in Germany.”  By J. A. Rogers.
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the articles on this subject because some of them contain 
no such faults. An attempt has been made, however, to 
point out the general pattern followed in the articles on 
anti-Semitism.
The True Comparison and Contrast Between the Plight
of Negroes in America and That of Jews in Germany
The German-Jew and the American Negro are victims of 
a racial prejudice which is manifested in complex political 
and economic situations. Although there are many sim­
ilarities between the two situations, when all of their rami­
fications are considered, there are also many differences to 
be found.
The most usual type of comparison, one which considers 
only the most overt methods utilized to express the under­
lying antipathy, is a valid one, but it is not basic. For 
example, Negroes are disfranchised in the South; Jews in 
Germany cannot vote. Negroes are jim-crowed, as are 
Jews. There are many discriminatory measures which can 
be compared,20 but such a discussion leaves the crux of the 
problem untouched. For that reason, a significant com­
parison and contrast must begin with the historical back­
grounds of the peoples in the countries under discussion.
Jewish persecutions in Germany may be said to have 
begun with the First Crusade in 1096, because only sporadic 
outbursts had occurred before that time. The grounds on 
which the Jews were persecuted then, however, were re­
ligious. They were a distinct religious and cultural group 
and their differences from the Christian Germans gave rise 
to mystical conjectures as to all aspects of Jewish life. 
Unfamiliarity with Jewish life and religion was one of the 
reasons for the facility with which the German people 
believed the rumors that the Jews had poisoned the wells
20 For example, discrimination in schools, in employment, both in­
dustrial and professional, in government positions, in sports, in public 
places, in leisure time activities, in exercise of the franchise, etc. Also 
the terrorism of Jews and Negroes is comparable in many respects. 
Both minorities are excluded from many public buildings, parks, and 
even towns; and in public conveyances they are segregated.
and caused the Black Death21 and that Jews committed 
ritual murders.22
Antipathy toward Jews has thus existed in Germany and 
has been violently expressed at least since the beginning 
of the First Crusade. To illustrate the horrors to which 
Jews were subjected, it should be stated that often during 
the Crusades and during the Middle Ages, entire towns of 
Jews were literally wiped out. The most horrible deaths 
imaginable were inflicted upon thousands of them in a short 
time. The Jews were a group apart, racially, religiously 
and culturally; and the ghetto was merely the physical 
counterpart of the spiritual separateness. Beginning with 
1870, they were allowed to take a more active part in Ger­
man life, but almost immediately a reaction set in for which 
the new nationalism and racial theories were largely re­
sponsible. The Weimar Constitution in 1919 finally gave 
them all rights on an equal footing with Germans. In 1920, 
however, the program of the National Socialists forecast the 
dark future for the Jews which they are now experiencing.
When the idea of a Christian State prevailed, the Jews 
who had not been converted to Christianity were left outside 
the pale.23 It was not until the latter part of the nineteenth 
century, however, that prejudice toward Jews took on a 
distinct racial character.24 The rise of intense nationalism 
and a pseudo-ethnology made the Jews a separate and 
distinct “race” whose inherent characteristics made them 
irreconcilable with the German character. This was the 
beginning of actual anti-Semitism. Racial theorists de­
clared that there were certain “ Jewish traits” which are 
revealed in the capitalistic spirit.25 This “ Jewish spirit” ,
21 It was said that Jewish doctors in Toledo had manufactured the 
poison and had spread it throughout Europe. The readiness with which 
it was believed that Jews had poisoned the very air may be gauged 
from the fact that some town officials ordered the destruction of the 
Jews as a precautionary measure.
22 Those who were unfamiliar with Jewish religious practices be­
lieved that they drew out the blood of a Christian to make the un­
leavened bread for the Passover.
23 A common religion became one of the requirements for citizen­
ship.
24Gobineau and Chamberlain, although the first was not anti- 
Jewish, gave rise to a new racial doctrine on which the Nazis have 
based some of their theory.
25 Cf. Sombart, Werner: The Jews and Modern Capitalism, passim.
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they said, was not confined to members of the Jewish racial 
group and it was not present in all Jews. It was, however, 
said to be characteristic of most Jews and was opposed to 
the “ German spirit” .
On the other hand, antipathy toward Negroes has never 
been religious. In fact, the Christian Church has been an 
important factor in Negro life in America. The reasons 
for the use of Negroes as slaves were economic, but the 
rationalizations for their exploitation were made in terms 
of racial dogmas. Most Negroes were slaves until 1863 
when the Emancipation Proclamation nominally freed some 
of them; and they were made citizens by the Fourteenth 
Amendment shortly afterward. Negroes still retain their 
citizenship, while Jews are no longer considered citizens of 
the German Reich. The Negro has existed since 1863 sub­
ject to discrimination and segregation which is upheld by 
state law, tradition, and public opinion.
The Jew in Germany and elsewhere has contributed for 
centuries to the various arts and professions. He has at 
least one of the oldest cultures in the Western world; and 
has at times lived with his allegiance to his past and a hope 
for the future which has been, with the exception of the 
Zionists, centered in the countries in which he resides. The 
Negro, on the other hand, was forced, by various circum- 
stanes,26 to forget his former life in Africa and to accept 
the cultural pattern of the whites which relegated him to 
an inferior position. The American Negro is the newest 
element in the society from the point of view of his cultural 
pattern, which is an approximation of that of the whites. 
In recent years, there has been an attempt by some Negro 
leaders to make Negroes conscious of their African heritage 
and of a bond with other colored groups the world over. 
Despite this trend toward a glorification of race and color, 
the fostering of an extreme race-consciousness has met with 
little success among the masses of Negroes.
It is often stated that the Jew is so proud of his past— as
26 Tribal divisions were disregarded when the slaves were brought 
to America, and often members of tribes which had been deadly enemies 
were placed on the same plantation. Tribal practices were forbidden 
because then the slaves were easier to rule.
he well might be— that he wants to preserve the solidarity 
of his racial group. The statement is fallacious for many 
reasons. First of all, Jews, like any other racial group, do 
not all act with a singleness of purpose. Secondly, they 
have mixed with the groups among which they have lived 
to such an extent that in many cases they are indistinguish­
able from members of the dominant group. Thirdly, they 
have become so assimilated in other ways into other groups, 
that they have become Germans or Frenchmen, Englishmen 
or Americans in culture and in allegiance.
In the case of the Jew, protagonists of racial theories 
cannot attack him on the grounds of color, as they do the 
Negro. Therefore, they characterize his culture as “ in­
ferior” and his “ race”  as parasitic. It thus becomes an 
assault on the “ Jewish spirit” . The visibility of the Negro 
makes an appeal in itself and his culture is considered non­
existent above the level of “ jazz” music and sensuous danc­
ing. Both groups are judged in the light of stereotypes.
Comparisons may be made on the basis of the reactions 
of Jews and Negroes to their situations, simply because they 
are both discriminated groups which react as any groups 
of human beings will to persecution. The comparison can 
be made on the grounds of the diversity of reasons for per­
secution and solutions which are given by the two groups. 
The causes and solutions themselves often differ because 
they rise out of the different historical backgrounds of the 
two peoples.27
The great majority of Negroes are poor, unskilled labor­
ers, in the very lowest stratum of American economic so­
ciety. Although most of the Jews are extremely poor, many 
are middle-class in their principal occupation, that of in­
dividual business establishments. Many are also industrial 
employees and laborers, and at the other extreme, there 
are a few wealthy Jews. The comparison in this connection 
can be made on the grounds of the poor conditions under
27 For a discussion of explanations of anti-Semitism as given by 
various Jewish groups, cf. Valentin, Hugo: Anti-Semitism, Chapter 1. 
Jewish and Negro organizations for the alleviation of their conditions 
are comparable in many respects. For a comparison of Jewish and 
Negro reactions, cf. The Crisis, June, 1934, pp. 178-179, “The Jew 
and the Negro,”  by Jacob J. Weinstein.
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which the two minorities as a whole live; but the contrast 
must be made as to their principal occupations.
The German Jew and the American Negro are both vic­
tims of a vicious system of exploitation. Their situations 
are comparable in that both of them are used as handy 
scapegoats on whom blame can be cast for all unfortunate 
events. The Jew, however, is given a special place among 
the “ inferior” races, by virtue of his so-called “racial traits” . 
“ Scientists”  reason that the Negro is an “ inferior” being, 
who must be kept in an inferior position. The Jew, on the 
other hand, is characterized as an inferior “race” , but he 
is a special parasitic breed of “ inferior” man.
Despite differences between Nazi and American rational­
izations for discrimination against these minority groups, 
the attitudes serve a similar purpose, namely that of de­
flecting resentment away from the ruling group. The 
American “ poor white” , believing the “ scientific” assertions 
about the Negro, defeats his own chances for advancement 
by despising another exploited group and aligning with his 
“ blood brother” , who is often in reality his exploiter. Mem­
bers of the Kleinburgertmn in Germany are taught to feel 
that the preservation of the racial empire from the assaults 
of the conniving Jews is their responsibility. In hunting 
out a scapegoat who is unfortunate enough to be different 
in some respect, their own pitiable condition is forgotten 
and all past and present ill-luck is considered the work of 
the Jews.
In the case of the Negro, he is not blamed for many of 
the misfortunes of the country, because he is said to be too 
ignorant to cause them. In fact, it is his very ignorance in 
addition to his alleged animal-like qualities which serve 
to excuse discrimination against him, while the very dis­
crimination tends to keep him in ignorance. But the Negro 
is said to be the cause of some misfortunes because his very 
presence lowers the racial content and the cultural level of 
the American people. No one who is so deluded once con­
siders that by suppressing any section of the population, 
the level of the entire population is lowered.
“ The Jews are our misfortune” is a particularly illumi­
nating expression. It immediately places all blame at the
feet of the Jews. In other words, this type of rationaliza­
tion makes the Jew the basic cause of all troubles; there­
fore, whatever the immediate causes, they are brought 
about by and are dependent on the basic one. In contrast 
to the American situation where the Negro is said to be 
discriminated against because of his ignorance and back­
wardness, the German Jew is said to be clever, but his 
cleverness is directed toward the exploitation and ruin of 
the “ superior” Germans. It is thus typified as a destructive 
cleverness which eats away at the heart of all constructive 
purposes.
Thus, despite differences, these two types of rationaliza­
tions culminate similarly. The racial groups whom the 
dominant population desires to exploit are deemed “ in­
ferior” , and therefore any concession to them is a favor 
taken from this dominant group. It is alleged to be for 
the betterment of the “ Aryans”  to keep the sub-human 
Negro from lowering the cultural level, and to prevent the 
parasitic Jew from employing his chicanery to undermine 
the State which has been built up by the unsuspecting 
“ Aryans” . In both cases, the little man of the dominant 
group is blinded by a flood of arguments which are offered 
by those who desire to rule and exploit all groups. He may 
be starving, but, thank God, he is a white man or a German 
as the case may be. Being aware of that in America, his 
starving is not so difficult and, in Germany if the Jew can 
be crushed, he will not starve.
The appeal of such reasoning to the masses of the people 
has been graphically shown in both America and Germany. 
In the latter country, the national government has adopted 
legal measures based on its racial theory; in America, state 
laws and principally tradition and public opinion give vent 
to racial dogmas. The principal comparisons can be made 
of overt manifestations of the attitudes which exist, but 
the more basic one can be made on the basis of the ends 
which are achieved. Otherwise, there are glaring contrasts 
to be found in many aspects of the two situations*
The Nazi regime has brought about a return to the old 
Teutonic tribal State, semi-barbaric and intolerant. In 
America, however, there has been no return to any former
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condition, but a continuous policy based on the centuries 
of Negro slavery. This policy would prove to be an effec­
tive tool for fascists should they gain a foothold in the 
United States, as would the fact that both the Jewish and 
Negro groups have absorbed the attitudes of the dominant 
white population toward the other minority.
CONCLUSION
It is clear that ethnological theories have been a part of 
the philosophy of peoples since the middle of the last cen­
tury. Although they have been most widely accepted in 
Germany, these theories have also gained a strong foothold 
i n  the United States.
Because the belief in racial theories has been so wide­
spread for almost a century, it is also reflected in the atti­
tudes of minority groups. The Negro minority in the United 
States is influenced by its relationships in the social scheme 
with the dominant group: Negro attitudes develop out of 
this complex situation. For that reason, some of the anti- 
Semitism among Negroes illustrates their absorption of the 
accepted philosophy, and Negro anti-Semitism is almost 
parallel to that of the dominant group.
Considering the prevalence of ethnological theories to­
day, the Negro is in a precarious position, teetering on the 
brink of human society, and his tendency to fall prey to 
false racial creeds and prejudice such as anti-Semitism, 
makes his situation doubly precarious. Therefore, in this 
consideration of the attitudes of Negroes toward Jews, it 
has been necessary to touch upon the historical backgrounds 
of the two groups, in order to point out the serious nature 
of this antipathy, to refer briefly to the most important 
theories of “ race”  and the threat of fascism in the United 
States to Negroes.
Anti-Semitism provides for many Negroes an outlet for 
their feeling of frustration and resentment at the limitations 
which are placed upon them. They are following the 
familiar pattern of looking for a scapegoat. It must be 
realized, however, that indulgence in anti-Semitism is a 
dangerous luxury for Negroes.
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